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INTRODUCTION 
The substitute-structure method is a procedure for determining the 
design forces, corresponding to a given type and intensity of earthquake 
motion represented by the design spectrum, for a reinforced concrete 
structure. The method is explicitly a design (and not an analysis) 
procedure: its objective is to establish the minimum strengths the 
components of the structure must have so that a tolerable response 
displacement is not likely to be exceeded. 
The central and significant feature of the substitute-structure 
method is that it provides a simple vehicle for taking account of inelastic 
response of reinforced concrete in the design of multi-degree-of-freedom 
structures. The specific advantages are: (1) use of linear-response 
models for dynamic analysis, (2) choice in setting 1 imits of tolerable 
response in different elements of the structure, and (3) deliberate 
consideration of displacements in the design process. 
This paper demonstrates the application of the method to structures 
satisfying the following: 
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1. The system can be analyzed in one vertical plane. 
2. No abrupt changes in geometry or mass along the height of 
the system. 
3. Columns, beams, and walls (represented as columns) may be 
designed with different limits of inelastic response, but 
the limits should be the same for all beams in a given bay 
and all columns on a given axis. 
4. All structural elements and joints are reinforced to avoid 
significant strength decay as a result of repeated reversals 
of the anticipated inelastic displacements. 
5. Nonstructural components do not interfere with structural 
response. 
In addition to a detailed description of the method, the paper 
includes a series of "tests.11 Frames, ranging in height from 2 to 10 
stories, are designed for a particular response spectrum using the 
substitute structure method. These frames are then Iisubjected il to 
various earthquake motions: their responses are calculated using inelastic 
dynamic analysis based on a realistic hysteresis for reinforced concrete. 
SMOOTHED RESPONSE SPECTRA 
Figures 1 and 2 contain acceleration response spectra for eight 
recorded ground-motion components listed in Figure 3. Response data are 
shown for two damping factors, S = 0.02 and 0.10, with each record 
normal ized to an acceleration of 0.5g. 
The first six motions were grouped together because their linear-
response spectra have similar shapes. As indicated by the plot in Fig. 3, 
3 
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the re is a compa rab 1 e p ropo rt i ona 1 i ty, fo r these six recg·~·a~~;··~ bet·~ie:~A;·;::the: 
maximum acceleration and spectrum intensity (4) which provides a rationale 
for normal izing them with respect to maximum acceleration. Linear-response 
spectra for motions 7 and 8 are distinctly different from those for the 
first six. They have been treated individually. 
It is not the object of this work to propose a generalized response 
spectrum. However, to test the proposed procedure it is necessary to 
work with a smoothed set of spectra which describe the calculated response 
for the individual strong motion records. For that purpose, the curves 
shown by heavy solid lines in Fig. 1 and 2 were selected. 
It was assumed that the design response acceleration for any damping 
factor, 5, could be related to the response for 5 = 0.02 using Eq. 1. 
Response acceleration for 5 8 (1) Response acceleration for S=0.02 6 + 100S 
In choosing the design spectra, more weight was placed in making 
them comparable to the calculated values at B = 0.10 than at S = 0.02, 
because values of the damping factor on the order of 0.1 rather than 0.01 
are typical in applications of the substitute-structure method. An effort 
was also made to select curves, especially those in Figure l,described by 
simple expressions. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
Main characteristics of the substitute-structure method are (a) defi-
nition of a substitute frame, with its stiffness properties related to 
but differing from the actual frame, and (b) calculation of design forces 
from a modal spectral analysis of the substitute frame using a 1 inear-
response spectrum (or from a linear-response-history analysis for a given 
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ground motion.) The operations may be divided into three streps: 
(1) Based on tolerable 1 imits of inelastic response, determine 
the stiffnesses of the substitute-frame members. 
(2) Calculate modal frequencies and damping factors for the 
substitute structure. 
(3) Determine design forces. 
Details of the procedure for each step are described below, followed 
by a numerical example. 
It is assumed that preliminary member sizes of the actual structure 
are known from gravity-load and functional requirements, precedent, or 
a previous trial. 
The Substitute Structure. The flexural stiffnesses of substitute-frame 
elements are related to those of actual-frame elements in accordance with 
Eq. 2. 
(EI) . = (EI) .Ill. 
s I a I I 
(2) 
where (ES) . and (EI) . are cross-sectional flexural stiffnesses of the 
51 al 
element i in the substitute and actual frame, respectively, and ~. is the 
I 
selected tolerable "damage ratio" for element i. 
Physical interpretation of the damage ratio for a particular condition, 
a moderately reinforced slender beam subjected to antisymmetrical end 
moments, is illustrated in Fig. 4. The solid curve in Fig. 4c represents 
the relationship between the applied moment, M, and the end rotation, 8, 
caused by flexural deformation within the span. 
The term (EI) is calculated using the fully cracked section (linear 
a 
stress-strain curves and no tensile strength for concrete). The M-8 
curve, based on (EI) , corresponds approximately to a line drawn from the 
a 
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origin to the "yield point" of a section with compactly placed tensi Ie 
reinforcement having a definite yield stress. The damage ratio, ~, 
sets a lower slope and impl ies that a rotation, approximately ~8 , will y 
be attained if the effective or average stiffness of the member is changed 
as indicated in Eq. 2. In that respect, the damage ratio, ~, is comparable 
to but not exactly the same as "ducti 1 ityl' based on the ratio of maximum 
to yield rotation. Quantitatively, damage and ductil ity ratios are ident-
ical only for elasto-plastic response. It must be emphasized that a 
damage ratio of, say, six requires a larger ratio of "ductility" based on 
curvature or strain in members with moment gradients. 
Choice of tolerable damage ratios for structural elements is governed 
by the nature, cost, and function of the entire building as well as on the 
type and detail ing of the elements. Recommendation of specific values 
is beyond the scope of this paper. To permit quantitative demonstrations, 
it will be assumed that tolerable damage ratios are unity for columns and 
six for the beams, in keeping with the approach that energy should be 
dissipated primarily in the beams which are often more convenient to 
detail for sustained resistance through many cycles of response into the 
inelastic range. 
Modal Frequencies and Damping Factors. Periods or frequencies and mode 
shapes and modal forces for the undamped substitute structure are obtained 
from a I inear response analysis. 
The modal damping factors for the substitute structure are calculated 
as described below. 
It was observed (3) that the maximum inelastic earthquake response 
of single-degree-of-freedom reinforced concrete systems could be estimated 
6 
by analyzing a I inear model with reduced stiffness and a substitute 
damping factor related to the damage ratio approximately as follows. 
B = 0.2 (1 - (1/(11) 1/2)) + 0.02 
s 
where S = substitute (equivalent viscous) damping factor and 11 = 
s 
damage rat i o. 
Equation 3 is based on dynamic tests of reinforced concrete elements 
(16) and one-story frames (3). The form of the expression was derived 
(3) from a model by Jacobsen (6). It provides a quantitative estimate 
of the amount of equivalent viscous damping required to simulate the 
observed effect of hysteretic damping on the response of a reinforced 
concrete element to earthquake excitation. Various approaches to the 
linear representation of nonl inear response are discussed in ref. 1, 2, 
5, 6, 8, 11, 15, and 17. 
If the individual elements of a frame are designed for different 
values of 11, individual values of Ss have to be combined to obtain a 
single "smeared" value for use in modal analysis. In the substitute-
structure method this is done by assuming that each element contributes 
to the modal damping in proportion to its relative flexural strain energy 
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where B = smeared damping factor for mode m, L = length of frame element, 
m 
(EI)si = assumed stiffness of substitute-frame element i, Mai and Mbi = 
moments at ends of substitute-frame element i for mode m. 
7 
An alternate method of obtaining modal damping factors for the 





where k . = stiffness of substitute-frame member i, k . = stiffness of 
Sl al 
actual-frame member i, ~. = tolerable damage ratio for member i, and 
I 
S . = substitute damping for member i from Eq. 3. 
Sl 
Dynamic equil ibrium of the entire substitute structure can then be 
expressed by Eqa 7. 
o (7) 
where [M] represents the mass matrix, [K l ] and [K2] represent the real 
and imaginary parts of the stiffness matrix, and x refers to the displace-
ments. Modal frequencies and damping factors are determined by solving 
for eigenvalues of the complex matrix. 
Both methods give closely comparable answers. The method based on 
strain energy was used in this paper because of its simplicity and because 
of its direct relationship to the physical interpretation of the substitute 
structure. 
Design Forces. Design forces in individual elements are based on the root-
sum-square combination ampl ified by a factor given in terms of the base 
shear. 
F. F. 
I I rss 
v + V b 





where F. = design force in element i, F. = square root of the sum 
I I rss 
of the squares (RSS) of the modal forces for member i, V = base shear 
rss 
based on RSS of modal base shears, V b = maximum value for absolute sum 
a s 
of any two of the modal base shears. 
To reduce risk of excessive inelastic action in the columns, the 
design moment from Eq. 8 should be amplified for columns by a factor 
of 1.2. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider the three-story planar frame described in Fig. 5b. Design 
forces are to be determined for response spectrum A shown in Fig. 
(Characteristic ground acceleration = 0.5g). I t is assumed that II = 1.0 
for columns and II = 6.0 for beams. Let E = 3.6 x 106 psi = 2.5 x 104 MPa 
fa r cone rete. 
Moments of inertia indicated in Fig. 5a refer to gross plain cross 
section. Because the amount of reinforcement in the frame members is not 
known at this stage of design, it is assumed that the ratio of cracked-
to gross-section moment-of-inertia is 1/2 for columns and 1/3 for beams. 
Moments of inertia of the substitute frame are obtained from Eq. 2, 
noting that I . refers to cracked section. 
al 
For the columns, I = 1.33/2 = 0.67 ft 4 = 5.8 x 10- 3 m4 
c 
Fa r the beams, 4 -4 4 Ib = 1.95/(3 x 6) = 0.11 ft = 9.5 x 10 m 
Modal periods, shapes, and forces (for a nominal response acceleration 
of 1.Og) are calculated for the substitute structure using a linear 
9 
dynamic response analysis.* 
For the three-story frame (Fig. 5), the calculated periods were 
0.85, 0.19, and 0.078 sec. The moments calculated for an arbitrary 
nominal response acceleration of 1 .Og are shown in Fig. 5c for each mode. 
Substitute damping factors are obtained from Eq. 3. 
For the columns, Sc 0.02 
Fa r the beams, n ? (l_l/rt..\ 1/2\ v ..... \' '(\VI 1* n nl') U.U4. n 11. U.I'1 
The smeared damping factor for each mode is determined using Eq. 4 
and 5. Because strain energy is involved as a relative magnitude, 
quantities in Fig. 5c can be used. To demonstrate a step in the cal-





11.0 2 2 
6.0*5.2*105*0.67 [(1170) + (256) + (1170*256)] 9.1 k-ft 12.3 kN-m 
Performing the above operation for each member in each mode, the 
following relative proportions are obtained. 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
LP . d /LP. d 1 gl r ers 91r ers + co . 0.55 0.21 0.04 
LP /LP . 
columns gIrders + col. 0.45 0.79 0.96 
Modal damping factors for the substitute structure are (Eq. 4) 
S 1 0.14 
.1.. 0.55 + 0.02 ;" 0.45 = 0.086 
S2 0.14 * 0.21 + 0.02 
-;': 0.79 0.045 
S3 0.14 ;~ 0.04 + 0.02 * 0.96 = 0.025 
*Use a standard computer program for 1 inear dynamic analysis available 
at the accessible computer center. Examples are TABS (Univ. of Cal., 
Berkeley), APPLE PIE (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.) and SUSHI (Univ. of Ill., 
Urbana) . 
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The spectral acceleration response for each mode is then calculated 
using Eq. 1 with the pertinent damping factor. Resulting curves are shown 
schematically in Fig. 5a. 
Base shears are most conveniently handled in terms of the "base 
shear coefficient
"
, ratio of response base shear to weight of building. 
v = (v for 1.0 g) * (SA /g) 
m m m 
where vm = base shear coefficient for mode m, SAm = design response 
acceleration for mode m, 9 = acceleration due to gravity. Values for 
(v for 1.Og) are obtained directly from the dynamic analysis. 
m 
v 1 = 0.77 
~~ 0.48 = 0.37 
v2 0.18 
-;t; 1 .4 = 0.25 
v3 0.053 * 0.92 = 0.049 
vabs 0.37 + 0.25 = 0.62 
v 1(0.37)2 + (0.25)2 + (0.049)2 rss 0.45 
Design moments are calculated (Eq. B) using the values in Fig. 5c 
modified for the appropriate design response acceleration. For example, 
the moment at the base of the first-story column for the first mode 
becomes 1170 * (0.48) = 560 kip-ft = 760 kN-m. Thus, the design moment 
at the same section is 
= 850 kip-ft = 1150 kN-m 
The factor 1.2 is used for columns only. The actual design moment 
(earthquake) depends also on load factors deemed necessary in relation to 
11 
likelihood of design motion, expected quality of construction, and level 
of design stresses. 
Lateral displacements of the frame are obtained from dynamic 
analysis of the substitute structure, with the appropriate damping factors 
S'l' S2' and S3 and response accelerations. Calculated modal displacements 
















As would be anticipated, the first mode governs the response. In 
this case, calculation of RSS values is unnecessary. Thus, the maximum 
displacement at Level 3 is estimated to be approximately 4.5 in. (O.llm). 
On the same basis, maximum relative story displacement is expected to 
approach two in. (0.05m) in the event of the design earthquake. 
The response of a three-story frame, designed to resist the forces 
obtained as described above at yield level, to various ground motions 
is evaluated later in this paper along with other frames designed similarly. 
TESTS OF FRAMES WITH RIGID BEAMS 
Even though the substitute-structure method constitutes only a part of 
the entire design process, its result; a particular set of design forces, 
represents a synthesis of various decisions and the method is therefore 
best.judged by the end product: whether the resulting system fulfills 
the original intent. This and the following sections describe l'tests" 
of frames "designed" using the method. The tests were analytical. Design 
12 
forces for a series of frames were determined. Then, inelastic responses 
of these frames, with members having flexural yield capacities determined 
by the design process, to various ground motions were calculated. 
The first series of frames, described in this section, were lImited 
to frames with rigid beams, in order to permit investigation of several 
variables within a reasonable computation budget. The frames ranged 
from two to ten stories of eleven ft (3.35 m) with a weight of 72 kips 
(320 kN) concentrated at each story. The initial story stiffness (corres-
ponding to cracked-section properties of reinforced concrete columns) 
was determined by assuming that the natural period of the system to be 
O. lN, where N is the number of stories. Two different groups of frames 
were considered. For the first group, story stiffness was assumed to be 
the same at all stories (designated as "uniform"). For the second group, 
story stiffnesses were assumed to vary so as to produce a linear first-mode 
shape. 
The frames were "designed" for a target damage ratio, ].1, of six using 
spectrum A (Fig. 1). Base and top-story shear coefficients are listed 
in Table l. The effective damping factor was the same for all modes 
(0. ]4) because energy is assumed to be dissipated only by one class of 
elements. Each frame was then 'Jtested
" 
using the first six ground motions, 
normal ized to a characteristic acceleration of 0.5 g, indicated in Fig. 3. 
The response history was calculated at each level using the hysteretic-
response rules defined in reference 16. Tensile strength of the concrete 
was ignored. The yield moment was set at the design requirement, the 
initial stiffness being determined by the selected period. Stiffness 
beyond yield was taken as five percent of the initial stiffness. The 
13 
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analysis was made with an equivalent viscous damping proportIonal to 
stiffness, amounting to a damping factor of 0.02 for the first mode. 
Results Test. Results of inelastic-response calculations are summarized 
in Fig. 6 for both series of frames ("uniform stiffness" and "varying 
stiffness'I). The calculated maximum damage ratio at each level is plotted 
using a different symbol for each ground motion. A bar at each level 
indicates, for all six ground motions, the mean damage ratio (left end 
of the bar) and the mean plus one standard deviation (right end). 
The data in Fig. 6 show that the distribution of the characteristic 
damage ratio (mean plus one standard deviation) was reasonably uniform 
over the height of the structures, with the values at the top story 
typically low. It is also seen that given a certain structure, the 
damage ratio at different levels was quite different for different ground 
motions, even though the six ground motions selected had generally similar 
response spectra. 
Histograms of all calculated damage ratios are shown in Fig. 7. The 
overall means were less than 7.5 for both series (6.9 for frames with 
uniform stiffness and 7.3 for frames with varying stiffness). Considering 
that these mean values can be controlled by the choice of the spectral-
response curve, method of summing modal components, or by a load factor, 
the results are positive in that, on the whole, the distribution of the 
mean and characteristic values over the heights of the buildings (Fig. 6) 
are reasonably uniform. 
Strength Distribution over Height of Structure. A study was made of the 
distribution of story strength over the height of the building. Two 
frames {one with ten and the other with six stories} of each series were 
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redesigned with the same base shear strength but with the column strength 
varying as the story shears calculated for the first mode, rather than 
according to the RSS distribution. 
Inelastic response of these four frames were calculated using motion 
no. 1 (Fig. 3). The results are illustrated in Fig. 7. It appears that 
even if the RSS distribution is slightly more complicated to use and 
resulted usually in an overdesign (Fig. 6) of the top-story columns, it 
is preferable to the FM distribution which resulted in large damage 
ratios in the top stories (Fig. 7). Figure 7 also illustrates the 
sensitivity of the calculated inelastic response displacement to variations 
in strength. Top-story shear strength was reduced less than 40 percent 
in going from RSS to FM distribution, but the response displacements at 
this level increased by an order of magnitude. 
Ground-Motion Characteristics. The plot in Fig. 3 comparing maximum accel-
eration with spectrum intensity for the eight ground motions indicates 
that motions 7 and 8 have special characteristics. Motion 7, which plots 
below the 1 ine representing spectrum A, is evidently a more severe ground 
motion than indicated by its characteristic maximum acceleration. Using 
spectrum A, with acceleration as the index value, would underrate its 
effect. On the other hand, the same approach would overrate motion 8. 
Open circles in Fig. 8 indicate response damage ratios for frames 
designed using spectrum A and then "subjected" to motions 7 and 8 
normalized to a maximum acceleration of 0.5g. Although results are within 
extreme values shown in Fig. 6, it is evident that the frames have been 
underdesigned for motion no 7 and overdesigned for motion no. 8, a result 
to be anticipated from Fig. 3. This represents a failure of the design 
15 
spectrum A rather than of the substitute-structure method. 
Sol id circles in Fig. 8 indicate response damage ratios for frames 
proportioned according to design spectra B or C fitted to calculated 
response spectra for motions 7 and 8 (Fig. 2). These results are satis-
factory, despite the tendency to overdesign the upper stories. 
In relation to the success of the final design, the shape of the 
design spectrum is more critical than its magnitude. Overall magnitude 
of the spectrum can be compensated plausibly at another level of the design 
process. But the only stage where the frequency content (but not 
sequence) of the ground motion can be intell igibly anticipated is in the 
spectrum shape. 
In this context, a critical feature of the substitute-structure method 
should be discussed. The method becomes plausible only with the under-
standing that the force response decreases as the structure becomes more 
flexible. If the characteristics of the ground motion are such that, in 
the range of the lower modes of the structure, the spectral acceleration 
response increases with an increase in period, it becomes necessary to 
assume a constant acceleration response for design up to that period at 
which response starts decreasing, unless the method is used iteratively, 
an alternative which is usually not desirable. In design spectra used 
in this paper, the portion of the spectrum at frequencies higher than 
approximately six Hz was chosen to decrease with increase in frequency 
because contributions of modes in this range were small and because they 
were more than compensated for by the reductions in the contributions of 
the lower modes. However, if the concern had been with structures having 
their lowest modes in this range, it would have been necessary to assume 
a flat response acceleration at the maximum ampl ification for all 
16 
frequencies above six Hz. In effect, the response curve must be such that 
the total base shear reduces as the structure becomes more flexible. 
TESTS OF FRAMES WITH FLEXIBLE BEAMS 
Three frames (Fig. 9) were designed for spectrum A with target 
damage ratios of ~ = 6.0 in the beams and ~ = 1.0 in the columns. 
Calculated periods and modal damping factors are shown in Table 2. 
Design forces for each element were determined as discussed specifically 
for the three-story frame. Frame elements were assigned yield moment 
capacities indicated by the design procedure, columns being designed for 
the governing top or bottom design moment. The design base shear coeffi-
cients, v, were 0.54, 0.30, and 0.15 for the three-, five- and ten-story 
frames respectively. 
Response histories of each frame to motions 1-6 were calculated by 
an inelastic dynamic analysis program for frames, SAKE (13). Results 
of such analyses are compared with dynamic test results in reference 12. 
The assumed hysteresis and viscous damping was the same as those for the 
frames with rigid beams except that the stiffness after yielding was 
three percent of the initial stiffness. 
Test Results. Mean beam damage ratios shown in Fig. 10 (left edges of 
the rectangles) present a favorable picture. They were all less than the 
target value of six and their distribution over the height of the structure 
was reasonably uniform. The same was true of the characteristic damage 
ratios (mean plus one standard deviation) which did not exceed seven. 
However, there was one motion which resulted in relatively large damage 
ratios (motion 2). Tuning the design method to maintain damage ratios 
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below six for all motions considered is possible but uneconomical. 
Furthermore, unless the design is ridiculously conservative, there is 
the possibility of another ground motion, with the same characteristic 
maximum acceleration and response spectrum, which may result in larger 
damage ratios than motion 2. 
Maximum damage ratios indicated for the columns may be evaluated 
from two different viewpoints. One viewpoint would be to tolerate the 
few locations where the damage ratio has exceeded unity because (a) mean 
values for the six motions were always less than unity and (b) individual 
maxima, again for motion 2, were barely over two. In this light, the test 
results are considered as positive. 
Another viewpoint would be to consider any column rotation into the 
inelastic range as unacceptable, in view of the difficulties involved 
i n de ve lop i n g f f d u c til i t y I lin a x i all y loa de d re i n for ce d co n c re tee 1 emen t s . 
As indicated earl ier in the paper, to maintain the columns in the 
elastic range requires special precautions (9). Consider, for example, a 
one-bay one-story frame. Lateral-load analysis of any type would result 
in equal moment-capacity requirements in the beam and the columns. If 
the two types of members are proportioned to have the same flexural 
strength, either one may develop inelastic rotations. In the design 
procedure described, the column moments are determined by amp1 ifying 
the results of Eq. 4 by a factor of ] .2. Table 3 shows calculated damage 
ratios for three five-story frames subjected to ground motion 2. Frame 
Y was based on the described procedure. Frames X and Z were based on 
column design moments obtained by multiplying the results of Eq. 4 by 
1.1 and 1.4, respectively. 
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Column damage ratios for frame Y exceeded unity at three joints, 
reaching a maximum value of 3.7. As discussed earl ier in reference 
to Fig. 10, frame Y damage ratios exceeded unity at two joints but were 
close to two. All columns of frame Z had damage ratios less than unity. 
It is evident that columns may be maintained in the 1 inear range by 
increasing the design moments. However, considering that a column 
"overstrength" factor of 1.2 resulted in damage ratios exceeding unity for 
only one of the six ground motions (Fig. 10) and that these were not 
intolerably large, it is considered to be adequate. Gravity-load or 
other requirements may also change the relative strengths of beams and 
columns in favor of the latter. If the strength ratio goes in favor of 
the beam and if the designer desires ~ = 1.0 or less for the columns, he 
must "override ll the final design proportions. 
SUMMARY 
From the observation that the inelastic response to earthquakes of 
reinforced concrete elements could be represented by a linear-response 
model, a procedure was developed in reference 3 which incorporated the 
effects of inelastic energy dissipation to determine the design force for 
a single-degree-of-freedom structure using the ordinary linear-response 
spectrum. The substitute-structure method extends this procedure to 
multi-degree-of-freedom structures. 
The proposed method can be used to determine earthquake design-
force requirements for individual elements of a RIC structure given a 
design linear-response spectrum and explicit decisions about tolerable 
inelastic response, with the option of different limits of inelastic 
19 
response in different structural elements. 
The paper includes a numerical example demonstrating the determina-
tion of design forces in a three-story frame and a series of analytical 
tests of the method using two- to ten-story frames. 
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APPENDIX I I. - NOTATION 
A Maximum characteristic acceleration for a ground motion record 
max 
E Young1s modulus for concrete 
F. Des i gn fo rce fo r frame membe r 
I 
F. Square root of the sum of the squares of design forces for member ( rss 
FM First mode 














= cross-sectional moment of inertia; - of column; - of beam; - of 
c b ai 
element i in actual frame 
= frame member flexural stiffness; 
- . of substitute-frame member i 
Sl 
of actual-frame member i; 
ai 
= length of frame member 
moment; -ai at end a of member i; -bi at end b of member 
number of stories 
strain energy of frame member i 
square root of sum of the squares 
spectral response acceleration for mode m 
base shear; - square root of sum of the squares of modal base 
rss 
shears; - b maximum value for absolute sum of any two of the 
a s 
modal base shears. 
= damping factor, ratio of value of equivalent viscous damping 
to the critical value. 
substitute damping (Eq. 3), - . for frame member i, 
Sl 
smeared damping (Eq. 4) for mode m of substitute structure 
damage ratio (Eq. 2), -. for member i 
( 
end rotation; - at yield y 
ratio of base shear to weight of structure; - for mode m' -
m ' abs 
maximum for sum of any two v . - Square root of sum of v2 
m' rss m 
No. of 








Design Shear Coefficients for Frames with Rigid Beams, 
Design Spectrum A, ~ = 6 
Uniform Stiffnessa Variable Stiffness 
Base Shear top Story Shear Base Shear Top Story Shear 
Total Weight Base Shear Total Weight Base Shear 
0.61 0.63 0.60 0.67 
0.31 0.41 0.31 0.49 
0.21 0.34 0.20 0.39 
0.16 0.29 0.15 0.34 
0.13 0.26 0.12 0.30 
a Al1 stories have the same stiffness 
bStiffness distributed to have a 1 inear first-mode shape 
Note: Shear coefficients given refer to yield capacity of structural 
elements and a characteristic base acceleration of 0.5g. 
Mode Uncrackeda 
Table 2 
Calculated Periods and Smeared Damping Factors for 
3, 5 and 10-Story Frames with Flexible Beams 
Peri od 
b Cracked Substitute C 
Damping 
d Factor Mode Uncrackeda 
Peri od 
b Cracked Substitute C 
Damping 
d Factor 













































































CBased on stiffness properties from Eq. 2 with ~ = 6.0 for beams and ~ 


























Effect of Column Overstrength Factor on Damage Ratio 
5-Story Frame, El Centro 1940 EW 0.5G 
Calculated Damage Ratios 
Frame X Frame Y Frame Z 
Beam 5 5.2 6.9 7.9 
4 6.1 7.3 8.3 
3 8.1 8.4 8.6 
2 8.2 8.3 8.2 
1 6.7 7.0 7.5 
Column 5T 1.5 0.96 0.85 
B 0.35 0.36 0.38 
47 3.7 2.3 0.97 
B 0.39 0.42 0.40 
3T J .0 0.94 0.81 
B 0.77 0.78 0.75 
2T 0.54 0.49 0.43 
B 3.0 2.2 0.95 
IT 0.31 0.30 0.28 
B 0.95 0.90 0.79 
T: top of column 
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10 8 6 4 Period, sec. 
Frequency, Hz 
Fig. 1 Acceleration Response to Ground Motions 1 through 6 (Normalized to 






































7. 8344 Orion, Son Fernido 
3.75 Amax 1971 NS 






8. Castaic, Co I. 
1971 N21E 
3.75 Amax 0.2 Design Spect rum C f3 =0.02 
25 AmaxT 




0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
12 10 8 6 4 2 Period, sec. 
Frequency, Hz 
Fig. 2 Acceleration Response to Ground Motions 7 & 8 and 











Location Date Direction Max. Acc./g 
EI Centro, Cal if. 28 May 1940 NS 0.31 
EI Centro, Calif. 28 May 1940 EW 0.22 
Taft, Calif. 21 July 1952 N21E 0.18 
Taft t Calif. 21 July 1952 S69E 0.16 
Managua, Nicaragua 23 Dec. 1972 EW 0,38 
lAn"nn •• ,.. ~a;~,. ... ,.,.. •• ,. 23 Dec. 1972 "I~ - ...,..., 'Y''''II~,''~U''''t • "VI'"''''' u~uu 1'4 ~ UI "" 
8344 Orion, San 9 Feb. 1971 NS 0,26 
Fern Ido 
Castaic, Cal. 9 Feb. 1971 N21E 0.32 
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Spectrum Intensi ty 
100 in. 
Fig. 3 Comparison of Maximum Acceleration with Spectrum Intensity 
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(a) Design Spectrum 
II II 
18 x 30 W =72 kips 
• i Ib = 1.95 ft 4 I per Floor 
3"2 ft4 . II Ie = I, OJ 24" x 24 ILe=1 
I ~ 24 I (~r. 32 m) ,.1 
Mode I Mode 2 Mode 3 
-352+ 352 34+ -34 -3+ 3 
-158 tiiO 
-238 t 395 -93 ,..... ............. ~ -27 29 
-g76 
256t 320 16 -I 
-1170 -30 
(c) Modal Moments Of Substitute Structure 
For Spectra I Acc. SA Of I g 
fLb=6 
Ib = 0.11 ft4 
~Sb=O.14 








in kip ft 
.., 
in kip ft 
Actual Structure Substitute Structure (d) Design Moments 
(b) Substitute Stru cture 
Fig. 5 Data for Numerical Example (1.0 kip = 4.45 kN; 
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Fig. 6 Calculated ~amage Ratios for Frames with Ri id Beams 

















Uniform Sti ffness 
J.L = 4. 50 ( 5.11) 




Vary ing Stiffness 
fL = 4.96 (5.53) 
cr =2.30 (2.00) 
cr/ji =0.46 (0.36) 
2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10 
fL' Damage Rat io 
(a ) 
Un i form Stiffness 
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jJ- = Mean 
cr = Standard Devi9tion 
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• First Mode 
Distribution 
o RSS Distribution 
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Fig. 7 
(b) 
~~stribution of ~ama~e Ratios and Effect of Story 
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Fig. 8 Calculated Damage Ratios for Frames with Rigid Beams 
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Fig. 9 Properties of Frames with Flexible Beams 
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Fig. 10 Calculated Damage Ratios for Frames with Flexible Beams 
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This report describes the three computer programs produced as a 
part of the study, "Technology for the Formulation and Expression of Spec-
ifications. 1I The programs are written in FORTRAN IV and are operational 
on the Burroughs B6700 computer at the Civil Engineering Systems Laboratory 
(CESL), Department of Civil EnQineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois. Transfer of these programs to other computing facilities will 
be aided by the contents of the manual, because the programs are not 
entirely machine independent. The programs make use of the characteristic 
word size of the Burroughs equipment (6 characters). Transfer to IBM 
equi pment (whi ch uses 4 characters ) wi 11 require some reporgramming of. the 
input and output routines. 
The programs are designed for interactive use from a remote 
terminal. Most of the work done with these programs will not require large 
amounts of data to be input, so this mode is quite convenient. The input 
is entered in free format and interpreted by a package of scanning 
routines at CESL known as PARSE. I~ manual for PARSE will soon be available 
from CESL. 
These programs are envisioned to be prototypes for a more refined 
computer aid for use with the technology described in volume 1 of this 
report. Future improvements will include the linking up of the programs 
to share similar subroutines and to create a common data base for a spec-
ification that would include the information network, all the decision 
i i 
tables, -and the outline structure. Undoubtedly many improvements will be 
suggested by the users of the programs as experience with them is accumulated. 
Each program is described in the following manner: 
1. a brief description of the important algorithms used in the 
program; 
2. flow charts and block diagrams for the program structure and 
the more complex subroutines; 
3. a description of the major data structure used in the program, 
including the permanent data stored on disk; 
4. a glossary of the variable names used in the program; and 
5. a complete listing of the program. 
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DECISION TABLE PROGRAM 
The purpose of this program is to check the condition entry 
portion of a decision table to see if it is logically complete and correct. 
That is, to see if all possible rules are contained in the table and that 
none of the rules are redundant or contradictory. The program does not 
perform any check on the logical relations between related conditions, 
the actions, or the action entry. The condition stubs, action stubs, and 
action entry that are entered into the program are only used to aid the 
user's interpretations of the output. 
The method used to check the decision table is the decomposition 
of the table into a network by condition testing. Fenves (ref. 1.1) and 
Pollack (ref. 1.2) describe the method, originally due to Mantalbano 
(ref. 1.3). Essentially, the algorithm can be summarized in the following 
steps: 
1. Begin with the original table 
2. Select a condition to test. This is the step which differs 
from one algorithm to the next, and it will be discussed below 
in more detail. 
3. Discriminate on the condition to produce two subtables, each 
with one less condition than the previous table. One subtable 
contains all the rules for which the tested condition has a 
true or immate~2~L.entry, the other contains those rules for 
which it has a false or immaterial entry. 
-2-
4. If the subtable contains at least one condition and more than 
one rule, return to step 2; if not, go to step 5. 
5. a) If the subtable contains exactly one rule and no remaining 
condition entries that are explicitly true or false, then 
that rule has been isolated. 
b) If the subtable contains one rule and some remaining 
explicit condition entries, return to step 2. 
c) If the subtable contains no rules, an else rule has been 
isolated (that is, a rule not included in the original 
table.) 
d) If the subtable contains no remaining conditions, but does 
contain two or more rules, those rules are redundant or 
contradictory (that is, they can be satisfied by the same 
set of condition values.) 
The algori~hm produces a network in which each node is a condi-
tion with one branch entering it and two branches (true and false) leaving 
it, except for the terminal nodes, which are rules. The topology of the 
network depends on the order in which the conditions are tested. Many 
such networks can be generated from one decision table, but the rules in 
all of these networks will be logically equivalent. 
Algorithms for selecting conditions that produce optimum networks 
in terms of core storage or running time required have been of great 
interest to many authors, but tend to become complex and of doubtful value 
(1.2). The particular algorithm used in this program is directed towards 
producing an optimum network, but no guarantee is made that the resultant 
-3-
network optimizes any quantity. The steps used in selecting the condition 
to be tested from a subtable are as follows: 
1. Count the immaterial entries for each conditiDn in the subtable, 
considering only those rules contained in the subtable. Select 
the condition with the smallest number of immaterial entries. 
2. 
If two or more are tied, go to step 2. 
Count the explicit for each of the condi-
tions that were tied at the end of step 1. Select the condition 
with the largest number of explicit entries. If two or more are 
tied, go to step 3. 
3. Find the absolute value of the difference between explicitly 
true and explicity false entries amont those conditions that-
were tied at the end of step 2. Select the condition with the 
largest such value. If two or more are tied, arbitrarily select 
the one listed first in the original table. 
Note that tables with no immaterial or implicit entries will always 
be tested by step 3. The test used in step 3 is the "quick rule" as des-
cribed by Fenves (1.1). The program gives the user the option of using the 
"delayed rule,1I also as described by Fenves. For the delayed rule, step 3 
is changed so that the condition with the minimum value, rather than the 
maximum, is selected. 
The important idea behind the algorithm for selecting the condition 
is to avoid testing immaterial or implicit entries, thus producing a smaller 
network. Not much literature has been available on algorithms for tables 
using implicit entries. The method used is fairly simple and has seemed to 
produce reasonable results. 
-4-
The program displays the results to the user by means of a printed 
version of the network. 
table are labeled ELSE. 
All rules that were not contained in the original 
The output is formulated in the machine by producing 
an array of alphameric data,· which is then simply printed out line by line. 
1.2 Logic Diagrams 
The following diagrams describe the structure of the program and 
the major subroutines. For a detailed study of the program, consult the 
1 i sting of the FORTRAN code. 
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Determine the output unit (MAIN) 
Initialize and obtain the datafile name (MAIN) 
new 
Read old data from disc (OLDATA) 
modify 
Rea d new da ta from termi na 1 (INPUT) 
3 ~------------------~~ 
Decompose the table into a tree by testing conditions 
and generating subtables using "quick" rule unless 
comming from the instruction "DELAY" (TABTRE) 
Determine topology of the tree· 
Print the decision table and 
the tree (OUT1, OUT2) 
Identify the 
dependent rules 
,....---------------.tRequest an operating corrrnand (MAIN) 
Reprint the table 
wi th reordered 
conditions and rules 































1. All routines except ERROR, COMPAC, ZERO and the PARSE subprogram 
contain TABCOM, the COMMON declarations. 
2. The MAr N PROGRAM and INPUT a 1 so conta i n PARCOM, the COM~10N 
declarations for the use of PARSE. 
3. PARSE contains several subroutines and functions, including 
WDINIT, RDLINE, END, MATCH, FIXED, STRING, and MODE. 
Figure 1.2 Subroutine Linkage (TABLE) 
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CONDITIONS ~--... .... 
N 
Error 
t--~ __ see Fi g. 1.4 ----------. ... 
......--..-...see Fig. 1.5 -------........ 
~-~ same as for conditions------fIII~ 
t---
Y 
----. .... Read the ti tl e 1------------_-' 
~-------...., Compact the arrays used for the 
conditions and actions (CSTUB 
and ASTUB) into vector-like 
lists of strings (CONDS and 
ACTS) . ERROR 
Write the data on the disc. 
RETURN 
Figure 1.3 Subroutine INPUT (TABLE) 
IN 
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~~--------------------------4-~OUT (Fig. 1) 
~~Error 
Store in the 
action pointer 
y 
~N;.....-. E rro r 
'------' 
'--------------IStore proper value at rules (j, i) 
Figure 1.4 Input of the Rules (TABLE) 
IN OUT (Fig. 1) 
N 
Error 
Y Take as condition i. 
Set no. strings = 0 for i 
N 
Increment no. strings for i 
Read the string into CSTUB for 
Figure 1.5 Input of the Conditions (TABLE) 
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Initialize the counters. K is the subtable number 
Take the original table as the first subtable. A one 
in the array SUB (I, K) indicates that the Ith condi-
tion (or (I-NC)th rule) is in the subtable. A zero 
indicates that it is not. 
Select the appropriate condition from the subtable 
to use for splitting the table. See Fig. 1.7 for 
more detail of this ·logic 
2 
Examine the rules in the subtable for which the 
selected condition is true. See Fig. 1.8 for more 
detail of the logic. 
Examine the rules in the subtable for which the 
condition is false. See Fig. 1.8 for more detail 
of the 1 ogi c 
fExamine the parent subtable] 
is a true son ~ y>----__ ----J subtable subtable is a false son 
If subtable has no parent then delete 
duplicate entries in the condition list 
RETURN 
Figure 1.6 Subroutine TABTRE (TABLE) 
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Count the immaterial entries in 
each condition in the subtable 
Select the 
condition 
one has a 
minimum 




two or more 
are tied 
Count the explicit entries 
in these conditions 
two or more 
are tied 
Count the difference between tr~e 
entries and false entries for 
these conditions. Select anyone 
with a maximum value, unless using 
the delayed decision rule, then 
select anyone with a minimum 
va lue 
Figure 1.7 Selection of Condition in TABTRE (TABLE) 
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(3 ) 
Count the entries in the subtable 
for which the condition is true. 
> one none 
Test the number 





Test the number·of 
explicit entries in 
the rule among the 
other conditions in 
th iss u b ta b 1 e 
The rul es are 
not separable. 
De compos i ti on 
Fails > zero none 
rule 
Build a new subtable 
deletin~ the selected 
condition and using only 




Note the logic for the rules with false entries 
is the same; simply replace the word true with 
the word false and the reference numbers with 
those in parenthesis. 
Figure 1.8 Examination of Rules in TABTRE (TABLE) 
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This subroutine builds a preordered list of all the 
nodes in the tree and records the maximum length of 
branch at each node. It also builds a compacted 
list of the rules. 
true son is 
condition 
Put it in ORDER 
Record and increment 
the level 
true son is rule 
Put it in ORDER 
Record the level 
false son is ~ false son is rule 
condition 
Put it in ORDER 
Record and increment 
the level 
LJ 
Put it in ORDER. 
Record the level,' 
initialize the length 
and go up to parent 
Record the maximum length of the 
two branches corning in. Go up 
to next pa rent 
Set 1 ength I 
t---..J 
at parent I 
Going up on false branch ~ Going up on true branch 
no parent 
1 
Make a preorder list of rules and 
delete the duplicates. 
l 
RETURN 
Figure 1.9 Subroutine TOPO (TABLE) 
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This subroutine builds an array that contains 
the output for the graphical representation of 
the decision tree. 
lInitialize datal 
IObtain the next node in the 1 is t, 0 ROE R I 
node is a rule I node is a condition 
1 
Write the condition in the network 
Determine the follm'ling branch sign 
and the number of the next subtable. 
Store subtable number in a stack,if 
necessary. 
Write the row and column coming from 
the condition 
Write the .rule in the network I 
Test to see if finished; if not 
extend the last column along 
--the next row and extend any 
other continuing columns down 
Figure 1.10 Subroutine ARRAY (TABLE) 
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This subroutine recorders the preordered 




Find the two sons of the current 
node. Place the son on the shortest 
branch in the reordered list 
no nodes ~ nodes between 
between the sons the sons 
Put the second son in the Take the short son as 
list also. Test to see if the current node. Put 
the network is done the long son in a stack 
~ done not done Obtain a node from 
--~ - the stack as the next node 
Make new lists of 
the rules and conditions 
in preorder. RETURN 
Figure 1.11 Subroutine SORT (TABLE) 
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1.3 Data Structure 
All of the manipulations in the program are based on operations 
with integer numbers and comparisons of logical variables. Consequently 
most of the data structure is composed of vectors and arrays of integers. 
The exceptions to this are the arrays of condition and action stubs that 
are stored for use in the output. 
The data that is permanently stored is described in figures 1.12 
and 1.13. Other important data is described in figure 1.14 and 1.15. A 
complete list of all the data items used in the program is in the glossary, 
section 1.4. 
INTEGERS: 
NR _0 number of rules 
NC - number of conditions 
NA - number of actions 
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NCSR - number of condition stub rows 
NASR - number of action stub rows 
INTEGER VECTORS AND ARRAYS: 
RULES ACTPTR 
1 2 •.. NR 









RULES Contains the condition entry. A true is stored as a 
positive one, a false is a negative one, an immaterial 
is a zero, and so on. 
ACTPTR Contains the action number for each rule. 
NCS Contains the number of rows for each condition stub 
NAS Contains the number of rows for each action stub 
ALPHAMERIC DATA: 
CON OS ACTS TITLE 
12 ... 5 12 ... 5 
1 1 
2 2 2 
NCSR NASR 10 
CON OS Contains the condition stubs. Each word is six 
characters, so each row is 30 characters. 
ACTS Contains the action stubs 
..., 
TITLE Contains the title. Space is available for 60 cha racters 
Figure 1.12 Permanent Data (TABLE) 
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Contents of the line 
Title 10A6 
NR NC NA NCSR NASR 515 
RULES, row 1, 1 to NR 2713 
RULES, row 2, 1 to NR 
RULES, row NC, 1 to NR 
ACTPTR, 1 to NR 2713 
CON OS , row 1 5A6 
CONDS, row 2 
. 
CON OS , row NCSR 
ACTS, row 1 5A6 
ACTS, row 2 
ACTS, row NASR 
NCS, 1 to NC 2713 
NAS, 1 to NA 27I3 
The figure shows the manner that the 
permanent data are stored on the disk 
Format 


























The above arrays are used to decompose the table into a 
network. The subscript of the five vectors at the right 
and the column index (second subscript) of SUB indicates 
the subtable number. The first index in SUB indicates 
the condition or rule number. The contents are as 
fa 11 ows: 
SUB Contains the subtab1e data. A one is recorded 
if the condition or rule is in subtable K, a 
zero if it is not 
NCK Contains the number of conditions in subtable K. 
COND Contains the condition selected for testing from 
subtable K. 
TSON Contains the number of the subtable (or rule) 
derived from the true portion of the subtable, 
(a negative number indicates a'rule.) 
FSON Similar to TSON, but for the false portion. 
PARENT Contains the number of the subtab1e from which 
subtable K was derived. A negative sign 
indicates that K is the false son. 















NN is the number of nodes in the decision network 
ORDER is a list of the nodes in the decision network 
arranged in "preorderll as defined by Knuth (ref. 1.4) 
A positive number indicates a condition, a negative 
number a rule, and a zero the else rule. 
LEVEL contains the number of steps away from the 
beginning node for each node in the network 
LENGTH contains the number of steps away from the rule 
along the longest branch enamating from the node 
for each node. 
NCOND contains a list of the conditions arranged in the 
order that they appear in ORDER. Nodes that appear 
more than once in the network are not repeated in 
NCOND. 
NRULE contains a list of the rules similar to NCOND. 
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vEe TOR eON T A I N I ~I (:, T H nsf. c n N nIT ION S wIT H M A )c r f>'lll M 
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A SUBROUTINE. 
A S U 8 R ('I UTI ~j F. 
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.$ R F. SET F fH~ E 
rILE 
r I L E, 
rILE 
r I L E 
rILE 
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LUG .L r. .~ L r. r~ U J F 1 "L D. 11 i~ 1 C H" S T Ii 1 N r; " I'J F. X T 
CO:" 1"11] N / !) ~ A N E H / r_ N T .L j' Y ( ;; \) ). H J U I:. , \) A L U E" ~ C 11 A r1 , N \~ D , Nt: X T 
[ \.~ U 1 V ,,\ L t !'l C t. (I 1/ 4 l I J L , V A L U t: ) 
:J I:. L t: r I:. r 11 E E C H !) P R 1 ,~T r J F THE seA N i~ E Ii 
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FLU.J 1 = 1 
CHECK Tu SEI:.. IF THl:. E::CHU {S nL~IRf.n 
,'J r< 1 r t: ( 6 , 1 2 U 0 ) 
r. ALL S C l\ f, ( E NT 1 T t ' r~ lll.) E. , V A L u [ I He H A R ) 
I f ( :1 ATe rl l " Y £ 5" , j )} L ALL lv iJ I i~ r I ~ 1 (J , 7 2 , " UN" ) 
r,ALL S~rUUT(FLUul) 
IN! rlALILE TH~ AHRl-1yS 
1 (l CAL L I rJ I ! 
RLAu TH~ DATA F[LE ~AM~ I~ 
2() I = 0 
,v ~ r r f. ( 6 • 1 () U () ) 
CALL HDLlfJE 
E 1"4 T i 1 Y ( ,.jf'qJ + 1 : = 6 H • 
CLU~[ (J) 
C H A ' .. G F. ( j I TIT Lt. = E. N 1" J. T Y ) 
OF=~ . 
C H E C K F I J f{ t. X 1ST r ~i l, ,) A T A F I L I:.. 
I N C1 u IRE ( .;, R LSI LJ 1:./'-.1 I .: (I N 1-1 A C r'\ ) 
I~(.Nur. U~PACK) GU 1~ ~O 
E X 1 S TIN I.; F 1 L i:.., 0 U U b LEe H E C K T H I:. N A M E 
~HITE(6"lUI0) 
CALL RI)LIt"\JE 
I F ( '1 ATe H ( " '( t. oS " ~ 3 )) i.l (J T U j 0 
GU rO 2J 
uSE EXISfI~G FILl 
10 CALL ULuATA 
GU r(1 60 
R t. A J j'oj E. V'/ I'<!:. T W iJ R ~ !) S4 l A I N F k (j , .. \ r H E T E R M I f\J " L 
50 CALL I~PUl 
GLi TO In 
CHlCK 'n sEE iF MUUIFICATIONS IDrHl nATA ARE U[SIREn 
6 0 w to( II E ( .oj , 1 0 2 0 ) 
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c ~ K 1 rEO uf T t1 E. U R 1 (l i >'1 A L T A H L E. 
c 
70 IFCFL8uT .E~. 6) WklTE(b,~Y9) 
TAF~fl~O = .FALSE. 
CALL uurl 
C f) I:. C :J M P i.J S I:. T H t. 0 E. CIS 1 i] N TAd LEI 1\: TOT H F i\l E T ~. i..J R ~ 
c 
75 QUICK = .TRUE. 
CAL L T A 8 ., R E 
IrC.NuT.SwITCH) Gr: ro 110 
I~(fLOUT.EQ.6) ~Rlll(6'~99) 
w f~ 1 r E ( 6 , 1 0 it (J ) 
cot. T I:. R M 1 .~ 1: r H E T J P (J L J G Y G F T h F I) l R I v t 0 (\I F. T W lJ R 0{ 
CAL L 1 0 pu 
r. 
C Pi·n 1/T Uu I THE I)lll Ll 
If(FLUUr .E~. b) ~kIT[(6,j~9) 
WKI IF..CFLUUT, ~d5Ll) 
r.ALL our~ 
If(FLUUT .(Q. h) ~HrT[(~.9Y9) 
c 
C f3 I::. (] 1 t-i seA I~ f~ 1 !.~ (j FUR !j P~: HAT 1 iIJ (; ~ U ~1 M A "J f1 S 
r. 
r. 
. I :: (l 
1 1) 0 ~~ R r r E ( 0 , 1 0 j () ) 
CAL L R tJ L 1 ''J E 
110 IFCt,i\lf)(XJ) GO TU tOil 
I F ( :-1 Arc r1 l " t4 R ~ r E H , .3 ») li I ITO III iJ 
I F (·1 ATe Ii t H :V, (J;) .i. F Y " , j » ,; u r . .1 1 ~ V 
I F (-j AT.: rl ( " S ORr r, , j ) J (, d TO 1 6) 
IF(~ATCH(~OEL~y~'3J) ~ I TO l!U 
I r ( .'1 ATe H ( " ,~ t. x r " , j }) G .J T r1 1 d 
I F ( ,-I ATe H ( " 5 T Q ~ " , j » s r jJ P 
I :: I + 1 
CALL E;1t-(UR( I) 
(; U Tn 1 U U 
c ~ H 1 T l . J I J I r HER E A :i Ii 4 N (.; f~ tJ T;\ d L t 
r. 
~ 
1 4 () ~ H IrE ( ",- LUI J T , ~ ij 6 J ) 
TA~T~U = .TRUc.. 
CALi.. !Jurl 
I ~ ( F L JUT II E l:J • 6) ~-J t~ 1 T E ( b , -) '-f!.f ) 
(lU I'D 11)0 
r. ~Uj)lFY TI1£ B~sIc IN~Uf UATA 
C 
c 
l~n CALL 1'4II 
t: ALL l) L J A T i\ 
CAL L I I~ pur 
I :: 0 I, L1 r n I:J 
c SuR f T:, E ., ~ A :~ C rl t:j tj ( L t. ~ G T H 
] 61) CALL. SiJR I 
IFCFLJwT .~Q. 6) ~HITE(6,~~Y) 
I~ k 1 T E ( FLU U T , J. J 7 v) , 
cALL U0T~ 
I f ( F L J ~J r • E I~, 6) 1'/ KIT E ( 0 , "1 'J 9 ) 







































































GU ra L)U 
n l:. r. ,J 1'1 PUS t. T rll:: !~ E r 1'J u .~ K \) S I I~ I; r rl L n [. '- AyE f) n ~: C T S ION H tj L F. 
170 QUr~K ; .PALS~. 
CAL t.. I,~ I T 
CAL L. IJ L J A T A 
C4LL. TAdlRt. 
I F ( • N IJ r • ~ ~ I T C H) ~ il i tJ 1 1 rJ 
,.~HIIE(~.10/",O) 
CAL L T 'J P U 
IF(FLJJT .E~. 6) .NklT(6,~YY) 
~RI lE(FLUUT, ~u9J~ 
CALL JtJT~ 
IF(fLUUT .£w. 6) wHITE(6,~~Y) 
T = a 
(ill ro lOU 
999 FU~~AT(lH '/'lH '1) 
1 0 0 0 F tJ ~ ·1 A T ( 1 H • tt E :'1 T t. r< I rl~: ;) A T A F I L t r·1 A r~ E " • / ) 
11) 0 5 F U 11'1 A T ( 1 H , Tf t~ I~ T t. r( P f 1 Ii U 'J T P U f () '\ T f"I F "] ~I - '3 I T E P R I ,~ r E H , " • 
1 I, " !J r HEr< w 1 ~ F.: I I-j I:. ti IJ I PUT w ILL HE 0'" T., F' ~ E '10 T E T E R MIN A'L " , I ) 
1 () 1 I) F [J R :,1 A T ( 1 Ii , "] :\ r A ~. r LEE x I S T.s ff I T H T j-. I S \I A i~ E • " , / , 
1 H [) 0 Y LJ U ~;"'.~ T r I] d S tIT '( " , I ) 
1 020 F (J ~1 A T ( 1 ~1 ." jj u y (J d "~A NT T d M (J!J 1 F Y THE 1:. l( T S T T ~ (i j) A T A ?" , I ) 
1 n 3 f) F U to( -1 A T ( 1 H , n t. .\j T £ HAP ~ i .1 G ~ A i1 CUM M A 1\. rJ " , I ) 
104 () FUR.1 A T ( 1 H , "I) Eel S I I J N "1 E T .'/ i.J k K ~ U C C E S S F' U L LYC:J M P L F TEl)" , / ) 
1()5~ FURdAT(lHl" "oEKIVtJ UECISIl.Ji"~ N~T't'iORK"'II) 
1 ') 6 () FOR ;'11\ T ( 1 H 1 • not. C I ~ I U :~ T A 8 L l 'it f I H CON 0 TTL f1 ~J S A'~ 0 R II L E SIN PH E 0 ROE R ff , 
1 0 7 0 F LJ R ,1 A T ( 1 HI, ff Ute I S I U;~ I" E T w U R K ~ U I, TED 8 Y H P A i\J C ri L E ~J G T H " , I / ) 
1 0 8 0 F U k ,·1 A T ( 1 H 1 • " IJ to: C 1 ::, I LJ ." 'r A t1 L t: w I I H C (] ~ lJ TTL n ~J s 4 ~ 0 ". I , 
1 " K U L E S I i... T rl E P:1 t:. i) HI) t.. Ii U r r i1 t:. 5 U R 1 E iJ N F T v1 I] r1 K" ) 
1 () 9 () F (j I-< i1 A T ( 1 H 1 • " U t. CIS r U "J I'J~: T W (1 i~ K U t:. R I v E I) wIT ~ T '"i E "" 
1 " uELA'(tlj DtcIs!(lr" RULi",//) 
1 1 0 a FUR ,"I A T ( 1 HI, " () tel s Ilh TAd L t. Vol I I H C [] N I) TTL 0 ~1 S A ~ 0 rt, I • 
1 " ;~ U L E SIN r H E PHI:. J R LlI:.. k (J I- T h t:. n E LAY E U ~I E T tj 0 R K t' ) 
1 ? 0 0 F U ~~ .·'1 A T (.. tl 0 Y u 1 J YI A. i'-I r T ~ t. P K I r\i I U U T U F T h F. I I~ puT ? .. , / ) 
F ["In 
- - - -
s u ~ ~ U UTI i'4 E I NIT 
$ INCLU~i 'TA~COM' 
0U 10 I :: 1. 60 
nu Ie J = 1, 60 
10 SU~tJ.I} :: 0 
DtJ 1..0 I :: 1, 60 
2 0 C U r~ \J ( I) :: lJ 
f) U j 0 I :: 1" 6 0 
3 0 T S Il .'4 ( I) = 0 
OU 40 I :: 1 , 60 
4(1 FSfl,~( I) :: 0 
flU )0 I :: 1 , 60 
50 PARtNT(I) = 0 
f)1J bO I = 1 , 6',) 
60 t·1 C t< ( I ) = 0 
DU 10 I :: 1 , 60 
70 ORI)[R( I) = 0 
tJU ~O I = 1 • 60 
110 LlVi,L( I) = u 
Ou ;0 r = 1 , 60 
90 LE.\i"TH(I) :: J 








2 44 00 
24500 
246(H) 
247 () 0 

































































nu 1 0 :) I ::: 
NCS(I) 
= 
00 11 0 ~ 
NASeI) = 1 
r) (J 1.2d = 
UU 120 ,j = 
ACT,j(J,r) 
i)U 13.) r -: 
r)L L 3 u • ..1 = 
C U'~ \) S ( J. 1 ) 
f)fj 1 /J lJ I 
CIVIOE,(I) 
UL lS(J I 
TIT!..E(I) 






1 , 30 
1 , 3J 
1 , 4J 
1 , ., 
= Ii L A i~ K 
1 , !4 . .1 
1 , '1 
= JL,~NK 
1 , 13 2 
= AST£K 
1 , 1 ,} 
bL .. \l1<. 
- - - .. - . . - - - . . - - - - ~ 
SUR. r< 0 UTI N E I:~ rJ U T 
$, r ~ 1 C L U f) i 'T Abe 0 1'1 • 
$ INC L u r) ~ 'p A H CUM ' 
~ - . - --
c CST d i1 A:\I U A S I LJ M A t~ I:. U S ~~ II r u S I tJ r<t. C H A ;~ GEl N r H F. 5 T IJ 8 S 
RlAL csrUrl(So .. 3u), ~STir!:,c50':1u} 
c 
; 1 U ..) 1 = 1, ~ I) 
iJU 2. J = 1, ')1,) 
2 CST0R(J,l) = ~LANI<. 
UU <.i J = 1, ::>J 
4 ASTJBeJ,IJ = dLAN~ 
(, C U ~~ r I :'j U E 
V'/hI 1[(6, 10UU) 
I = a 
C t< I:. G 1 N .S C A 'J i ~ I N G F U' ~ 1 N Pi) T 
CAL L P ~ K ::, t ( £ N I I T '(, ,.··1 fJ U E , V ~ L l J t., N C H A ~ ) 
1 (l I F ( "l ATe Ii l "t~ U I:>] E ,:< It • j )) (.; UTi) 2 u 
I F ( '1 ATe Ii t "R l) L t. S "'I 3 )) \1 1 I T J 1 i) 
I F ( .-1 ATe rH " C 0 j~ cIT " .. j ) i; 0 T U 1. b v 
If(~ATCHl"ACTID~",3» ~0 10200 
I F (,1 ATe H ( " T I .'. L E " , 3 )) Gil TO 24 U 
I F ( -1 ATe rl ( "E N IJ It , 3 » '..l [J T U 2 I U 
IF(£~U(X}) GD TO IJ 
I = I + 1 
CALl.. ERriUR(IJ 
CALl.. r?I)LINE 
flU If) In 
c 
t: rl t. R t. Vi E rl A 'Ii E. I H £: I~ U i1 ~ E Q 0 F rt u L t.. S , CON f11 T TON S' 0 RAe T TON S 
20 IF(11A1CH("DF",2») ud T'! 3() 
3 0 I F ( ;1A T C t1 ( " K U L E S .t , 3 )) (, fIT U 4 (.' 
r F ( d 4 1 C H ( ,. C I] 1'4 tJ IT" , j » {,O T U 5 () 
IF(~A1Crll"ACT10N",j) GU TU ~u 
35 I = J + 1 
CALL E.~RUR( I) 
CALL RuLlr-JE 
3U TO IJ 





303 () 0 
30 4 00 
30S00 
306f)O 






















































NK = 1\/~L\J£ 
r = (j 
G {J r 0 1.J 
-30-
50 If(.NfJT.(FIXEU{x))) G(J T!I 35 
!\J C = I 1/ .L\ L (J E 
I = 0 
G U r 0 l:J 
(, () I Fl. (\j li T • l F I X E U ( x ) )) iJ d T (J 3, ') 
:'~ A = I V A L U E 
I = G 
(ill ra 11) 
r. Hl:.qr: fiE HAvE THE RULES ARRAY 
r. 
70 riRITE{6,lOlU) 
CAL L SeA r~ ( E N r 1 T y, M dOE, V A L U [, ;~ C H A R ) 
d () I r ( I'·' ArC Ii t " LAS T " , j ) J G fJ T f) 1 0 
I f- ( f ~ x E J ( X )) I,; (J I OJ :; 
I = r + 1 
CAL L [ R i~ U r-{ ( I ) 
CAL '- :-{ U L 1 i~ E 
'JU rfj Of) 
SC; t = TVALLlE 
J = !) 
90 J :: J ~ t 
IF(~ATCrl(~T"'j) .OK. MArC~("Y"'l») GO r8 IOU 
I f ( -1 ATe ~ ~ " F " • 1) ,0 ~~. MAT C rl ( " 'J " , 1 ») (; ~ T n l!;) 
Ir('IATC,,("+"'l)} GU TO l?iJ 
IF(l'IATCrll"-"'l») Gd TI] 13u 
I F ( "I ArC ti t ., I " , 1) • CJ K. ~1 ll. T C rl ( " • tf , 1 » G r f 1 1 4 iJ 
I F ( ~' I X E u ( X » G U I (J 1 S 0 
I f ( t. r~ I) ( I. )) G Q f U ~ iJ 
I = I + 1 
CAL L t:. R f( IJ r< ( I ) 
r,ALL KOL1'Jt 
GU rO di) 
1 0 () R ~J L t: .3 ( J , 1) = 
(l L.l r fJ .-1!) 
110 RULiS(J,l) = -1 
GU rrJ 9:) 
120 RUL~S(J,l) = ~ 
G U r fj 1 1J 
]30 PUL~S(J.l) = -~ 
G U r 0 '~:) 
140 RULiSeJ,l) = 0 
GU r 0 9 J 
1 5 0 ACT i-' T fU I) = I if A L U E 
CAL L R 0 L 1 i~ E 
I = {) 
GIJ TO dIJ 
C H E ~ e:: w E. H A V l THE C Ij ;.~ IJ I r 1 tl N S T K 1 ilJ G S 
lA0 ~~lr£(b,102U) 
CALL SCAN(ENTITy' MJOE, VALUE' NCHAR) 
170 I~(~ATCrll"LASTH.3») GJ Tn 19~ 
IF(t--IXE!)(X) (j(J Ttl 175 
IFCtND(x) GLl Tu l'J 
172 I = r + 1. 
CALL f:.~KUR( I) 
CALL ROLINE 
GLl rn l1u 
175 I :: I'V~LU[ 


































































CAL L. S C f\ ! ~ ( t:.. f~ T 1 T y, r., U f.) £. 'vi A L U [p N C H A R ) 
1 A 0 I F ( ,·1 a U E • N [ • 7) G J T U 1 I () 






I f (~··n) • (1 T. ~) i'.J VII) = ~ 
[) (j 1'1 iJ J = 1, !\j ~~ u 
I J ;: J + ~ * ( :',j G 5 ( 1 ) - l ) 
CSTuH(IJ,!) = EN1"!1 y{J) 
CALL HJLiN!:. 
GU ro IdlJ 
I = r) 
GU ra 10 
~ t:.. ~ t. ,~ E H A V E r H E ACT I Ij "J S T ~< 1 N l:l !) 
~hI ([(1),1;)30) 
CAL L. SCA:~ ( E N T 1 T y, M J U E, V A L U r.. N r. h A R ) 
IFC~AICHl"lAsr"rj») GU fa 10 
I F ( f 1 f.. t [) t X » I.; U "' lJ ~ 1 ) 
IF(t.NlJ(X)) GIJ Tn 21J 
I :: I + 1 
CALL. tRtHlk(I) 
CALL !iI.jLINE 
GLJ TO t.10 
'15 I = IVALUE 
r'~AS(I) = 0 
CALL SCAN(E~liTl' MUOE. VALUE, NC~Ak) 
220 IF ( .'100 E • f~ E • I) GuT U 21 () 
NA5(I) = NAS(I) + 1 
I r ( : ~ ~ U • lJ T. 5) i'. \IJ 0 :; ~ 
1)(1 23(j J = 1, t~Wf) 
IJ :: J + 5*(~ASCl) • 1) 
230 ASTuHCIJ,!l :: ENTllt(J) 
CALL ROLiN£. 
GiJ TO 220 
235 T :: Ij 
l:i U r 0 10 
C HlR( wE HAVE THl TlrlE 
'4 () I r ( t:: ~J I) ( J.. ) J CAL L t\ U LIN l 
?50 If(~OOE~tQ.t) Gu TU ?~~ 
I = I + 1 
CALL lHRURCI) 
CALL KtJLINE 
GlJ TU 240 
:?55 00 2.t::() J = 1, Nri(l 
? 6 0 TIT L. r. ( J) = I:.,~ I I r '( ( J ) 
CAL L SeA N ( E NT! T y, "1 J 0 £, V 1\ L t.J E, ,~ C H A R ) 
I = l.J 




r. COr-it-JAcT lHE.. CU"lUlT1UN liND ACTIUhl STUR ARRAyS FOR STORAlit 
C 
'?70 I :: 1 
D U ~ 1 3 I J. = 1, \~ C 
JJ ;: NCSlII) 
[)(J (.72 J :: 1, JJ 
o IJ d I 1 I .. J :: 1, ~ 
JI :: IJ + 5*(J-l) 
r r ( • f'J 0 T • l CST U 0 ( J 1 , 1 1 ) • E l:J • H L A .~ t\ )) C U N G S ( r . J , r) :: C,~ r U 8 ( J I , I I ) 
271 CONT I r~UE 
'?.7? I = I + ! 
42300 
















440 r) 0 














































t'JLSr< = 1-1 
I :; 1 
:)U 2.7611:; 1. fl/A 
JJ:; NASeIl) 
DU .J..7) J = 1, J.) 
nu ~/4 1·.1 = 1. S 
JI : IJ ~ s*(~ • 1) 
-32-
I~(.NOT.(tSTUd(Jl'!I).~~.dLA~K)) ACT~(JJ,l) = ASTU~(JI'lI) 
'? 7 4 C LJ ~ r I i~ U E 
(15 I = I + 1 
2 1 6 r.u~rr\u£ 
"v A ~.i :: I -







!'~ t"'( IrE ( LJ F • 1 I) 4 0) l TIT I.. l ( ,j ) • J = 1 , 1 oj ) 
,"J k J r E ( IJ F ~ 1 U ~ ()) ,~ ~, .. j C' j'i A, i'lj C S K. N A S R 
U I.J ~ H (j I = 1, ~J C 
? ~ 0 v·1 ~ I I t ( i) F • 1 ,.I 6 l) (H U L t. S ( I • J J , J = 1, ~~ R ) 
t'! r( 1 r E ( I.J i=" • 1 (l 6 I)) (A C I P T R ( J J • J = 1, N P ) 
r; l J t? q (J 1 = 1, ,'~ C S Ii 
? c.; 0 l'i Ii.l I E. ( :t F ' 1 il L~ .J) (C () ,~ i) 5 ( . J. I J ~ J = 1 , ) ) 
!) u 3 () U I = 1,~ A ~ :1 
~ 0 0 i"oi Ii 1 ( E ( \) F , 1 U Ij !]) (A : I :; ( J, l ) • J:; 1 ' ::> ) 
w Ii IfF.. ( .) F , 1 tJ h U) (i'l C ~ ( I ). I = 1. ~~ C ) 
'" k T r [ ( U F ' 1 U b J J (N A ~ ( 1 ), I = l' i'J A ) 
E.r'~ i·J F I L E LJ F 
LUC" UF 
1 0 (10 F LJ R ;., i, Tel H ,,, tj r: G 1 i\j l,~ PuT I t\; S 1 f( U (; T ION S • " , 
1 It £:~ IlK I H E r~ IJ i~;j l",j U .OJ H E:~ r 1 N T S I' E f) • " , / ) . 
1 ') 1 () F LJ ~ ,'1\ T ( 1:, .. " E :.~ r t. Ii I" E ~ LJ L [ ,,, U M I:j t:. R, T I-< E C n N I) I r I t..J N E N T R 1 E .s II " , 
1 " ~ ~ IJ THE A ell J ri t.. ~ T K Y , " , / ." U i·~ E. R U LET n A L I :'J E • " 
;2" E. ;'J T t. R T rl t: '" U R U LAC; T Ii rl £. N ~ I ~J ISH E I) • t, , / ) 
1 0 2 (l F U '-< . '1 \ T ( ] H ," F. i\ r £. I-< 1 rl E c LJ N !J I T I U I~ N IJ M HER A 1\! D r 11 EST R INti 5 .. " • / , 
1 " 1·") C ri A HAC T t. R S T IJ A L I ~~ E • " • 
2" r,·~TE H TH£~lJHj) LAST i'iH£.(~ r 1 N I SHEfJ.", /) 
1 ,,:11) r u ~ ; 1!" f ( 1 H ~!'l E'J T t. K 1 rl E ~ C T .1 (Jf\j i~ II ~1 B F.: R A ~J U THE 5 T H I r-.J G' nNE", 
1 " >-\ C T I lJ t~ T n ;\ L 1 i'-J t • H , / ," i:. i.., T t. to< THE 1'1 n Ii f) LAS r r~ ri E i'l FIN ISH EO. " , / ) 
1 ') 4 IJ r:- LJ ~ oj;" T ( 1 H ,1, A A ) 
1050 Fur<,AT(lH ,5IJ) 
1 0 6 0 r LJ r1 . -\.l r ( t H ,2 ( I :i ) 
Rli J~ '" 
L~1l 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -
5 lJ tj ., iJ lJ T t ~J t: [J ~ ,) A T A 
1, Y~CllJ!lr. 'TACjCLJM' 
rILL THE A~KAl'S F~U:'1 rILE IJf 
R t. .'OJ 1 tIy U U r 
Ii l A i) ( u F, 1 00 ()) (I II L E. ( I J " 1=1 , 1 (j ) 
F~ t. 4 lJ ( U F. l·J 1 0) \\J H, . ~ C , l't A, N C ~ H, N A. S k 
TlSr = .r~l)[. 
IF('.JCSR .(I:J. U) lESl = .F~LSE.· 

































































T F (.j A 5 ~~ • E loJ. \j) 1'1 A ~ ~ :;: 1-.. A 
f) {j 1 0 I :..; 1, j', C 
1 0 ~: t_ A ,j ( U F , 1 \J ~ U) (~{ I. J L E S ( t • ..1 ) , J = 1 , j\J R ) 
f~ l A i.i ( !.1 Fill u 2 lJ j (A C I r' T R ( 1 ) , I = L • I~ K ) 
n t,1 t. 0 I = 1, 'Of C S H 
2 f) R I:. A !j ( !J f , 1 () 0 O.l (c U NUS ( J • 1 ) , J = 1 ' ) ) 
[) U j C I ~ 1. !'~ ASH 
30 Rc..4 u (f.1F,lO(lO) CACTS(J.I)'J=l,J) 
I ~ ( • ~< (J T. T !:. S r) Ci I. J I I,J '. 0 ' 
R l:. A l) ( 0 F, 1 () 20) (,ll C s l I ). I = 1. N C ) 
~ E. A :.J ( U f • 1 0 2 0) ('Il A S l 1 ), I ; 1. ;'4 A ) 
40 Rt.,AJI N l) U~ 
1000 FURMAT(lH , ~UAh) 
1 n 1 0 F 0 H :1 A 1 ( 1 H , :J I 5 ) 
1020 FU~riAT(lH , 2fI~) 
Rl Tupf\j 
c - - • 4 - • - - - - - • - - - - - - - - • - - • - - - - - 4 
c 
SUP.r,l'UT II~E T;.\,~Ti~t. 
S INCLUD£ 'fAbCUM'· 
r. 
r s t. T U tJ C U lJ i'lj T t. ~ S A ~ i /.J F J H S T 5 U H I ~ ~i L t 
r. 
~ 
k. :: 1 
KK = 2 
h ::: t, C + (\, r< 
r\/c~(k) = NC 
kl:.Y := 1 
I F ( '11 U 1 C K) K l Y = - 1 
o U J. () I :: 1 'IV 
10 SU;'HI~K) :: 1 
c S t- L t. C T T ~ 1 Eel) I'; 0 1 T 1 u :~ T' I H [ T E :., I f [) F ~~ C ~~ S " 8 TAd L t K 
r 
r: c u u ,~ T T H t. I fvI r-1 A T l Ii I ,:.\ L F.'~ T ~ i I:. S 1;'4 l:. A r. H R U \'/ 
c 
~ n CAL L L. E K U ( Ie, :~ (,; ) 
CAL L. t~ Art,. f~ 
AA = f',jCK,lK) 
CAL L R ( 1 'i ( I C II /Y"r R, N M Ii' 1. ~ A, (,; K ) 
CU:~J( ~) :: ~H( 1) 
I f ( ~ t~ H • I:. (~. 1) (; LJ i d 3 r) 
r c U lJ ~ T T H LEx P LIe 1 TEN T f-<' 1 f S I I'; I:. A C H R r; w 
CAL LiE ~ U ( E C, ;'l C ) 
CALL LXpl.IT 
CAL~ ~O~lEC, I:.k, Nt.~' -1, ~MH' MR) 
C U r'~ tJ ( K) = t. R ( 1 ) 
I F ( "j E R .~. l~ • 1) Cl U I I,J '3 r) 
c 
r. c U l J ~ T T H t. u 1 F ~ E K t. I:.J C c: H ~. T ~ E t. :'1 I k U E.. A 1\1 [) F A l. S FEN r R I E S 
CALL ilRU(UCJ :'~C) 
CALL. iJEL1A 
CAL L.. H iJ r~ l LJ C , U Ii , N lJ Ii ' K £ y, N F h' t. K ) 
CU~;;)(K) = Uk(l) 
r. c u II~ T I K U I:. E. N I KIt. S I f'J S l LEe r rue n ~~ r) I 1 I [j i\j 
r. 
'~(l N T = U 
I ) U '-f. (1 I = 1, ,,, i~ 
































































I F ( H LJ l. E S ( C U r\j 1) ( K ) , I) • LT. 0) r, U T [J 4 (j 
NT = Nf + 1 
THI1LES(i'4 1 ) = 1 
4 0 C U ~~ I I N LJ E 
I F ( ." T - 1) 7 l), 6 (), 5 U 
C ~i t. ~ l Vi [ H A V E ]VI U L 1 I t-' L f:. H U l. t S. C H t. C K F r; R R r:- U U \ JAN C Y 
c 
5 '.1 J F ( 'i C K ( :-< ) • G T • 1) C:i U TOM Ij 
~'irt.l.r[(6,1000) CrHI)LES(I),r::l,NTJ 
'i1KTT[(b,1010) 
SI''11rC:H = ,FALSt.. 
CAL L k I) L 1 i·~ £ 
Rl:.T,.JriN 
r HlR~ ~E HAVE U~l:. RULE, COUNi IHl:. ~UMRER nF nTHER EXPLICIT ENTRIES 
C I N r HIS H u L E.. 1 NTH t C U f? HEN 1 5 u ~ TAd L E • 
r 
60 (ALL CCUNT(T~GLES(lJ) 
I F ( . ~ [ F. • (j f • U) II U T U 0 0 
TSni~(K) = -TI1LJLES(l) 
G LJ T 0 '~i) 
CHI:.. R l:. t: E H A V t SA r I SF IF. u A ~J l L S l i-~ \I L E 
7{) T~n,dK) = u 
() [J I OJ ~J 
c 
C h l R t: I~ E b U I LOA /'1 E ~ S U In A ij L t 
r. 
80 PARi~T(KK) : ~ 
T S !l .~ ( K) = K K 
CALL SUdIA8Cl) 
GU ro ~o 
C C U IJ . ~ T T;, l F A L ~ E I: fJ I Ii 1 E S I '\j !:) [ Ltc T F. n c [) NOT T I f) :'1 
r 
c 
9·:) :Jr ~ 0 
nUl () U I = 1, N R 
I r ( S LJ t:! ( ( j\J C + I ) , r<;) • l ,J. f) G (J T U 1 0 0 
PCr<GLES(CUNO(K) .. I) .\.11. l) GU TO laC 
~J F = N F + 1 
F" H tJ L. E S ( I .. r.) = 'I 
lOU r.u~.Jl~tJE 
If( ~F"l) 130, 120 .. llO 
~ ~t~i ~~ HAvE ~ULTr~LE RuLES, CHEC~ FOR ~rDU~OA~CY 
c 
1 1 0 I F ( ~ C K ( K ) • G T • 1) (j f J r tl 1 4 0 




~ l:. T.) R N 
C H t:.. R i ~ E H A Ij [ U N E R U L E, C 0 U I~ T I H £: N U M g E k n F 0 THE REI.. P LIe liE 1'oJ T R I E S 
C IN rHIS HuLE I~ lHI: CU~~ENl SU~TABLE. 
l~O CALL CUuNTCFMuLlS(l) 
IF (~Et.r; 1.0) GO TO 1'40 
F~Oi(K) '; ftF"uLES(l) 
(] LJ r 0 1 J U 
r Hl:.Rt ~E HAV~ rHE ELSE RULE 
130 FSiJl(K) = J 
GO rn 1 ')u 
c 
































































140 PA~~NT(KK) = ·K 
F S f} ." C K) = 1\ K 
CALL SUdIAb(-l) 
GO Te ~J 
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C L lJ( j r( FUR THE P A H I:.. "1 1 S u Ii TAd L E:. 
r. 
1 so I F ( P .A R I:. r·~ I ( K ) 160, 1 ts (), 1 70 
c 
C FALSE SO~ HAS rltl:..~ cHECKE0' ~U UP ONE LEVEL 
t60 K = lABSlPARE~T(K)) 
GlJ rO l~u 
c 
~ FAL~E SUN HAS ~OT ~ElN CHtc~tu 
1 7 0 K = PAHENT(K) 
GU TO 9\J 
c 
CPA R t.. N T I ~ THE R U U T, F ll·ll SHE U f"j L T H T H F U f. r. n M p d SIT ION 
160 swIICH : .THUl. 
c 
C r-1 A K t: THE [J H U : k E u L 1 S T II FeU I~ n 1 I 1 f) j~ S SIN G L E - V A L U £ n 
CALI.. CIJ:-1t-"AC<CuNu' he' f\Jcn;~lJ) 
Rt.TJRN 
r. 
1000 FUR MAT ( 1 H , ~ r ~1 t. F U L liJ 1,,/ 1 N G t"nJ Lt.:) ARE R £. I) I! t~ f) A .~ TOP CON T RAn leT 0 R Y I " , 
r. 
1 C.d')) 
lQlO FURi'1AT(lH, "YUUR MuST MOlJlfY THE:.. OATA-", 
1 ~ E~TlH lHt MUuIFY OR STUt-" COMMANU.") 
ENfl 
- - - .. 
SUH~OuTI~E lE~a(A, d) 
I~TI:..GER A(l), 8 
OU 10 I = 1. d 
10 ACI) :; (J 
R l T LJ Fe I~ 
END 
- - . - . - . - - - . - . 
WI • _ • _ 
c - - - .. - .. '. 
- ~ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . -
c 
SUdKOUT I N£ "'1~ rEK 
$ INCLUOl 'TAbCOM' 
C CUUI~T Trit. lr-AMATERIAL E~.JTRlt.S IN THE ApPLTCAf~LE RfJLES 
C FUR E. A C H C U i'4 U 1 T I I) N 1 NTH Iss IJ t:I I A R L E • 
I 1 : 0 
c 
CALL LERUCCK, NC} 
OU 20 r : 1 J NC 
IF{~Uh(I'K) .£Q. OJ GJ 10 2u 
II :; 11 + 1 
CK(ll) :; I 
DO 10 J : 1, l'ili 
IF(SUH((NC+J)' K) .~Q. U) GU IU 10 
I F ( R U L E S ( I , J) • t. (~ • 0) I C ( r 1) . = I C ( I l) + 1 
10 CUNTINUE 
20 CUNfINUE 
RlT . JRN 
END 
















































































S l.J H J< G lJ T r 1'4 E. ROil C A' b, 'T, 2. A A' A A A ) 
$ INCLUDt 'TAdCOM' 
INJrlALlLE SU~TING VARlAHLtS 
r. A. L L L [ K U ( ij • ;'1 C ) 
Y = 1 
B(l) = ~'AA(l) 
TtSf = AC!) 
s u ~ T r ~ ELI S T T :J F" 1 :'J lJ T f-1 E H n l'i ~ v'i I T H T H 1:. C; f'~ ALL EST 
CUR L A Ii <""1 t:. S T) '-' l) (>1 tj E H S I '\I T H t. LIS 1 A 
iJU 30 J = 2'414 
rfCL*( A(J) • TEST » IV. 2u. 3J 
10 Y = 1 
8(1) :: AAA(...!) 
11::.Sr:; A(J) 
GU rc 30 
20 y :; '( + 1 
8(Y) = AAA(J) 
30 CU;"rINuc: 
Rr_ I .JRN 
E:I/O 
- - - - - .. - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -'. - - - ~ - . - . -
s U 8 ;-( [i urI I"l E X P L I I 
~ INCLUnt 'T4~cnM' 
C U U ~ T f d I:. £ X P LIe 1 T t~: T /.J 1 E S I l' J 1 ri E A P P L 1 C f! H L E R U L [ S 
F lJ ~ E A C;-1 U F THE ,.., A T t: Ii' LA L C J N r d f I (] N S • 
J J U d (J I 1 = 1. I'; H R 
I = I~R(ll) 
o 0 1 0 ,J :; 1. I; i~ 
IF(SU8(~C+J'K) .t~. 0) GO TU 10 
I f ( 1 A tS :) ( k U L £ S ( I , J ») • £ f~ • 1) t. C ( I 1) :; t. C ( r 1) + 1 
10 CUNIINUE. 
~ () C U'~ r I N U E . 
R E. T :) R i'4 
END 
- - - - - ~ - - '. . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . . . . 
SUR:;OUT I r~E UE.L T A 
$ INCLUn( 'TA~CUM' 
c u u ~ T T Hi:. LJ 1 F r' E R t. N C £ bET wEt:. N 1 HEy E SAN f) N 0 E N T R rES 
TN rHE A~PLICA~Li:. HULlS FOR EACH OF THt. FXPLICIT CONnlTIONS 
uu ~u II = 1. NEH 
I = EfHI1) 
UU 10 J = 1, I'iR 
IFCSUB(NC+J,Kl .I:.Q. 0) GO TO 1U 
I f" ( r A b S ( R li L E S ( I • J ») • L f:. 1) il (; ( I 1) = I) r. ( T 1)+ R U L E 5 ( T • J ) 
10 CUNfINlJE 
oee[l) = IA8S(OClIl» 
20 Cij,\jfINU( 
RET;jRf'i 
E. r~ D 



































































.$ 1 ~,J C L U D i 'T A tj C [J M f
o (j 1 C r = 1, ;'1 C 
10 SUR(I.KKJ = SU~(l,K) 
SU~(C0~U(K)JKK) = 0 
TF(LOGIC.LT.v) G{) Ii] 31) 
o [) ~ 0 I = l, ;\j T 
20 SU~(NC+THULES(I)'K~) = 1 
GIJ ra 50 
3 0 u U '+ 0 1 = 1 J I~ F 
40 SlJn(NC+FHUL[S(I),KK) = 1 
50 NCK(KK) :: ~C~(K) - 1 
K = KK 




r - - - 4 - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - • - - - • - -
C 
c 
SUR ~ 0 UTI ~~ E C U U j~ T ( J J 
i INCLUOt 'TAbCOM' 
f'IJ f: [ :: () 
r) U 1 0 1 = 1, i'f C 
I f (1 • t.. \~" .C 0 ;-~ Ij ( t< ») !.J 0 T U 1 l) 
I F ( ;) U I:) ( I , K ) " Ed. u) G IJ TIll 0 
I F ( 1 A H S e H U L E. S ( I • J ) ) • [ \~ • 1) :~ E E = N [ E. + 1 
1 0 C U N f r j'dJ E 
R 1:. T .J R ~ 
END 





SUH r1 OUTIN[ CUi"~PAC;(l, J' L) 
INT~GER 1(1), LeI), Hlf(60) 
o U ':> ;'J :: 1, 6 v 
5 HIT ( ~,) :; . u 
II ;: () 
00 10 M :; 1, 00 
1 F ( i ( M) • E l~. v) G () T d 20 
IF( HIT(l(M» .~[. J) GO Tn 10 
II :: II + 1 
HIT ( I ( t~ ) J = 1-
L(Il) = I(M) 
1 0 C U N r 1 i\J U E 
20 IF(lI .Nt. J) ~RIIE(o'lOUU) 
RETuRN 
1 000 F U H 1'1 A T ( 1 t1 , ""oJ F. f \'i U H t\ I S I 1'1 C 0 H tJ L t:. T E - - - E x A ~d N E FOR ERR 0 R S " " ) 
END 
- - - .. - . - - - ~ - - . . - - - . - - - - - . - . - - - . 
SUBKOUTIN[ TOP\J 
$ INCLUDE 'TAtjCOM t 
c 
C st.T THE li~IT~AL cONulrlUNS Tn Irl,AvERSE THE BINARY TREt. IN PREORDER 
C F 1 N I) I I\j G r Ii E !) 1 S T /I.. NeE 0 F T rl E. ~~ U IJ E 5 FRO MEA C HEN 0 A S ~ E G L.l • 
C 
J = 2 


































































L = 1 
,.,~ :: 1 
(J k D c::: q ( 1) .: C U " j) ( 1 ) 
LEVlL(1) .: () 
PT:i.jK(l) :: IJ 
l~ K S r K ( i) :: 1 
-38-
r. r I:. S j' T., t. T I~ U E .s i j N IdS E.. t. I ~ r lIS A R i! L E q RAe a ~ D ITT U N 
1 0 I f ( r S U '\J ( K ) • L £. f .J) (; U T;J 2 () 
CHI:. fo{ i: 1 r 1 SAc Ij "I () I 1 r rJ '\1 
!l Ii () t. R C J) = C J ,~ JJ ( i S d i~ ( l\ ) ) 
LEVt.L(J) :: L 
P1RdK(J) :: J • 1 
11 :: M + 1 
HKSIK(,1):: J 
,) :: J ... 1 
l< :: T S D,~ t K ) 
L = L + 1 
(J II r l.: 1 ,J 
r. i'it:. R LIT 1 5 A }-( U L t. 
c 
20 nHnt,H(J) :: TSUN(KJ 
Lf:..V~L(.J) :: L 
PTR,jKCJ) :: J. 
J = .. ) ... J 
r. T t:. S I 1 r-j E FA L S l S IH~ T (J S 1:. ELF 1 r 15 C !J;'1 D TTl i) 1/ U R A R ! J L E 
3 f) I f ( F S Ij ~~ ( K ) • L E • U) l'; L' T!J "0 
C HE..~t. IT 1S A CU:'>JUJIIur~ 
nROiP(J) :: CU~U(FSU~(~») 
LI:.VlL(J) = L 
~IRJK(J) ;: 8KSTK(M) 
hKSrK,(M) = J 
J = J ... 1 
K :: F S U i~ ( K ) 
L ;: L + 1 
GU rL 1;) 
c HlR~ IT 15 A ~ULt 
40 iJROi.r.:C.j):: fSul\i(K) 
LlViL(JJ :: L 
prRd~(JJ '= HK~r~(rl) 
~ :: tv • 1 
JJ ~ J 
J :: J + 
LL :;:; 1 
C PHl.J~Et:.rJ bACK uP lu THE.. PAtilNT CtjNDITlnN 
S (1 L = L - 1 
PK :: PA~tqT(K) 
K :: I.AHS(PK) 
C S I:.. T T rl E L E. i'J G T H 1\ 1 -r rl f, IJ A Ii £ 1'4 T t. (:J U A L T 0 ll1 F M A (I MUM iJ F THE T 'r4 0 pAT H S 
r F (L E r'lj G T ~i ( P T R d K ( J J ) ) Q l 1 • L L) L t N (j T H ( P T R 8 K ( J J » ;: L L 
LL ;: Lt~GTH(~THriK(JJ) + 1 
JJ :: prRdK(JJ) 
c r 1 i'i I) U \J T w H E ThE ~ Vol I:.. A. K I::.. ,~, P P Ii I,J A CHI 1'Ii G F R U ~1 T t-( U t: 0 R F" ~ L S E r ~ RAN C H 
If(PK) 5U. 60. 5' 
cst T r rl E L E'.~ G I ti AI r H EPA R i:>~ T 
5 5 L E. '~.l T :-J ( p I i~:3 K ( J J ») :: L L 
GUT 0 j t') 
c 
C Ht:.Rl ~E ARE ~r lH~ ~our NUQE, ~TORE THl 
C NU~dE~ Jf No6~s I~ THE NEr~J~K. 










































































!-1 A K t: THE PRE.. ':' q I) i K LIS T G F THE Ii u L E S 
K = 0 
f) IJ (0 I = 1. ;.pJ 
tF(dRuER(I) .'3E. 0) Gi.l TJ 1u 
r( = K + 1 
i~ R I J L. E ( K) = I A -:1 S ( U}~ t) c: R ( I ) ) 
., I) C li t'l r I iI,J U E 
CHECK Trlt NUMdER U~ THE RULES 
I F (,\ • N E. N R) CAL L C IJ 11 ~ A C ( ~.~ R u L I:. - /'1 R, ~~ R iJ L E ) 
HI:.Td HN 
E tlj D 
~ - .. - Q - ~ " - - • - - • - - - - - - - - • - - - • - - -
SUR,OUTINE OuTl 
~ INCLuDL 'TA~COMf 
I~(.:~OT. rAHTI'iU) ~~MITE(rLOlJT,lUvO) 
IeL = 1 
IkiJL ; 1 
Jkl]L = i-~rc 
r r ( ( F L (] Ij 1 • N E.. b) • J Ii • (N R • L 1:.. 1 2 ») r; U T rJ l·J 
.J ~ t.J L ::: 1 ~ 
1 () I f ( • N fl ToT A 8 r ." 1]) Yi HIT E ( F L L1 U T • 1 II 1 0) TIT L E _ e I ' 1 = I R U L , J k U L ) 
I t ( T A t:l T ~ U) w R I r l ( FLU lJ T , 1 0 1 0) lIT L E, (N H U L (: e [ ) , I = T R U L , J R L1l ) 
i)Q 30 I I = 1, NC 
I = r I 
IF(TABT~U) 1 = NCU NJ{lI) 
If(TAdT,ljU) C~LL SUbSCR(~CS' I, lel) 
wt"< l rE.(FLUUT,lu2Q) 1, Cr.UNiJS(J'!CL)'J=l-S)" ASTEH-
1 (SIG~(HULES{I,J)+3),J=IRUL.JHUL) 
Iel ; lC L + 1 
I F ( ,Ij C 5 ( I) • LT. 2) (j uTI) 3 0 
JJ = NCSt!) 
DU ~O r< = 2- J.J 
\"iklrE(rLLJJT'~GqC) (cuNI)S(J"ICLJ"J=1.5). ASTEr( 
20 TCl = ICL + 1 
3 () C U ": r I r',J iJ t: 
J = 36 + 3*(JkUL + 1 - IRUL) 
~kJIE(FLUUT,lUJ1) (OlVIDE(!),!;l.J) 
I A l = 1 
OU :>0 I = 1, I\A 
') I J .. 0 j J = I r, U L. J H tj l 
ALTION(JJ) = dLANK 
J = JJ 
T~ (rA~T~U) J = NH0l[eJJ) 
If (~CTPTH(J).EQ.l) ACTTO~(JJ) = xx 
4n CLJ\~ I I ~IJE 
~HlrE(FLUuT.~J2u) 1. (ACrS(K,lAL),K=t,S). ASTER. 
1 ( ..\ C T I 0 ,''C ( J ) , J = I Ii I J L • J R I J L ) 
IAL = IAl + 1 
If'(~AS(I) d:.~. 1) llG T1 6J 
JJ ;; NAS( I) 
L} U ') 0 K = 2, J J 
wHITE(FLUUT'~o40) (~CTS(J.IALJ'J=1'5), 4STER 
50 IAL = IAL + 1 
60 CLJNfll\UE 

































































I H t' L = 1 k U L + 1 ~ 
.j k th. = J H LJ L + 1 C 
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I r ( J R u L • G T. i'~ R) J !"< 1) L = N R 
ljU fO .l.J 
i·H .. T :,JRN 
1 0 (l 0 F LJ Ii 'f A l' ( 1 h 1 I " U H 1 G [ 1\ ~ L I) tel:' 1 (I I'. TAd L E " ) 
1 0 1 () F L.l R r'-1 iJ. r ( 1 ~, ~) I I I I lOx ' 1 () A 6 , I I' 3 0 x , 1 2 I 1 ) 
lO?O FUf~;IAT(lrl' 12. X. ?Af)), x. It!.(hl' 2X),tll) 
1 0 3 0 F U ~< : 1 t.. T ( 1 1'1 , I 2 A 1 ) 
1(140 FU:~;"IAT(lH. 3)i' :'Ab, ;(, AI) 
[{'I [1 
c - - - - ~ - - • - • - • - ~ - - - • - - - - ~ - - - - - - • - - -
r. 
s U ;-{ r-( [i l) T I PI E S U t1 5 C h' ( 1 I J, K) 
!"I 1 r~ t r,~ S ILJ N I ( 1 ) 
K = 1 
I r (.j • E ':;;. 1) :1 E i URN 
I'" = ~ - 1 
!,lU 10 L:' 1, M 
10 K = K + i(L) 
K l I :) k i~ 
[NO 
c - - - - - • - - - - - • - - ~ ~ - - - - - • - - - • - - - • - • -
C 
c 
s u ~ K CUT I r~ E iJ U I 2 
$ INCLUDt 'TA~CUM' 
C wkITE T~t UECISIU~ ~ETwGRK 
C 
r.~lL ARRAY 
It (fLUlJT .E~. 6) GU TU 30 
D(j ~O J = 1" J!'-1~X 
20 wHl rECFLLJLJT".101U) (;\ltTC 1,J).r;:;l,132) 
KlT,jRN 
30 nu 40 J = l"JMA~ 
I" 0 w k l r E ( FLU I J T , .1 'J 3 'J) l ~ E T ( 1 , J ) , I = 1 , 7 2 ) 
Ir(iMA~.Ll.f2) K~TU~N 
au ~o J = 1. JMAX 
5 0 r'J K 1 r E C FLU U T , ~ J 3 I.}) l ,." t l ( I , J ) I r ;:; ( 3 , 1 3 2 ) 
RE:.I jRt'l 
1 () 1 () F LJ f? "I ~ T C t H , 1 J 2 AI) 
1(130 FUR1AfCIH • fdAl) 
E.ND 
r - - M _ ~ _ M _ _ _ _ _ M - - - - - - ~ - _ • • - • - - - • - - -
c 
SUM.iIlUfli\jl AKr<.A'f 
~ I ~ C L U !.h:: • TAb COM • 
C 
r. c n ~ s T ri U C T T rl t u U T puT F- U R THE U Eel SIC N ;.~ r:: T ~ 0 K K 
I f\j T t. G E R ~ K C ( 1 :J ) 
n u :> 1 = 1, 1 ~ i) 
Ou ,) J :. I. Ij2 
r::; '\j t. T ( ,) , r) ;:; H L A, N K 
no .'j I = 1,15 
C v ~ ( I) = 'J 
A LV~'lI) = u 
JM.AI.. = () 
I M t:.." = J 





























































10 4 200 
~ 
J = 1 
K = 0 
KC ;: 1 
M = a 
r~i K = 0 
10 K = K + 1 
IFCK.GT.NN) RlTuHN 
I = 10*Lt.VE..L(K) 
-41-
C CHECK 'n sEE IF lHt. NUllE IS A cuNulTlnN '1R A RULF 
IF(JPUER(K)) 6U· ~J' 1 
r. 
r. THE f\I (j i) E I SAC tj N /) 1 T 1 0 r'l I t~ ~ I T l:. I T I r''J r H EAR RAY 
\j£.T(Ci+l)'J) ;: C 
CALL NUdb(I'J) 
r, 
c r 1 !\i;) THE S 1 G ~~ LJ F T H r:: r\l F X T jj I~ A r~ C t1 AND THE N U t.j :3 t: R n F T 1--1 E 
C Ntxr ~U~IAHLE 
IF( rSON(KC)) 14, 14 , 11 
11 IFCPSUN(KC)) 1 3 • Ij, l~ 
1? IF(.jRiJ[R'K+l) .tw. CO,~I)(TSLJN(i\<':)) GO 1rJ 17 
I1U (0 19 
1] I ~ ( :J ~ I) E R ( K + 1) • l:. ~. c (J i~ I) { T 5 U N ( " C ) » GeT n 1 (3 
GU ra C:f) 
14 IFCFS0N(KC» 16, 16. l~ 
15 JF(0RO£R'K+IJ .~~. TSO~(KC» GU TO ~2 
(,L; ro 23 
16 I~(tfRUER(K+l) .((,i. TSON(KC» I.JU TO ~s 
GU J(j 26 
r. T R U ~ l3 R A r~ C rl ,. ~ E x r I R U £. S I) f3 T A r3 L l:. 
I? ~'1f\ ~ Mr<: -t- 1 
S~C(~K) = FSU~(KC) 
18 '<C ;: TStJN(~C) 
rlkA ~CH = • TRU£,. 
'.; U TO 2 d 
r. F A L ') E rl k , .. 11/ C H , i~ tXT SUd r A B L [ A L U N r, I T 
lq MI"\ ;:; MK + 1 
SKC(~K),;: rSON(KC) 
K(; ;: FSLJI'HKC) 
;U r[l ~1 
2 n I( (, = T S [J ~~ ( K C ) 
21 MHA ~CH = .FAL.:lE. 
r,U ra 2j 
r NlxT SUdJA~LE Is U~ FALSE rikA~CH 
22 rl k fl,~ C 1-1 = • T R t.J £ • 
Gd Tn 24 
23 f1riA,~CI-1:; .FALSE. 
211 KC ;: F~ON(KC) 
GU Tu 2j 
C ~I:.xr SUdlAtiLE is HAL;K II\ STACK 
2'1 f;HA ~CH ;; .TRUE. 
GU rO 27 
26 RI-<A,~CH = ,FAL,;jE. 
2 7 I F ( .1 K • E bI. 0) GuT U 2 (oj 
KC ;: SKC(MK) 
MK = MK -1 
C PHOcElO wITH THE NtTWURK 
2 R I f ( d RAN C H J Ii a T u 2 'i 
RUW = l'1INUS 
CULuMr\j = PLUS 
CVH(L[VEL(K) + 1) = -1 
104300 




































































GU TO 30 
29 RUw :: PLUS 
30 
:~ ') 
CULu:~!~ :; HI'lUS 
CV8(LEVEL(K) + 1) = 1 
E~TENU TH[ H~~rluN1AL ~KANCH 
I~ : r + ) 
I\} :: 1 + 9 
DU 3) II = IS, ICJ, c!. 
",f:.T(II,J) = ri!Ui'i 
EXT~NU A vERTICAL H~ANCH 00WN F~UM T~E cnNQ[TION 
Jl = J ;. 1 
Jj -= J ... 3 
I) U 4 () J J = ..J 1, J j 
4 0 ~~ t:. T ( ( 1 -+- 2 ) , J J) = C (I L U M i~ 
:--1 = r-1 + 1 
LVr1(M) ;: 
GU TO 10 
r. T t~ f N U iJ F..: 1 S ~ 1'1 E L S t. R U L E • ",I H I I I:.. I T I t\ 1 IJ r:- A R HAy 
c 
50 N[Tl(I-l)'J) ;: £ 
Nf:..T(I,J) ':: EL 
~~ t. T ( ( 1 ;. 1 ) • J) ;: S 
\itT(CI-+-2),J) = t. 
IFCtl+21.GT.lMAX) I~Ax=I+~ 
GU ru 70 
C THE f'.I U D r I::; A t-< U L 1::' W HIT FIT 1 I~ THE A R h: A Y 
60 Nl:..T(C!;'l),.J}:: R 
CAL L 1\4 U H !j ( I • J ) 
Tf«(I+2) .GT. IrlAX) IMax = I + 2 
c 
C E ;x. T t. N () r HE LAS r V E k lIe ~ L Ij R A I~ t; HAC R I) SST n T 1-1 ENE X T N n 0 E 
r, 
I n J f (:1 • LT. 1) t-< E T Ij f~ f\J 
.J = J + j 
I~(JMA.X .ll'. J} JMAJ. = J 
r = LVi3(M) 
l~ = 1,+ , 
lSI :: I T ij 
P U I'4 T ;: M I I~ U S 
I F ( C V tj C l 1 / 1 O) ... 1) • ,E I:J • - 1) P u 1 I ~ T = P L U S 
C V i1 (, ( I I 1 U) + 1) = U 
r,1 = 1-1 - 1 
f) U 'J U I 1 :: I ') , 1 '), ~ 
80 ~l:..T(Il'J) = PUI~l 
C lXTENU THE I~COMPL~T[ V~RTICAL ~RANCHES 
IFCrl.EI:J.U) GO TO lU 
Jl :: J .;. 1 
Jj :: J + 3 
1M :: LV8tM) ;. d 
oU 130 11 = 2, IM, 10 
IFCCVH((lII-2)/lU) ... 1» ''-10,130, lOr) 
90 PUI:~T = t-'LuS 
GU TO 111.1 
1 0 0 P U I ,~T = "I I N Ij S 
1. 1 0 D U 1 2 0 J J = J 1, ,J .3 
r~ ( T ( I I • J J) = P U 1 N T 
1~O CU~JTIr~Ut:: 
130 CUNrlNU£ 











































11 47 00 





115 3 00 
















c - - • - • • - - - - - • - - - - • - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C 
s u ~ ;-( 0 UTI I~ c:. N U:~;1 ( 1 , J ) 
$ INCLUnC 'rAbCOM~ 
;.~ U Mdt H ;:: I.A. t3 S ( (J H IJ E H ( K ) ) 
J F ( .04 U M 1:3 E k • G T ~ '.j) (j lJ r (J 1 () 
~lTlCI+2),J) = SYM~OL(~UM~EK + 1) 
IFCll+2)-GT.IMAX) 11A~=I+2 
RI:.T;JRI\I 
1 0 ;.~ 1 0 = ;\j U t·1 tH .. R I 1 I) 
Nt = Nu~UEk • 10*N 1 0 
~~ [ T < ( 1 + 2 ) , J j = S y ~, tj IJ L ( N 1 0 + 1 ) 
NlT(CI+3),J) : SYM~JL(~l+l) 
IF(C l+3).GT.IMAX) IMA~=I+3 
R I:. T ;) i1 i~ 
[NO 





SU~Lo(iJuT II~E SUkT 
$ I "1 eLI) iH.. 'T A He U M ' 
stT THE INIT'~L CUNoITIUNS. IH~ vECTOKS PT~d~' LVB, A~u 
8 K S r K 1"1 rll C H ~ E ~~E t) S t n I NTh E I UP 0 R (j I~ T 1 f\J r ~ r L L f1 E 




J ;:: 1 
K = t 
M = () 
r. PuT Trl£ foltisr ClJl'JulrlnN NUdE.: 11'J THE S1kTfO·LIST 
p 1 R 13 K ( t<) = fJ ~ i) E I~ ( J J 
aKSrK{~) = LEvELeJJ 
K = K + 1 
r. FIN J THE S iJ N S 0 F T 11 E C ! I i~ R E N T r~ U U E 
10 J 1 :;; .J + 1 
J~ ;: ..J + 2 
L = I..tVEL(Jl) 
C ,)1 lc) rrlt:. THUE. SUN. FrND THE I-ALSE. SON nF THIS cONDTTIQN 
DU ~O I = J2, N!~ 
c 
rfiLEVELlI) .[Q. L) GO TO 30 
2 () C U f~ r I r~ U c: 
r F' I :.J J T rl E S H lJ K T ~~ S r d r< A N C H 
3 0 I F ( 1.. E !.~ G T H ( J 1) • (, r. L E !'J G T H ( I ) (j U T 0 4 () 
N 1 = J 1 
N~ = 1 
GU rn 45 
4 n tJ 1 = I 
N2 = Jl 
r. PUT THE r~ 0 IJ E U I\j T rl E S H fJ Ii T EST 0 I-( A N CHI N T 4 E n R DE RED L 'r ~ T 
45 PTRdK(K) = DR0EH(Nl) 
UKSfK(K) = LEvEL(N1J 
K = K + 1 
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116700 C 
116800 r; (;t1[ C K FQi< NLiLJtS I:1E I ;jEErlJ I A r~ U J2 
t 16900 IF ( 1 .lO- J2) GtJ TlJ 50 
1170()0 IFCuRUEH(Nl») SuP :';j, lJd 
117100 48 M = M + 1 
117200 L VB ( r1 ) :; I\j~ 
117300 J = Nl 
117400 I F ( 1 -GE- NN) Gu TU ~~ 
117500 GU ro 10 
117600 50 PIRtjK(K) = o rt D E t1 ( i'l ~ ) 
1177\)0 HKSTKCK) = U: .. v(L(N~) 
117800 K = K + 1 
117900 C 
118000 C sI E r F l\j~ IS A clJ;\jOIllfIN 
118100 I F ( :J R 0 £: R l i~ (! ) .LE- U) Ii' J TU :'5 
118200 C N~ IS A CONulTlu N 
118300 .J = i'~ 2 
118400 GU ro 10 
l1A50u r, 
118600 C CHE~-< TO sr.[ If wt ARE FI:~ISHt:..U 
118700 55 I F ( :\ 
-Gr· i\j N ) (; IJ TU (0 
118800 r. 
118900 c CHECK TU St.E IF rJ E. rlAvt. NOU£S '{'/AITING Ii\l THE STACK 
1190()O I F ( r-l • E t~ • <J ) GO TU 6U 
119100 J = L II i.3 ( 11 ) 
119200 PIRjK(K) = o ~ i) E R ( ,J ) -
119300 f:-lKSP«K) = LEilE.L(J) 
119400 K = K + 1 
119'51)0 M = M - 1 
119600 r,u ro 10 
119700 60 J = ~2 
1198()O GLl lO 1.) 
119900 C 
120000 C Ht.Rt: wE ARE I) U ,'~ £ • f.'JT THE UkfJI:.kEU NETWURI< INTO ORDER. 
120100 C RI:.OriOER T tiE LEvtL IJf::CTOR. ANu SET NCONO ANIJ ~HULfS. / 
120200 70 J = 0 
120300 K = 0 
1204f)0 DU 100 I = 1 , NI'4 
120500 nHOi;::RC I) = PT~8K( 1 J 
120600 LI:.Vt:LCI> = bKSTK(T) 
120700 If (ljROlK( I)) dO, lUU, 0.;0 
1208r)O C HERt.: I T 1 S - A RUL[ 
1209qo 80 J = J + 1 
121000 NKUI-[(J) = I~tjS(URUt.R(I» 
121100 GU TO 'n U 
121200 c HERE I T 15 A C 0 ill U I TID r~ 
121300 90 r<. = K + 1 
121400 NCn~O(K) = Ur'iUEr<CI) 
121500 100 C U N r I i'~ U E 
121600 C 
121700 r: CHECK rrll:.. N U "I J E k fH RULES 
121800 Ir{J.N(.NR) CALL CUr"1PAC(NKULE, NR, NRULE) 
121900 C 
122000 C ChECK rHt:. I~ U i'18tH Ur CU(\jOITIUN~ 
122100 If-(1\.NE.NC) CALL C (J ,~ PAC ( N C U N [) , '~C , NC(1NO) 
122200 r. 
122300 C T Ht: LiSTS URIJER· NCUNLJ' ANlJ t~ k U LE ARt NOW S IJ'~ TED 
122400 C BY ;jRANCrl L E. 11/ G T H ANu REArJ'f Tn tH,: USED FIJQ OUTPUT. 
122500 C 
122600 Rt:.TdRN 




































IFCI .GT· lU) GU T~ 10 
wHI rE(o,lQOO) 
R t.. T uRI~ 
10 ~kTrE(6,J.OI0) 
~v H 1 r E ( 1 , 1 U 1 0 ) 
S T (1~ 
1 0 0 0 FUR,~ A T ( 1 H , "I N cUR H E C TIN puT • - .... K E t. N T E R (1 N A. ,~ E ~ LIN E" ) 
1010 FU~rlATCIH , "IN~UR~lCT INpuT---PRUGRAM ExEC~TlaN STOppEO.") 
R f... T.J n I~ 
EN!) 
r, - - - • - - - - w - - • - • • - - - - - • - - - - - - - • - - - -
c 
8LUCK lJAIA 
$ INCLUDE 'TA~CUM' 
r. 
DATA t;LANK' ASTEK, XX, C' t., K' PLUS' MINUS, EL, S/6H 
1 64* , 6rlX , AHC ' 6HE , 6H~ , 
2 6 .1 + , (;) H - , . 6 H L ' 6 H S / • 
3 C Sf r~ H 0 L ( I ), I = 1 ' 1 () )' (S I G t'/ ( I ) • 1 = 1 , S ) / fJ H n 
4 6 i; 1 , 6 h 2 ' " H 3 , 6 H 4 , 6 H 'j 
5 nri0 oH/', 6rl8 , 6H9 , O-H-




INFORf'.1ATION NETWORK PROGRAM 
2.1 Algorithms 
The purpose of the program is to assemble and store network data 
and to enable the user to examine any ingredience or dependence network 
that he desires. The only data.required to .;,.. .... ,..:,... .... . I~ a I I;:)\' 
of node numbers and their ingredient nodes. The alphameric data stored 
as labels and titles for the nodes simply enhance the readability of the 
output. 
The dependents of each node are calculated from the list of 
ingredients by passing through the list twice. Each time a node appea·rs 
in the list of ingredients, it has one dependent. The first pass through 
the list of ingredients is used to build a vector that has the number of 
dependents of each node recorded. From this vector a new vector is con-
structed that will serve as a pointer to the rows in the list of dependents 
where the dependents of each node will be stored. A second pass is then 
made through the list of ingredients to fill the proper values into the 
list of dependents. Subroutine DEPEN accomplishes this task. 
The input level, output level, and total float of each node are 
calculated in a manner very similar to the calculation of the early start, 
late finish, and total float in the construction activity scheduling 
algorithm. (ref. 2.1) The first step ;s to arrange the nodes in an ordered 
list, so that no node is placed before any of its ingredients. This allows 
the straightforward calculation of the input level for all the nodes in the 
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network. The input level is. taken as zero for the starting node and then 
inc remented by one for each branch tha tis passed through. t~here a node 
has. several ingredients, the input level is taken as one plus the maximum 
input level of any of its ingredients. In this way, the input level is the 
number of branches between the node and the input nodes along the longest 
path coming into the node. The output level is calculated in a similar 
manner by traveling through the ordered list in the opposite direction, and 
assigning level zero to those nodes with no dependents (the "output" nodes). 
A float is calculated for each node by subtracting the sum of its input 
and output levels from the length of the network. The length of the network 
is the number of branches along the longest path from input to output in 
the network. It is equal to the largest input level or output level cal-
culated for any node. Subroutine' LEVEL calculates all of these values. 
(see Fig. 2.6). 
The dependents, input level, output level, and total float are 
not stored permanently in the data file, but are recreated from the stored 
data each time the network is called by the program. The ingredients are 
the only topologic data permanently stored. 
The ingredience and dependence networks are formulated in the 
manner called preorder by Knuth (ref. 1.4). The algorithm for either is the 
same, except one passes along the ingredients while the other goes to the 
dependents. In this discussion, the term sons will be used in a generic 
sense. The algorithm can be summarized as four basic steps: 
1. Start at the root node; put it in a stack and in the output list. 
2. Does the last node in the stack have any sons? If yes, go to 3. 
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I f no, go to 4. 
3. Obtain the next son of the node, put it in the stack and in the 
output list. Remove it from its fathers list of sons. Go to 2. 
4. Remove the node from the stack and go to 2. Unless there are 
no nodes left in the stack, then stop. 
Subroutine GLOBAL travels through the network as described (see Fig. 
2.8). The output list is prepared line by line on a data file~ then recalled 
a line at a time when its printed out. 
The sorting processes that the program can accomplish simply 
modifies the order in which the sons of any particular node are listed. It 
is possible to llst the sons so that those with either the smallest or 
largest level or float will appear first. Subroutine SORT is where the 
reordering is done (Fig. 2.7.). Note that if no sorting is asked for, 
the sons will be listed in an order that is the reverse of the way that 
they were entered in. the input. 
2.2 Loqic Diagrams 
The following diagrams describe the overall structure of the 
program and the major subroutines. For a more detailed study of the pro-
gram, consult the listing of the FORTRAN code. 
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Determine. the output unit (r1AIN) 
Initialize and obtain datafile name (MAIN) 
new old 
Read old data from disk (OLDATA) 
modif 
from terminal (INPUT) 
Compact the ingredients vector (INGRED); calculate the 
dependents (DEPEN), find the level from input and 
output and the float for each node (LEVEL). 
an operating command (MAIN) 
INGREDIENCE DEPENDENCE 
Sort th eli s ts 0 f 
ingredients and 
dependents (SORT) 
Build the specified 
network, including 
the output fi"e 
( GLOBAL) 
Print out the 
network (OUTPUT) 
Print out a table 
of the nodes and 
associated data (DATOUT) 


























1. PARSE contains several functions and subroutines, 
including WDINIT, RDLINE, END, MATCH, FIXED, STRING, 
and SETOUT. 
2. INPUT and MAIN include the file PARCOM, used for 
the COMMON declaration needed for PARSE 
Figure 2.2 Subroutine Linkage, (NETWORK) 
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Check to see if old data is being 
modified or new data read in. 
Initialize the data. 
the first entry on the line 
Y Check to see if the 









See fi qure 
2.4. Enter 
at ® 
Return to the 
main program 





__ .......... J Exami ne the next entry I 
I on the 1 ine 
(INTEGER t---.:Y~-----'Store as an additional t--~ 
N ~i_n~g_re_d_i_e_n_t ________ ~ 
LABEL ~Y~--~~Store as the labelJI----~ 
N 
(STRING ~Y:.....---~IStore as the title}t----...... 
N 
, 
(End of 1 i neJ.....-.Y~--.lExami ne the fi rst 
N entry on the next 
1 i ne 




Go to (f) on 
fi gure 2. 3 
Figure 2.4 Input of Data for a New Node (NETWORK) 
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Examine the next entry 






as a new ingredient 
line 
I--Y':"---~~Store as an additional 
-----' ingredient 
--~--------------~ 
)--~Y-------~Store as a new label ~-----...... ..., 
~Y':"'-'--""""Store as a new titlet-----------
End of 1 ine J---Y~~Examine the first entry 
on the next line 
Error 
--
I--_ .... Go to CD 
Go to CI) on figure 2.3 
Fi gure 2.5 I nput of New Da ta for a Node (NETVJORK) 
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Build·ORDER, a list of the nodes in the 
network arranged no that no node is 
listed before any of its ingredients. 
Check to see that the network has a 
starting point and contains no loops 
Calculate the input level of each node, 
the level being the number of steps 
(branches) from the starting node to the 
node in question. The routine is similar 
to the Ifearly start ll in a CPM routine 
Starting at the last node in ORDER, cal-
cul ate a quanti ty ana 1 ogous to the III ate 
finish ll for each node. 
~ 
Cal cula te the level from output from 
.the !Ilate finish ll quantities, and cal-
culate the total float for each node. 
1 
Return 
Figure 2.6 Subroutine LEVEL (NETWORK) 
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This routine is used to sort both the ingredients and 
the dependents. The values A and B can be the input 
level, output level, or total float. 
, Increment the nOdeJ 
r-6 all done 
Check that there are at 
least two branches to be 





Compare the value A for the node at the end of 
each branch, ordering the branches so that those 
with the smallest (or largest) values of A are 
listed first. If any branches have the same 
value of.A, compare their values of B and order 
them accordingly 
Figure 2.7 Subroutine SORT (NETWORK) 
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This routine passes .through the network in preorder. 
{ref 1 .4) As each node is found, subroutine LIST is 
called to make a line of output 
'Initialize the datal 
Obtain the next node from the list. Check 
to see if it has any sons. 
yes ~ no ' 
r--------::.----< 
t 
Increment the level and store 
the node in the stack 
lIs the network completel 
f 
Does the highest level node 
in the stack have sons 
remaining? 
__ ~y_e_s~~~-n-o------__ _ 
1 




GO back down.....--l _________ ....... 
one level I 
'Take this node 1 
Document the number of sons remalnlng, taking the 
next son as the new node. Check to see if it 
has already been printed 
no 1 yes 
____ ~A~----, 
, t 
Write it out and 
record that it has 
~ been written I Wri te it out as a II-----------i ... ~ negative node I 
Figure 2.8 Subroutine GLOBAL (NETWORK) 
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2.3 Data Structure 
The figures on the following pages show the principal items of 
data used in the program. A complete list of all the data items used in 
the program is in the glossary, section 2.4. 
All of the data except the labels and descriptive titles are 
integer variables. Except for those items in PARCOM, no use is made of 
a common data structure. All data are passed into subroutines by the use 
of arguments in the calling statements. 
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NN = Total number of nodes 
TNI = total number of branches 













NN NN NN NN 
The row number corresponds 
to the internal number for all 
arrays above except INT, in which 
the row number is the external 
identifying number. The contents 
are as follows:-
NODE - external number 
INT - internal number 
NI - number of ingredients 
POINT 
POINT - row number in ingr. that 
contains the first ingredient 
LABEL - single word label (six characters) 
TITLE - ten word descriptive title 
INGR and 'LINK contains the ingredients 
in the following manner: Each ingredient 
is entered into INGR. The row number 
of the previous ingredient is entered 
in LINK. If there is no previous ingredient 
for the node, LINK contains a zero. When 
revised ingredients are entered, they 
enter INGR at the bottom, and the old 




















Fi gure 2.9 Pemanent Data (NETl~ORK) 
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Contents of the line Format 
NN TNI L LNN 416 
NODE INT NI POINT LABEL, row 1 416, A6 
NO DE INT NI POINT LABEL, row 2 
NODE INT NI POINT LABEL, row LNN 
IN'GR LINK, row 1 216 
INGR LINK, row 2 
INGR LINK, row L 
TITLE row 1 lOA6 
TITLE row 2 
TITLE row LNN 
































NN NN NN NN NN NN 
TNI TNI 
For all arrays which are NN in length, the row number corresponds to the 
internal node number. The contents are as follows: 
PTIN - row number of IN where the first ingredient is located. 
IN - the ingredients of all nodes 
ND - the number dependents of each node 
PTDN - row number of DN where the first dependent is located. 
ON - the dependents of all nodes 
IL - the extreme level from input for each node 
OL - the extreme level from output for each node 
TF - the difference in length between the longest path through 
the network and the longest path through the node. 










~~o ~.n GLOSSARY 
'fnO 
10r.n 
1 ] () () 
1?()() 
1 ~n(' 




















~ 4 n () 






I~ 1 n () 
IJ?O() 
113()() 





















tl/ PH A l! 
PI. f>. r-.!K 





r T \/t 
u U M ~I Y ~ A ~1 [ r U R T L, t· L, [I j., T F 
V li RIA R L E S l' S f:. fJ r LJ C A F. k y t; L P H A R F T T r r N F n R M" T If! ~I r () h 
U S fIN r. E S r. H J F T ~! t, T r" E MAN N f R (l F S n ~' T T N G 
CAR R I EST H F- f. S T F. 0 1 S r 5 Y ~i P U L 
D U ~1 t4 Y r<.l ~ M [ F n h 11, (J L, fJ R T r 
(: A R R I F ~ A P LAN K 'Y ~Il" {ll.. .. INS (. M F S \I ~ R flU T T N r S I j J S A S 1 X 
CHARACTlR WnHU, WHIL~ IN uTHEkS IT TS nNLY GNF CHARACTFR 
T H F. COL ( . f\J S Y t~ tl 0 L 
A S r x C HAP A r. T l:. H !.J [ :. R P; ALL (: APR Y J N G T H r 0 ASH f- Y ~, R. II 1 
A SU8RnLTIN[ 
THE NUMfo.ER OF T~r DATAF Ilr BrING II~rlJ 
VEr.TOR r.HICH LJST~ Thf f.l~pr.NnENTS nr ALL THE rvnl)FS 
A LOG T r. A L F II NeT I '1 N r r, r H t PAR S r R n II r T f'J F S T H t. T T S T R II F 
w HEN T ~ Esc A ~ i·~ E PIs A T T H t [ N fJ n F A l T N r 
THE VEe TOR hi HIe H L r.) ~: T A J N S T H F MAT F pTA L 5 C A ~J ~,: F. n R Y PAP ,c; r 
A loc;Ir.AL FUNCTI'if\J If'.. iHf PARSE'" RnilrINES THAT TS TRIJF 
Tt THE ITE.M SCAN~j[D Is A~j INTEr,ER 
THE syMbf1L 4 IN ·~LPHAtll:.f·dC FflRM 
A V£" C T n F CON T ~ I ~. T I~ (;, T H t_ Nun E S lIS T F f') T~: PRE r P n r- R 





f, 4 n (I 

























































A vEcTn~ THfi.T lS USE!) TO kEcORn THF" nccuRANcE. nF A Nnnf: 
IN THf PREORDt:.R lIST 
T A r; Oll N TIN (j I~! 0 F x! A 5 II S f [\ IN" T N P lJ T " _ J TIS T H r N t J M h r R n r 
NODES W~ICH HAVE ~fE~ ENT[RED TNTn THF SYSTEM 
T T. I J r.OIINTING INOICFs 
i l ( ) v [ eTC R r HIe H C (l N T A I ~J S 1 Ii E I N P l.J T L r V F L : T H F L n ~I G r ~ T 
pAT H F R l- M T H r ~d I r') £ T L THE ! N p LJ T Nfl n F 5 
T N ( ) v [ C TOR 1 HAl LIs l' T h t i tv G k F n T t. N T 5 n r ALL T H r ~' " n. F s 
TNr.IS 
TNr.RFn A SUBROuTI~f 
T '" T T A S II R R nuT I N F 
T (\1 P II T t. SUR R nUT 1 N E. 
TNT() VECTOR THAT CLNT.t.INS ~HE INTfRNAL NnnF NlJ~RFR. THF 
R U w' COR f< ESP fl N liST U T ~I t f X 1 E Ii N A l N l H-1 p r R 
T V fJ L lJ r V A RIA B L F W H J C h r A H PIt S A f\; 1 N T f (1 F: F< ~I II M R f P RAe I< r: R n ~t PAP ~ r 









A SUS E n 1 NTH l I ~I PUT R nUT 1 N r I TIs T H F N n n F T H ~ T HAS 
INGR[OJFNTS Fd: .. I~r, fN1U·df"!. ELSFWHfRF IT IS P-
r. U U N TIN G I ~i P E " 
THF Rnw IN [lRl.:FF ~ITH lHf LA~T fNTRY 
r. U l J t--I TIN (. I N f) ICE S 
klCORO THE t\iUhI4FP (IF LINf .. S OF nUTpllT IN THF" GRAPHTCAI 
T R E E P R lJ Due [[) I r\1 G L (I hAl. 
FILE NlH.8ER FuR ~HINTFI\ GUTp"T. TT ALWAYS l'S r-Il.f~ Nn. 1 
IN THE FRESENT PDUC,P.AM 
uSED Tn RECORLJ T~( LlNGT~ ()F THE l. TNKEn Ll~i Or TNGRfnTFNTS. 
IT ALSO IS llSl() TU PtC!IRP THt r.ORRFNT LEVEl. INTO THt 
NETwORK IN THE.. RnljTINES GLnRI1.L ANp rUTPllT 





l?f,()O L f f·1 (1 T H 
1"-f)0 
L {H) 
1 /'9 n () 




1140() L T II L 1. 
11~OP !. ?, LL 
13£:00 
117()O t T~: F ( ) 
118()O 
l1C)()O !. T~' F! 
14(100 
1/~1"0 r. T ~.I K ( ) 
14?OO 
14~OC 




lL1F()O L V 
149()() 
l'iOOO . ." 
l'il0() 
1~/()(' MAPK 
1 r ,n 
1t:;L400 HATCH 
It;t:;()() 
1 C; f, () (1 




1 (, 1 () n 
lA?On r!.lIl T 1 , 






lli9no N n ( ) 
17000 
17100 





17700 NT ( ) 
l7AnO 
1 )0 
lA(IOf' ~ T t--.lt 
tAlon 
lR/OO :-.J ~J 
]A3nO 
CHARACTERS) FUR ~Ac~3~onE 
THE wORG LARGE (ThF SIXTH CHARACTFR !5 RLANK) 
LJ 5 ( 0 INS U B R (l UTI ~'t. L I:. V F L TOR E r.11 R nTH E I N P 1I T L F V F L n r 
~I 0 n f N r .. \'J 11 f:"""" c n '"I PL t.. T t r, , I TIs T H F L r N G T H n F T H F 
L 0 1\1 G E s'T PAT H T H P r'1 UGH T H [ NET rd I R I< 
DUM~Y N~ME rnH IL OR 01 
V A RIO U ~ C U U~; TIN (; It\1 n lei:. SAN n T F M P n R A R Y N II f) F N U ~ H [R S 
ALPHAMERIc LIST 11.':,[ D TO STORE ONt I TNF OF nuTpllT 
A PAR TIC U LAP SPA r t:. I tv I. I N E ( ) 
VECTOR ~HICH LINvS THE I~~REnIFNTs nF EACH ~nr~ 
TOG [ THE F: ItJ T H t LIs T I ~~ G R 
THE LEV t. L 0 F T t-n N n [ Ii:. 3 E I ~~ r, P R I N T r f'\ 
THE WORD LEVEL (THE SJ)TH CHAkACTFR IS BLANK) 
INTEGER usEr 1"0 TRACL THE PAT~ INTn THE' OUTPIJT R(lIITTNF 
A LOGICAL FUf\lCTlnN It\: PARSE THAT Ts TRtlE IF THr: TNPIJT 
AGREES ~ITH THE flk(;U""iFNT 
A N I N T E (1 [ R R t. r LJ H "I t D h. Y PAR S F.: T HAT T N n T r. ATE S T H F K T N n 
Of INPIIT REI~.G srANNEn 
J N T E G E P S LJ S t. L T Li 0 IFf E HE. t-.i 1 I A T t S (1 R T T N G F () R LA R r, t 
[) I r: FER E ~: C E S A ~I[') C; MAL L Q) F F F. R F N r. F S 
A PAR TIc U L A R f'i 0 l! r: N U ~, R F R 
THE NU~~ER nF C~AkAcTrRS IN THF wnRn SCAN~FG Bv PARSF 
vEr.rflR cONTAINlf\l~ THE ~,Ufv1~~ER OF OfPFNnFNTS [IF 
FA C H NO [J F. 
A LOG I C.ll L F U~! C T I "r~ J t\ PAR SF 
THE FAR THE S T NOD r:- ALi j N (, T H F. NET Vi (1 R KWH r C H H A 5 
R ErN P R (I C r SSE U 
v t. C TOR (, [) N T A I ~:I ~! r, THE N U ~q.~ E R lJ F L n r. A LIN r, R F nIt ~I T f-
nF EACH Nf)nF 
THE Sy M80L 9 IN "LPHAHFklc FnRM 






1 F '0 
























































f,J N P ( ) 
~1[lI!GHT 
N P ( ) 
~IIJ t..: R E R 










R~! ( ) 
~F~RCH 
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OUPLICATE OF A D"MMy FDR THE LTSTS NJe) nR Nf'l() 
VECTOR CONTAlf\ilr"r., THt EXTtRNAL NIJMRFRS FnR EACH Nf10E. 
IT IS ALSU lJSE[) 1'U ["It NOTE A SPFCIFJr. nNE" OF" T~r:-SF 
IN SUBRPUTINF LI~T 
THE SYME()L 0 IN flLPHAMERJC FORM 
DUMMY NA ~l[ F (l R f\; T ( ) CR ~~ f) ( ) 
COuNTER OF THE pA{jE ~;UM8E k FOR OUTplJT 
(")U"1MY NAME Fnk t·! T ( ) OR N n ( ) 
uSF.:n F nr STOPAc;l lJr THE NUM8 FR OF THE ARTlrICldL RnnT 
T H f. N U M f-- [R P F SlY C H A RAe T t:.. R W (.1 R n s nrc LJ P pTE f"l R Y A TIT L r: 
THE UNITS OTGll GF A Nonf NUMbFP 
THE HUN L R E. 0 S li I (~ T T 0 FAN l' 0 E N lJ M A F R 
QUTpUT LEvEL; l~t:.. LU"'r,~,ST PATH FRn~ THF Nnpf TO n[ITPlli 
A SlJRRnUTINF 
THE SyMEOL 1 IN AlPhAM~kJC FflRM 
vECTOR ~HICH LIsTS lhl N(Jf)FS STARTTNf, wITH THF_ INPUT 
NUDES A~:n ENDING wITH THE OUTpllT Nflf'!ES 
A r:AMIL) or SUHR~UTlh~S THAT I~ AN TNTEPPRFTJvr: 
INPlJT SCAN!'JfR 
v E C T (J R 1 HAT P l I ~j T 5 T (I 1 H r LIs TIN r, J:? ( ) 
V A R I A 8 L f. w HIe h T II R ~J S THE 1:- C H [I P R I N T 0 F T H FIN F fIT 
SCANNER flN nH flFr:-
v [ C TOR 'T HAT P U I f,l T S T fJ THE LIs T (l F f"l F P f:. N n F N T S, f'\ N ( ) 
V t. C TOR T HAT P U I ~! T S T [j T H f lIs T n r T f\! G R F [) lEN T S, I~; C ) 
DUMMY NAM['Frtk pTlJN() OR PTIN() 
A SlJRROlJTINF IN PARSE THAT RRINGS A L.INE OJ=" JNPIIT IN 
A nUMHV NAMF FOR IN() OR oNe) 























































SF \I f ~j 
~TX 
SrlRTFR 
·S T pIN r, 
-
"vJT T r H 
Tre 
T F t·~ P 
















THE SyM~OL j IN !LPHAMERIC FORM 
THE SyMpOl A I~ ALPHAMERIL FORM 
THE W 0 R [, S t-1 ALL (T H F S I X THe H A HAC T F R I S B LAN k ) 
J N () n R rJ N () 1"1 n D T F I F. n T fj C n N TAT NTH F I t>.i r, R E n r [ t-,. r S 
fJR O[pFI\:f)[NTS OF THI: ARTI~ICTftl. RonT NnnF. 
AkRAy ThAT STURtC; TI-I[ ".rOP[ THAT IS THF rATHtR (1F TI-lF 
CURRENT RRAN(h f-nR E.ACH LEVE.L AND THE NlJMf~Fk Of=" ~(INS 
THAT IT HAS Rl~ATNI~G 
A l. [) G I ell L F U ~j C T I "N I ~~ P A f. SF T HAT T ~ T k lJ r w H t t-I T H r 
1NPuT Ts A STRI~~ 
/l LnG I r. A L V A R I A f-! I. [ USE. D T U TN 0 T r. AT F" THE PAT H I ~I T n 
T H ( I N P 1 j T R n 111 It·, r: 
THE rOTf.L NLJ~htR UF dRANCrlES IN THF" NFrWnRK' AFTER 
ADnING THOSE Tn Trlf ARTlf-1CIAL RnnT N[Jnf 
V A R I A 8 L ~ I J S F I J A S T [ ~, P [l R A f.< Y S T LJ RAG f w H r I E. S n h T I ~ I F 
T H ~ TnT A L F L (I AT, T ~.J t 0 IFF ~ P. r t-,I C F" H [ T w E r ~I T H F" l. n ~I (; [ ~ T 
pATH THF-'fl(JGH lH~ NFTt'i~H(k ANt) TH~ Ln~iGFST S(lCH pATH 
T H ~ 0 U r, HAG I v t N ~I (] [l r 
THE· S Y M F< 0 L :3 I N .11 L P H A ,.., ( k J ern P M 
A R RAY USE [1 T () S T n H [ T H [ ALP H A ~1 E R I r. TIT I. r s n F T ~ E N () n F ~ 
A ·L U G I C PL· V A f-: I A P I l T HAT 1ST R U F 1FT HEN E' T w n R k HAs 
REF:N Snf.'TEf) 
VARIA8LF THAT rA£:Ir<It S A RLAL NtlMRFR RACK Fp[j~ DARSt 
A S U H R n L; TIN f 1 f\J PAR S l UsE. IJ T [l ~ E TTl I T I A L r fl N P T T T 0 ~J S 
A S 1I B R n lJ TIN r 
A R (; U MEN T (J F S t V F PAL LnG I CAL F' lJ NeT T r'Hl S T N P A h S E 
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11 () :) 







































2.5 PRuG,-{Af.1 LlSTI,~G 
$ RES E' r" R E. E 
F I L E S = T feu rl , UN 1 T = rd;: fli UTI:. • H t- r. C R D = l' 4 
F I LEI) :; 11 0 T C tJ ,.j • U NIT:; R [ 1'1 U 1 t. ' K t. COR!) ;: 1 4 
F I L E 1 = i 1 'J 1 F' d r J U i ~ 1 T = P ~ 1 1 ~ T r.. k , ~ I: C IJ R u = ~ j 
F I L f 2 :; r .-< E. ELI S T , U I~ 1 T:; i.l I :-:, t\ PAC K J R l C (I K U ;: 4 n , H L (1 C 1\ T f\J G = 3 0 
Fl· L t. 3 = J) U /"! r1 )' , LJ NIT:; i; I .':) K P A ~ K , R t C fJ K U = 1 4 , r; L 0 C ~ I N G = 3 () 
r I I. E lJ :; I).) M f'-1 Y , U i'j [ T = ..; I S K pAC K , ~ i:. C 0 K iJ = 1 q , H Lf.l C K r r" (i = ~~ 0 , A H E l\ = 2 i) 0 * 1 0 J S A II £ = 3 0 
~ tNCLUUt 'p~HSEt 
C 
r. IJ ! H t. f-i SId N A l. L J J ~- THE J.\ ~ HAy S U ~ /:.. LJ I;~ T H ~" P hi ij G ..( A M 
J f',~ T t. (j l K I'll \ I f) t. ( :; :) 0 ), . I I~ T ( :; I) 0 )' 1 N \1 r~ ( 1 (i 0 0 j, POI!~ T ( 5 0 0 ) J L I I~ K ( 1 0 0 0 ) , 
1 I'n ( :, 0 u ), p lIN ( ., U I) ), T N ( 1 () (i 0 ). i'j ! ) ( S 0 Ij ), P T l) N ( 5 0 (] ') , 
(J u~(lIjU())~ lL(S'lO), OL(~UO)' TF(rsnu), TNI 
r. H U I . ~ 1 H t. r U L L Cud N G '-i H kAy S C U;'l I A 1 IIJ A L F H J.\ :~ ~ HIe Vt {U~ n s 
r~ t. [~L L .A ,'s t. l ( :, v U ) J T L r L f. l 1 () • ~ U i.l J, ,u. L P HAl, hLP H ~ 2 J .A L P H .4 3, ALP H A IJ J 
1 5 '1;"1 L L, L A R u c.., L 1/ It F L ( I 
r.U'I.1DN T I TLl 
r:. r H ( F U l L U tI I :~ tl .:\ r< l u,) E. IJ A S L lJ"'; 1 C TriA C E S 
lLJ i; 1 C f\ L ~ f~ I T C ., pIS lJ .~ T, U fJ r> ~ C K It r' U Ii ~ 
r: T h~. r () L L U ~d :\Hj "i) k I) ~ 'HU. US t. J) ! i\J fJ U T PUT 
;) A T ~~ S ~~ .4 L L, ~ i-\ R II l:.. LV' F L IJ / " S 11 ALL ", n L A Q r; E ., J 
1 "LrV£L"' "FL0 AT "I 
C utr.L.AR~rltJ,~s FUr-< IJ~t. dF THl ]i'l/t-J.JT SCA·~t~Eq 
LUG 1 CAL t_ \~ t), F I X t. ii' MAT CHit S T K ! • ~ G I i"I E X f 
r. u j~ "1 U r~ / S C; A 1'1 t. HIt. i~ T l i Y ( ~ J ), M i) U t:., V A L U F:' ~ C H A ~ It N W 0, ~I E. X T 
t. \!!I U i V ALE lie E ([ V A L U t. It V .1~ L U E ) 
r n I:. L l;.. T E T H [ E C r1 f.l P R 1 ,~T I J F T H I:. ~ C A t,l f'J [ R 
nATu. PRI/"UFF"I 
c st:.T THt LEN(;TH nF A LINt: LlF TI~t-JuT E~~I~llL Ttl 7.2 SPACES 
r,A h /J THE I'JlHI b t. AuF H L J4 :, I< S R l ~ U 1 HE () T IJ S 1 :,).,1 I ~ '( THE END 
r. () ~ A k E C Ll R LJ E \~ U i\ L I i,,; 1 () 
CfLL ~DI~IT(lJJ/~'~Hr) 
c 






wHl fE(KdlJT, luu51 
CAL L P A H ~ [ ( E \~ I I T Y , (<) J U i:. ' v A L U t.. , ~; C ~1 A R ) 
If(.f\UT. MATCH("P"'l) l:JO ru 1U 
KUur::: 1 
CAL LSI::. T I J Ij T ( 1'\ iJ U r ) 
SI:. T Tr1E tCHCi 
1~ k 1 r E ( b , 1 \) 1 ::; ) 
CAL L ~.: A j\j ( t_ (\f T 1 T Y , i-ilJ iJ E , 1/ A L U l , r'J C H A r< ) 
Tf(~ArCrll"'(ES~,j)) GALL WOI~J JlIO,12'~~N ~) 
INIIIALJL£ TrlE ARRA(S 
1 () CAL L I r~ l I ( l, CJ U t, 1 Nl. I,,! GR. P \ 1 1 i'J T, L 1 t\ 1<' ~I I, r' T r N , I I\l • N J J 
1 P T J I~ _ U :'J, I L, 0 L' T f-, L 1.\ >1 E L ) 
5100 
5200 






























































('. f-H:. AuT HE IJ A TAr i L F ,~A '''' [ I i~ 




[ N TiT Y ( i~ (I n ... 1) = b H • 
CLU;JE(3) 
C H A-J (j l ( 3' T I r L t..; E. NT 1 r Y ) 
CHA ~GE(q'T ITL[=ENTl iY) 
C C Ii F- L K F U Ii E'X 1 srI N G 'J A T ll. r I L E 
. I I" ;~ oj 1 H E ( j, t~ t.. ;:) I u r_ [~ i ; (J : 4 P .t.l. C K ) 
I f ( • 1-': lJ T. n r~ P A ,; r\ j I', J r C) ~ I) 
r. L xl:, T i ;~ il F 1 L t, u U ~J ~ L f C HE C K T rl t. N A ~l E 
~-J r< T r f ( 6 , 1 0 1 0 ) 
CALl.. K IJ L ll·j E 
.r f ( :'j ATe H l " Y f. 3 If , j )) ".' t) T U 0 :; 
(,~IJ fa 2n 
c 
r. i-? t_ ;l ',J N E ~'i f'J t I" 'fi tj R .. ; lJ ~ TAr i~ F H U !-1 I rl F. T £ R 1--1 I !~ ,f.,. L 
50 S-"'dfCH ; .TRUt::. 
( ALL 1 N I.) U l ( S wiT C H '. .~ I~. T I\j [, L ~ !'~ Cl 0 E, T i'~ r, L '\ rl f L .J i'J r • 
1 P f j i. '~ T' r;~ Ci r< II L I i'~ i\ t L 'J N ) 
GU 1'0 lu 
r, 
('. K l AuT HEr) L U f'l E T w fJ ti t\ I) A r A F ~ n 1'1 THE () A T AFT L E 
6 SeA L l.. (j L u 14 1 A ( ,'-II\; , I i .. j 1, L' N 0 u [. 1:'1 T, L A r~ l L, N I' P r) I NT, 
1 l~GH' LIN~, LNN) 
r: 
r: C f1 Lei< T (J 5 E. I:. I F M flU 1 FIe A T I 1j ~.~ S I t.l THE I") A r fj. A I~ E !) E S [ ~ E n 
r 
~~I 1[(0. lO?O) 
r, ALL K D L 1 i'J [ 
Jf(.NljT.i"1ArCrl("yt..~".3)) GlJ rll (U 
~l'/' rCH = .FAL~E. 
cAL L I l'i P l.J T ( 5 r'li T C ti • ,.~ i\J J r N 1, L ' r~ 0;) E, I i'i r, L ~ i E L, N I J 
1 / P U 1 ~'J l' 1. ~ G K, L I : ~ K, L ,~"! ) 








1 f) C t. L L. 1 I'J (j k f. 0 ( N I~ • r i··J 1, j~ 1. P u I i'! I, 1 \1 GR. L T !~ K, tJ 1 I :~ • 11'IJ) 
c U --, .) 1 ~ lJ CiT HE S 1 M ~J L 1 F r ~'u u E. p F. t\; IJ l N T S LIS T 
C .. L I.. [J £: j.J t. '\I ( i'\ N , r ('Ij 1· i'l I. p r 1 l\j, 1 i~ , r~ 0 • P T n 1\, I) N ) 
r:..4L~ULTF: THE TOpULUGIC L[VLLS Ur- THE.. NlTi.lJ0RK 
( ;.. L L. L tit. L ( [\j I~ , T N I ~ N 1, p T 1 ~~, N U , PTe r--!, n N , I L' n L • T F" • LEN G T H ) 
S l T r H t: I RAe E I·~ u I c~ T l '\J G T HE 1'" u 5 (] R T HAS R E E,~ 0 tJ ~,l E 
~SLJ",l = .1='~LSt.. 
r. 'i l \-, 1 f\ seA r·j i'~ I N G f u k U p E ~ A T I [ .. j G ~ U 1'1 MAN () S 
C 
K = 0 
100 l'I~lrE{b,lJ3Q) 
CALL RULINE 
1 1 0 I F ( l '" U ( X J) \1 U T U ill 0 
I F ( i1 ATe H ( "S fJ K r ?t , j ») G IJ T (J 1 t: : ) 
I F ( i-' ATe H ( ., r ~~ G M E u " , j J) (1 U T U 1 b V 
I F ( :'1 A I C H ( " D E P l N U " , j J) GOT j' I 1 '1 () 
1 ~ ( 1'1 ATe M ( " ~ R ! T E " J 3 J) (i r I T LJ 2 2 u 
1 f ( '-1~. T C I'i ( tt t~ iJ 0 i F '( " , j j) r 1 L; T U ~ j U 























1 3 500 









































!f(~ATCH("NEXT",3») GO rn 10 
K = K + 1 
IfCK.EG.I0) CALL E~~UR(1) 
GU TO l;.JU 
c SUR r I !~ G U ~J Iii E HE K E., r: '[ ;~ /.) THE. D A ~ A ~ E T E R S 
120 TS8,-.;T = .TRuE. 
~ 




Hl = 1 
ALP '"1 A 2 = F L :J 
A L D riA 4 ; L 1/ 
I F ( ·"1 Ale n ( "F LOA T " , 3 )) l.l ! J T iJ 1 1 V 
11.11 :::; 2 
AlP(1A~ ~ LV 
ALP;,A4 = FLO 
I f ( i'1 Arc rl ( "L E 'J E l " , J » G II T tJ l:~ u 
K = K + 1 
IF(~.EQ.IO) C4LL EKHG~(l) 
Ci U r 0 12 u 
C F· I ~~ l J THE '"1 U ;J E F U k r IRS T P R I U H 1 fi S fj r( T r N "; 
c 
lJn ~kITE(~,lU~J) 
C tq_ L H J L! ~ [ 
1'-1 (f. :::; 1 
ALPrlAl = ;;M~LL 
I ~ (1!J. T C H ( " S ;"1 ALL tt , :3 J) i.J : I T J 1 4 u 
:v1~ = 2 
.1\ L P d A 1 = L A t~ G t 
I F (-1 ATe rl ( " l A k ,; E " , " ») fJ ! I T Ll !lj U 
K = K + 1 
IF(K.E,~.10) C~LL F.><:·H)~(l) 
Gl.I rfJ 13U 
C F 1 I.) J T ri E 11 U 0 E F U'~ ~ [ C : J ;"\j lJ I-' f-( I f 11< T Y S (I R T r N G 
r. 
1 4 0 ~~ f-< IrE ( t) ,.1 I} b u ) 
CALL- KilLlqE 
j'l j ; 1 
ALP!1AJ ='5"1ALL 
I F ( .1 Arc H ( ., ::i i"l Po L L " , 3 ») '.1 fIT U 1 ~ U 
113 = 2 
ALPdA3 :; L,~H(jt 
r F C .1 Arc,., ( " L A R .~ E tt , 3 ) J IJ f J T IJ 1 5 U 
l\ :; K + 1 
I F ( r\ • E ":1 • 1 0) CAL L E K Ii [1 R ( 1 ) 
(; u r U 14 U 
r. CALL fH[ SOr(~T~G HU0rIN[ 
1 'j 0 CAL L S 'J ~ I E H ( 1'11, M 2, M 3, N 1~ , T I~ 1, '" I, pIt ~J ' I ~, ~ 11 ' P T jj ~ • 
1 I)I~' UL' tL' TF) 
K :; 0 
GG iU lOU 
r 
C G L :.1,j A LIN G R t lJ I E i\j C E i.i f:. S I fit. lJ H f H t , FIN 0 T ~ F D E .:,1 R E n r( 0 n T 
c 
1 ~ 0 FUR ,1 = • ~ A L st::. 
I F ( 1 A T ~ H ( " TIl L E ,. , 3 )) F r J k M = • r r< U E • 
I~ H 1 r E ( 6 , 1 CJ 7 0 ) 

































































IF ( iA r Crit "CO~~PLt:", j) GU rl.l 1 (u 
IFCFIXEotX») Gn Tn 180 
I<. = K + 1 
Jr{~.E~.!o) CALL £k~O~(l) 
c; r.f r 0 1 I) U 
C DU j-""OR fHt CO,'1PLl Tl N[ TwURr-
1 1 rCA L l S t.. A. H C rl ( N l'i , 'N 1, 1'4 , ) , '\I I ' . ~ r 1 N, I ~. ') I' K dUN T, j\j 0 0 E • 
1 L A c3 t:. L , I 5 rJ R T. :-1 1, M 2. 1'1 3, T F, F C q M ) 
Ct-iLL UUT~I)T(3, KUd r t (J, K;JuNT' rS{JRT, ALPH.~l' ALPHA2. ALPyA3. 
1 A l ~ H A 4. L E rn.i r H ,. F U ·Hoi ) 
K .: (' 
GU ,0 1()~ 
r 
c [) U F fJ HUN F- fHJU !='.: 
1 8 0 ~~ = I!~ T ( 1 "A L U E ) 
CALL GLOdAL(N, NN, fNI, NI. Pll~, I~. UL. 1, KOUN·r. 
1 l'4 t iiJl, LA8tL .. FiH<;1) 
CAL L U U r tJ IJ T ( i. 1'\ I.J 1:1 r. I v A L Ij E.., r. u U ~J T. T S fJ R T' ALP HAl, ALP" A 2, ALP H A 3 
1 ALP t-i J\ 4, L E. ''1 G I H , r (] i~ M ) 
K = n 
GU j"r) 1 :)0 
r 
C r; L fl -j A l ;_. t. ? ( I~ U t.. Net. 'J t: S I I.( E. () ~ t. I.( 1:.,. FIN I) T H (, f) t:.. S [ RED K IJ 0 T 
r: 
190 FUR··I = .~ ALSE. 
I F ( . -j ATe :~ ( ,.. lIT L [ ff J J )) r:J K t1 = • I t< U E • 
"'Ikl rE.( 6 .. 10r() 
CAL L R U L I r-.J E 
I f- ( .'1 ATe t1 ( " C 0 ~ P L E " • j ) r; G T U 20 LJ 
I ~ ( F I x :.. :1 ( X ) u U T d 2 1 () 
K = K + 1 
If (~.EQ.IO) CALL E~~OHrl) 
i; L rut:; u 
c OU fOR THE. CU~PLlTt:. Nt:..T~nRK 
2 0 C r: ALL S L A K C h ( N i'l , l:~ 1. N 1., I~ () , t"' rON, fJ ~. r t. ,. I( ij UN T , NO f) £ • 
1 L A 11:. L.. T':) (J K r. ~'-1 1, M 2 J 1>1 :3. T F, F r: R M ) 
CAL L U (J T r'. U r ( 4, K U U r, J.. K :J UN r. T s n R T. ALP H 1\ l' ALP H A. 2. ALP H A 3 , 
1 ~Lp~Aq. LENGTH .. FU~M) 
" = 0 (j u r fJ 1 () U 
c 
r: :)L f-nf1 JNF. i~U>jt. 
2 1 (I 'J = I /~ T ( ! V A L U t~ ) 
CAL L G L U tj A L ( I\j J : ~ N.. r i·~ I. N I), p 1 U l' J, i };\j, I L. 1, K (J U NT, 
1 I~Ui}tJ L. .. d:H':L, FtJRM) 
C~L~ U0Tr'UT(2. KUUI, IVALu l , KUuNT. TSURT' ALPHA1, ALPHA2, ALPHA3, 
1 .~ L P ri f.\ 4, Lt.. dj T H ~ F 0 Ii .'~ ) 
K. = 0 
(.IU r r .L 1U 
r: 
r o'J k 1 r E. . J U J r H E C iJ 11 P L t. T £ J A T A 
r: 
:? 2 0 CAL L I) ~ r u u T ( r~ " • T N 1, r~ r I U E , l'~ I' L I~ H [ L' ;~ T' p r IN, 
1 I I~' NO' P T r ) i~' .J ilj , 1 L' (} L • 1 F ) 
:'JRI rE(K u lJT.S000J 
K = C) 
flU rD IDU 
c 





24 () (I 0 
241()() 
242()O 






























































230 Srd rCh = .FAL~E. 
CAL L.. I:~ pUT ( 5 ~ I I C H, I'~ r~ • I N I, L' I~ 0 DE. I l~ T, L 1\ :j E L, ,~I, 
1 P~l~T' l~G~. LIN~. LNN) 
K = (' 
C~LL L.t..HL:(PT.i" LN, NU. prJ)I.., I)i~' IL' [JL. Tr:) 
Gli rrJ 70 
lOOO FU~·lp,·r(lH '"Ei~T!:..H I:-if:. IlATA FILl:. ~,llM["./) 
1 () 0 '5 FUR ','; A 1 ( 1 H , " E. N r l ~ r1 F \t K Ij U T p u f (J ~~ THE f J "J .. s r rEp q r ,~ T F. R , " • 
1 I, n U r ~1 E. H I'i r s E 1 ~ I:. U U 1 P I I T ~ ILL HE 0 1\ i ri ~ R E "'1 il T E T E R M I ~ ~ L " , / ) 
1 () 1 0 'F U ~ :'1 t~ r (, 1 H , '. F L L ( Eo x. 1 S T c.; )AI 1 T i-i I HIS t; A III 1::. !l f) y:J U ·fi ANT TO UsE IT?", / ; 
1 0 1 '5 F U H 1 A T ( 1 H ,,, l) U Y U 'J .~ A i'~ I T!J rl ,[\ V I:. T ~1 E I ~~ I-"' I) TEe rl 0 E f) UN; I , I T pur" • / ) 
1 r) 2 0 F U ~ II p, T ( 1 H' II" U.j '( U U ,'i A i'/ T T U ('1!! U 1 F Y THE C. ~ T S T [ ,~G f) A T A?" • / ) 
1 () 3 0 F U ~ ,1 ft, T ( 1 H ," £: I~ T E HAP f~ Illj R Ai'; r. LJr1 ~1 A 1\ D " ,. I ) 
1 0 4 0 F LH< .'1 ,4 r ( 1 H ,rt t. i'~ T E k I -i t. V A L U t, F U I~ F I 1< S T P R T q R T 'f S aRT I t'J r; " , / ) 
1 () 50 FUR 1 A T ( 1 h ," t. j'.,. T t. K I , .. f.. '-1 f) f) t F; j X !-- 1 ~ S T P f'-! I (1 ~ r y S U H TIN G " • I ) 
1 060 r U K1 A T ( 1 ri ." E,~ T 17: k I;; l ... 0 n E F 0 K 5 Eel) i'Hi P R T rJ ~ T ( SOP, T I ~~ r; " , / ) 
1 070 FUR, '1 A T ( 1. H ," E. " T t K liE .. : U flT N :j U l N '.) t~ 11 r:: i~ " • 
1 ""--UK T H t. r'l' ;J H U 'c U f-1 P L 1:.11.:.. ' " • I ) 
') 0 0 0 F U ~~ :"1 :4 r ( 1 H 1 ) 
[i\ln 
- - - . - - . - - - - . . - ~ - . . - - - - - - - - . - - - . - -
s u 8 1-( U urI I~ E. I I\j 1 T ( r~ UI; t:. I i"'l T, I \ \J K , P U I NT. L I ~~ 1'(' N I, P T TN. I 1\J , 
1 1\ 0' P T I) i'i, Ll N, 1 L' 0 L. T F, L :l dEL ) 
I i'i T t Ii [K ~ IJ U t. ( 1 ), I !'Ii r ( 1 ), 1 r i (J i.( t 1 ), P f'J I i-.J I ( 1 ). L I I~ K ( 1 ). I\j I ( 1 ) • 
1 P T I :'1 ( 1 ). I 1'1 ( 1 ), N U ( 1 ), f.J T n r4 ( 1 ), I") r~ ( 1 ), I L ( 1 ). 0 L ( 1 ), T F ( 1 ) 
i< I:. i:.. L. L 1\ ,~ t. L ( 1 ). I 1 T L c: ( 1 :') , ':) u d ) 
CU~~!llN TITLE 
UI'l.,T~ tJLL~NK/6rl / 
;) U i U I :: 1, :: 0 .) 
1 () !\J lJ n i ( I) ::; IJ 
IlU ~O 1 ::: 1 , ~ :'},.1 
2(J 1,\q~I) ::: \) 
flU jO r = 1 , J '"J f) 
3(1 p (J J ,~ T ( I ) = U 
il U 40 I = 1 • :J {) U 
lJ 0 ,'; ! ( 1 ) = u 
n L} .) U I :: 1 , '5 'J J 
5(\ PTldel) - {) 
1) Ij ')0 r ::: 1 • ::'::)0 
h,') t'J l) ( 1 ) ::: U 
1 (J to I ::: 1 , .) ,-~ J 
70 P r Ii -l ( 1 ) :: V 
DU j(i I :: 1 , J:) U 
10 I L ( 1 ) :: \1 
fJU :dl = 1 ~ :J 0 iJ 
90 OLCI} = 0 
!)U 100 1 ::: 1 , Sud 
, ()O T F ( 1 ) = U 
I)U 1 1 0 I = 1 , Suu 
flU 11 U ,J = 1 • 1 u 
110 TIILtC"j,l) = b L.i\ i\t 1\ 
')fj 120 i = 1 , luU\) 
l?O [f'l r, ,~( I ) ::: U 
D CJ l30 1 = 1 , 10UO 
130 LP',\(I) = i.l 
f)U 140 I = 1, l:){)O 
1 4 0 I f'j ( 1) = u 













3 1 1 () 0 
3120(J 






















































150 CN(I) = u 
f< t. T t) Ii ;-.J 
ENU 
. - - - - - ~ - - - - - - . 
-71-
______ w ___ • _ _ M. 
s U ;:; r< ['I ij T I t\j E I I'~ pur ( s ~ I T C H, N i'~ • I '\j I' L, ~~ U iJ F ' I'~ T, LA 8 E L , 
1 N 1, P ! J 1 NT, I I~ U ~, L I f'.; K' L r'j ~ ) 
ALL -1 HE ARK. A r- S A HE . J r ['1 ~- 1'1 S L iJ N E u 1 NTH E M l\ T ~IJ P 'i 0 G Ii A I~ 
1 NT i::. G l ri I 1\i r, .~ tJ D t ( 1 ). 1 i'~ T ( 1 ), ,'i 1 ( 1 ). P U I "'! T ( 1 ). IN G R ( 1 ) , 
-1 LII-~K(l) 
R I::. :.. L L ~ 8 l L ( 1 ) tTl T L L ( 1 I) , 5 J U ). D L t~ i\i I< 
C U IV! ,"1 0 N tIT L E 
f)AT~ bLA_f\K/6t-l / 
LUGICAL ~~lrC4' E.Xlr 
D I:. C L t. K ~ TId I'~ 5 F IJ r< T t-q-_ lJ S t. U f T H t. I 1\j PUT Sell n IJl ~ -1 
L U (; 1 CAL l:. N U - ~ I X t. [J , r-l ~ , C H. ::, T H 1 N h. N F. ~{ T 
C U t--I,'I L N / .~ l. A ,\j l K / l N T 1 r y ( :; U ), 11 f' U 1:., V :. L L F' ~! C H t\ -1' N \tj IJ ' I,j l X T 
E'.l!I}!VALENC[ (lVALlIl.'vAl.l,;[) 
c 
(: C H f C K r rtt. S w 1 r C H .F U ro( r~ f~ i"l d Po T:':I U i~ t-~ I] D T FIe II TIn -.~ U F U L D -I) ~ T A 
I~(;)"~ITCti} Gil T:J 1 f ) 
r 
C i1 L f) DAr A T 0 H t. ,~ U f) 1 FIt. I J 
I = q Ij 
GU rll 1'.) 
c 
r. .) E T I i~ 1 T 1 i.\ LeG . ~ I) I i r i.; :\1 ~ t~ l '41 D~rt~, 
10 L = q 
r = 'J 
L I"\! = () 
r. 
cst i-\ -J F U ~ r ~ i:" IJ u l I~ U ~, Ij ~ K 
15 K = 0 
20 ,~f~IIF.::(6,1020) 
cAL L P £\ ~ ::; E ( E. I~ I [ I Y , ""l dOL, 'v' A L Ij t: , I, C ti A i1 ) 
:3 !) I F ( FIX t. U. ( ;( » ,j ij l;'J ~ 0 
E.X!r:;: .I-ALSE. 
I F ( ,-; 4 T C rl t " 5 A 1/ t " • j ) J G 'l 1 n 1:' () 
Extr:: .IRllt_. 
J ~ ( ,-I Arc rl l tf E:. ;-~ J r, , 3 » \J 0 r U 1:;' U 
r, I ~I P r< IJ r> [ r-{ I 1'4 t-I U r LJ A T _4 
t< = ~ + 1 
I~ (~.l(J.l() C~LL EKHUh(l) 
,'d~r rE(6,1t).}V) 
CL\LL HUL[I\JI:. 
GIJ ra j-) 
C HAl t: T ~ F-: I~ 0 0 t.: N U :1 H l r1' r. H E C K F U H P H E V I i] U <; l:~ T ~ Y 
40 ~ = IVALU~ 
I F ( l!~ T ( ''I ) • :'1 E. • :j) G fl r u '~() 
~ 
C I~ U ') ~ rl AS I'i U T d f. E;" t,~ T E t.? t. i1 H l r U I"( t 
c 
I = I + 1 
r F ( L N I~ • l T. r~) L N i--~ = -\I 
INT( r\n = I 
N LJ !) i ( 1) = ,~ 
J = I 
































































C LUO~ F~~ L~8~L' TITLE. AN0 I~ijKEDIENTS 
5 () J ~ ( f I x E I) t X ») ~ !j I n I:) 0 
I F ( i", ODE. l ~ • 3) G U r IJ () , 
IF(1(JDE.l:.l~.I) \jiJ Til TO 
I f ( t N D ( X J) G,J r I) '3 ~ 
r. IMP ri 0 P E ~ I'~ ~ u r dAr A 
~HI rE(6,lODU) 
c 
CALi... SCA,'qENT 1 T'(' M,jOE' VALUE, :~C~~AR) 
K = K + 1 
I F ( :\ • E Q • ! 0) CAL L E i~ i~ ~J ;~ ( 1 ) 
GU TU ')d 
r. Tt..sr FU~ CUNTL~uArlll;\J :IF u~TA 
5 5 r F ( ,"1 ATe H ( " , H • 1 ») G :J T u j () 
(, d r 0 3 I,) 
r. 
r. f i l q [ i-1 E Ii A V E. II \J 1 :\1 :,1 ~"< t. u It'" r , j-l i J T I r r N T I-l ELI S T S 
6 () CAL ~ r'~ I, LIS ( I, J' L, ,1' T \I A L:.J t., 1 T"; T, N lJ n F" N I, P CI I j~ r • I:'H; R' LIN K ) 
,'1 U r 0 ~-) 
c 
C . H l:.. r( ~ .~ E Ii 14 V C. i-\ LAd I:. L 
h Ij L A ~ i-: i. ( j) = t ,.~ r I T Y ( 1 ) 
CAl. L. :, C i\ ;~ ( E ;'-J T 1 T Y , M :.i 0 E • II A L u E. , r'i (,. rl ~\ H ) 
!jlj r() so 
c 
C r~ t ~ E :/ E H A Ii E ~\ U I.: S C Ii I p T I (1 ~, I-' U I I T I \; T UTI! E r I r L r: A R RAy 
7 I) hI ri D.j = (:~ C rl A K + ..,) I 0 
o u '):1 I J = 1, I-.J ri U .s 
~ () T 1 T l.. t ( I·J ' J) = E l'l 1 1 I '( ( 1 J ) 
CAL L SeA .~ ( Ei~ TIT i ' ~~!.J ;j E , V ALl) l , ri L 1'1 A R ) 
Gil Tf] )') 
r:. 
C i-J U 0 ~_ r; A ') H l E. l'i : ~ I € H t: n I-! t F [,1 k l 
go .. J = [r~T(N) 
c 
eSC A 'C r u ~ i\j E·~ 1;'4:; k E \) r £ i~ T S, L A t~ Co L S, CJ R T 1 T '. E S 
lOr) I f ( ,..- I " [..> { x » G [1 T I.l 1 1 0 
IF(MOUE.t.Q.3) GU TU 12~ 
I ~ (-I n u [ • t. ~l • l) () (J T Ij 1 3 I) 
IF(~NU(X») GU Tu 105 








Yli1.1 f~(fJ' lO!.JOl 
C~LL ~CAN{ENTITt' MJO[. V~LUE' N~HAR) 
K =: ~ + 1 
I~ (~.EW.l0) CALL EH~nK(l) 
G UI 0 1 U 'J 
C H l (.!\ F,j :-< C u:~ I I '.j U A I 1 U 1\ U F I! A T A 
I~(~ATCH("'".l)) GU TU 1~0 
(',U rO 3:) 
H I:. R ~ i~ E H A v E A 111:.. V I ~ E. Li LIs T r J tIN G REO r E. \J T S ' C H E C K r H r fIR S T lJ N E 
I F ( 1 V;\ L U t. • hI E • u) bOT 0 1 1 5 
CHA~GE---TriE ~U0E HAS ~u INGRtuIE~TS 
('I I ( ,J) = () 
P LJ I ,'4 T ( J) = (1 
(llJ f(l J.i)0 
AUD lJ THE Lisr Uf INGR[OI~NTS 
1 1 t; M = IJ 
1 2 () CAL. L. J I~ f.l LIS ( I, J' L , M • I v A L u t:, I I~ T, ;\J U f) E' I\J 1, Pill ,~ T , 1 ~ G R ' L I ,.~ K ) 
C C H F C K F l) r< i"l fJ R E. 1 i'; G !H. tJ r t ~ T S 



















































































125 LA~lL(J) = [NIITY(l) 
CALL SCAN(E~rlTY'MuuE.VALuE.~~HAR) 
G urn ~ I) U 
H E:. ~ t:. ,~ E H t~ V l A f ~ t. w U E. ~) C " I p 1 I LJ I~ 
130 (j U 1 3 j I·) :; 1. 1 () . 
135 TIT~[CIJ'J} = dLANK 
!~ ~ 0 ~ :; (N C rl A R ... .~) / b 
. f) U l'~ () I J == 1, l\P'f' D ~ 
140 T I I L E ~ I J ' J) :; E I~ T I r y ( I . .1 ) 
CAL I... seA l~ ( £ r~ TIT y • M u J E , V A L U £ • I\j C H A R ) 
G U r 0 ~:) U 
[['II) (JF II~PUT U·t..fA. STlJl-?[ Q; .. n!~c 
1 ~ I) R E.. PI 1 N~) 4 
t,j i'li ~ I 
Tt\l = 0 
I) U 1 6:) I! = 1. L N N 
1 t1 0 T;\j I = T f~ 1 + I\j 1 ( 1 I ). 
v~ H .I. T E ( 4 , 1 0 1 ()) N II , r !'~ I, L , L N j,j 
UU 1
'
) I :; 1. L~N 
1 1 n ~ H r i [, ( <+ • 1 0 1 0) N L.l U [ ( i ), I N T ~ 1 ). f~ I ( I ). P iJ T r'J T ( r ), L A ;j E L ( I ) 
DI.J lr3.J t :: 1, L 
1 8 0 \~ Ii J r E ( 4 , 1 d 1 u) I I ~ (j R ( I ), L I ;~ K ( I ) 
r) U t 9 d r = 1, lfFi 
190 ~~J.rE(4.1()30J (TllLt:(J·I).J::1.l i J) 
LUr.t< 4 
I = N:~ 
I ~ ( , N J T. E)( I r) I,] LJ I '.J 3 II 
1 () () Q F IJ t"( "A T ( 1 H ," i ;.~ P U 1 t. ~ R ij H • - • K l - t:. I~ T c f.( UNA r~ E ~ LIN f " , / ) 
1()10 ~-CR;1Ar(lH , lilA" Ab) 
1 () 2 0 F U t-<JI A T ( 1 t-f ." t. I~ T t~ ii I rf E '\J U ') E i~ U 1", ;j ~- H;; A 'J n ASS 'J erA 1 E n J A T A, n N [ N n IJ E 
ITU ~ LINt,",/." IF IT IS :~I:.CE.s~AI~y 18 USF T.~J LINES FUR THE" 
~" J,~ G rt f. u It:I"J T S , " • / ." E I'~ T l:. RAe IJ 1'1 j., A .4 T THE HE GIN N I N G 0 r r i1 E ", 
:~ " S E :~ fJ I\J I) L·1 .\j E. • " , /" t.·~ T E H ,t: N U' r Ij s I G N I F'( THE EN I) 0 F THE 0 A T A • " , / ) 
1030 FIjR1~r(lH ,1VAh) 
I-<l:. T d g ,,~ 
[i\jf) 
- - - .. 
- - .. .. .. 
- - - - - . - - - - - . - - -
S U l r< U : J T I i ~ t I; ~ i; L L S ( 1, .J' L" f~ • j"J • 1 r" T. f~ iJ n E" \j I" p tj I NT" I N GR· LIN ~ ) 
ALL U ~ T H F.: A K KAy:' PI < E III '" t. r ~ 5 1 u r,j l 0 I NTH E f~ A [.~ P R n G RAM 
I l'i T E. (j:: i~ l!J T ( 1 )' i~ [i U c.: ( 1 )' ~~ I ( t J" P U 1 N T ( 1 ). 1 N ,,; Ii ( 1 )' L T i,/ K ( 1 ) 
r~cKE~E~1 THE CGUNltRS 
1,1 :; ~ + 1 
L = L .. 1 
t'J 1 ( J) = ,v1 
P LJ r : .. T ( J) :: l 
C HE C K I iJ 5 EEl F I Ii ISl.~ T H l F 1 K srI i~ G R t. n TEN T 
IF(M.E~.l) LINK(L) :: 0 
I f ( Ii , ;~ E • 1) L I 11/ i< ( L) = L - 1 

































































I F ( ! N T ( N ) • E. Q • C) C; ( I 1 0 1 V 
c 
C I N G K E .) I t. i~ 1 N t.J 0 E HAS i:3 E E. ,'i E I'J T E I~ l:.. IJ 8 E F G R t. 
1 N G r< ( L) = 1 I~ T ( !oJ ) 
GU rtJ G) 
c 
~ ING~EJI~NT NUUE HAS NUT qElN ~NTEREu k~F~RE 
10 I = I + 1 
INTtN) = I 
r .. J u 0 c.. ( I) = i'~ 
T ~~ (; r( ( L) = I 
20 Hl TIjR'\j 
Er--.i) 







S LJ ;~ K (j 'J T I !'~ l [] -J, ~ r A ( r~ ,~ , T ;~ I. ,-. I'J i.J 0 E, .t:~ 1, L ARt: L' N I , 
t..l U I i ~ T. I j.~ I.l ~, LIN K. L 1'/ \J ) 
ALL THE A R R A '( ~ A ~ [ 1./ I ~~ "'_ N S I I]\"'; [u 1 NTH E ('1 A I tv P i IJ G H A 1\1 
1 i of T t: i1 ~. R I rJ 1, j~ n lJ t:. ( 1 J. J I~ T ( 1 ). 1'1 I ( 1 ), PUr II.! T ( t ) ~ 
1 r'i I,,] H ( 1 ), L 1 .'t K ( 1 ) 
R tAL. L A ~11:. L ( 1 }, TIT L t. ( 1 '.1 , ~ J U ) 
C U ~~ ;1 a r~ TIT L E 
F 1 L L r H E A ~ RAy S F R U "1 F r L E 3 
,~ l :'1 1 ~J J :3 
fi l ~ ,J ( .3 , 1 u 0 U) •.. ~ ,~ , T I~ l' L' L ~~ I~ 
r t ( L ~ ~ l~ • L 1. i'~ J~) L I\) r~ :: ~ "J 
!J U 1 () I = 1 ~ u·~ I'~ 
1 0 H l A J ( j , 1 1.l1 (J) ;'oj i.i I} l ( ! ), l;~ T ( 1 ), "'/ i ( I )" pUr ~I T ( I )" L .A a ( L ( I ) 
pu ~o I :: 1" L 
? () F t D.. J ( 3 , 1 U 2 u) 1 '\j {J f~ ( 1 ), L I ~'J K ( I ) 
[) (J j 0 1 = 1. L :.J ; ~ 
, () :-( l ~ IJ ( .:3 , 1 v.'3 :) ) (T I r LtC J, T ) • .j = 1 , 1 u ) 
k t :J ! ~ U 3 
1 0 () 0 F U '-( ,-i4 T ( 1 H , '4 [f1 ) 
lo1o FlJti"'I A1(lrl , "+r6, :"'0) 
1 f) 2 r) F l: ~ 1 A T ( 1 H , !. I {) ) 
lo3n FU~ I/::..f( tH , J.UA,o) 
Rt:. T . J~Ui 
E'" :J 
_ _ - _ ~ ~ - - • - - ~ - - - • - - - - - _ ~ - - - - - - 4 • • ~ 
Sli"1r10;JTI:·'lL Lllii](~rl,~, 11'/' !-!Ll, ~TnN' Ij:~' rL. ;jL, rr) 
I " T c:: I:; V f1 ~ T I f~ ( 1 )" I N ( J ), N I} ( 1 ), joJ T !J N ( 1 ), n. ~,j ( 1 ) , 
1 [ L. ( t ). r) L ( 1 ). 1 F ( 1 ) 
r LJ J () I = 1, :; f) i) 
PTr~{r) = iJ 
~IJCJ) = I) 
P 1 II .. ( 1) = I] 
ILCj) = U 
1.1 L ( 1) = u 
TF(I) = iJ 
1 0 C U ',~ T I j ~ U F.: 
D [j <. (j r = 1, 1 U !J I) 
r i~ ( i) = U 
D 104 ( i) = U 
2 () C U ! ~ r I f-.J l.J E:. 
R E. T '_' t.< I·~ 










556 I) 0 
55 7 0 0 
5S P,oO 





































5 96 00 
































s U 8 ,i i.J tJ T r I~ E I'~ '" ~ E U C N I~ , T .'( I, N I' P I') I NT. r ~ r; R , LIN K, P T T I~ • IN) 
ALL THE. M ~!( A Y S A Ii t u 1 M f.. N 5 I [I r~ [U 1 NTH F. MAT f\! p ~ () G ~ A M 
IN T t:. G [R 'hi l, :~ I ( 1 ) /I PI) 1 ill T ( 1 ), 1 N G R ( 1 ), L T r~ K ( 1 ), p TIN ( 1 ), I N ( 1 ) 
C U !\J .) T Hue I THE P U 1 f~ 1 t k ~ TIN F RUM N I 
I-JrI~(l) = 1 
J)[) 1 0 I :: 2, i~ N 
1 h P T Ilf ( 1) = p T r .. ~ ( [ .. 1 j + N I ( 1- 1 ) 
F ILL. T rl t S IMP LEI f~ G ~ t. dIE ~J T L I ~ J 1:\ 
K = 1 
[') U :;) 0 I :: 1, i'i i'J 
IF(d(I)-l) ~u, ~(" 30 
20 Pd~):: INGR(PLJINT(l» 
K :: I< + 1 
(; U r u '5 iJ 
3 f) 1-1 :: P 11 1 .~ I ( I ) 
I. j U .~ 0 J = 1, ;'~ I ( I ) 
IIII(r\) = INGR(r\) 
K :: K .. 1 
t-l = L 1 ~'i i\ (, PI ) 
4 () C f.l i\i r I I~ U ~ 
50 cur'~rlilt)f:: 
PI:. T '.J~ 'J 
E. :~ r) 
,. .. - .. 
_ ~ _ _ 4 - - _ - - - _ _ • _ " • - _ - - • ~ _ _ _ 
SUH"'(OUlrf~E /JEr'E,·Hl'.jf'~. I\JI. ~d. t-'T 11':, IN' ~II)' prDj~. ON) 
I N T t. G l H I N I, ;\ I ( 1 ), P T 1 (~( 1 ), l! ~ ( 1 ), ~~ f) ( 1 ). p T J) N ( 1 ), n N ( 1 ) 
CAL C U LA T I:. r H t: ,~u r' H l:-i U F lj t P!:..I\J U l ,~ T S 
i) U 1 {J I :: 1, r,~ I 
1 () N U ( 1 N ( I )) = I~ 0 ( 1 ilJ ( 1 J) ... 
c U I'IJ ;~ T t~ U CiT H £. rl U I N T c:: Ii r U HIt-{ E u l P E. N D ( ~J r L T S T 
PT!J~(l) = 1 
I) U j (1 1 :: d, N i~ 
3 () p r I io/ ( I) = P T 0 ;.~ < 1 .. 1) ... t~ i) (I - 1) 
C (J 0, :s T i~ LJ C I r HI:: r) l P [ 1'\1 U E :~ T LIS r 
I) { I ."J 0 I = 1, ;~ N 
I F l;~ 1 ( I; • E Y. V) (1 iJ T J J S () 
I t--> 1 = P T T :~ ( I ; 
TP2 = ipl ... ~l(l) • 1 
f)U , .• 0 J :: IPl, J~2 
rl'~ ( ~ 1 U t,j ( 1 !~ C J J )) ::: 1 
4 () P r :) ,~ ( I I~ ( J )) :: P T U ;'..J ( 1 N ( ,J ) + 1 
50 r.uNJINUE 
C r J R r< E C T I H E P J I 1-1 1 E r< F n H THE. f) t. ,.' E \J n E N T L I ~ T 
n [j 00 I = 1, N ;'4 





































































S U i-3 K (J UTI N E L £ VEL. ( N N • T ~ I. N I, r' T I ~~. NO' p T 0 "J' 0 N , I L , 0 L , T F , 
1 LENGTH) 
c 
CALL TrlE fOLLU~rNG ARRAyS AKl UIMENSlnN[n IN THE ~ALLTNG PROGRAM 
I NT£. G E R I N I. l'J 1 , 1 ). P TIN ( 1 ), N U ( 1 ). P T U 114 ( 1 ). D N ( 1 ), r L C 1 ) • 
1 UL(lJ. TF{l) 
c 
C OHD£H Is A L0 CAL VAKIAHLE 
INTlGER UROEK(50U) 
C 
C I f~ .1 r I A L [ LET H t: C U LJ I'J T ( k S A ;~ U lJ r( U E R 
c 
JL .:: i) 
JF : (J 
flU to I :: 1. :Juu 
10 tlHnt:r~(I) :: 0 
C d U I L D 4;~ 0 R D t r( E tJ L 1 S T , 1FT rl E i~ t:. TwO R K R Y I f.I f] K [ N G FOR 
C S 1 A _, T 1 r~ G N IJ 0 r. S (T H uSE )J I T H N (J 1 N G REI) I F. t~ T S ) 
J iJ ~ Q r ~ 1! i'~ ,,~ 
I F ( ~ I ( I ) • I~ E • O} I.] U I J 4 l) 
C H t. R ~ I'i E Ii A i/ E A :\1 U n l y.J I T ti \1 U iJ I:. 11 A I ~ I i'J G I-J r, RED I E f~ T S • 
r PUT IT I~ THE LIST 
Nl(I) :: -1 
c 
JL :; JL + 1 
Uk!)tReJL) : I 
c P H U ~ E S 5 1 H F 0 t. PEN 0 l i~ T S U F r H I ~ i--.J 0 D E f3 Y ~ F n U c I N G THE I R 
C R l :1 ~ I !-~ I N G 11~ l:J to< E j) I E i~ r S ~ '( 0 N E 
c 
~ n J f :; .j F + 1 
JJ :; OKUL:.R(JF) 
I F (" 0 ( J J J • t. I.lI • v J 1,1] T () .i ~ 
L 1 :; P T D f\I ( \.J J ) 
L~ :; Ll • 1 + NutJJ) 
nu 30 LI :: Ll, L~ 
LL = U"dLI) 
~l(LL) :: NICLL) ~ 1 
r. C HE C K F U ti M U h E r-~ U D!:. S L'f 1 T H N!) ~ r. t-,I\ I ~~ I ~ G T t.,ill R E !) lEN T 5 
C A. ~I () 4 G T rll S E 0 £ PEN D l:.. ~ T S 
If(-~I(LL).NE.U) GI] ru jv 
C ~I:.q~ wE hAVE A NUE NrT~ NO H[MAINTNG INGnFOIENTS. 
C puT IT lfJ Trl£ LIS'T 
,\dCL.L) :; -1 
Jl :; JL + 1 
:jt,:)[H(JL) :: LL 
3 r. C U L; f I 1'oJ U E 
C C ri ~ C r; r USE ELF ALL r H ~- N U l.J [S 1'10 iii IN r, U R T') E R" H A V E 
C M A [) 'j HE I K i) E P l ~.~ iJ l N I S P "? U C E S S f U 
,'1 ItC.;t.Ll.,)L} GIj TI) ~U 
4" CU. r I ~ lJ E 
r. 
C C H F: l. K ''i E I Vol U H K F lJ H l:. ;.U~ iJ ~ S 
T ~ ( J L • E;J • 0) CAL L E r( rt U R ( 2 ) 
I F ( J L • I'~ E • f\j I~) CAL L l:. ~< i~ i J ~ ( 3 ) 
r. 
c C U Ii t< reT 1 H [ V A L u l S d F "J I 
J = N j-! - 1 
uu :JU I = 1, J 
50 Nl(l) = ~TIN(l + 1) - prINe!) 














68 4 00 
6B~()1) 
686£)0 



































































1 H T.i 1 S ::, I t~ I L ~ R 1 i) r H l l:. A R L y S 1 ART I i~ A r: P M ~ 0 U T J N E 
:·H .:: (j ~\ C t:. ! ~ ( 1 ) 
L r_ !\i . ..., T H = 0 
j) U oj 0 I = 1, !'1 N 
J = CHOEH(I) 
I F ( '4 U ( .J ) • E \~ " iJ) '] U I. J 7 () 
L 1 .:: P r iJ :'~ ( J ) 
L~ = Ll + NO(J) - 1 
j)U o() L.I :: Ll, L~ 
('1 ::: D ~~ ( L ! ) 
T F ( 1 L ( i"i ) • L T " ( I L ( J) + 1)) l L ( !~ J :: . I L ( J) + 1 
6 () C U N r I 1'4 iJ E 
7 0 I r ( L. E I'", r h • (; E • ( I L ( ... J) + 1)) 11 U I U Ii U 
:\IF = J 
Ll~~TH = ILeJ) + 1 
;)0 eli:) rINUt 
C Po L ;.. U L ~ T l:. T '"i t. E x r K t. d t: !) I S r A ~., r. t:. f R f] (wi n I J r P II T F .J REA C rl N 0 U t: - - -
T Hr·) 1 SAM J U i FIe A 1 ION tJ r T H t. L ~ T t~ r r ''I 1 ~ I ~ I!\; A C P 1'1 R ~ I ! T I I\j E 
v. = r-.! N 
9 0 ,-J = fJ r~ !) E l-( ( t\ ) 
(] L ( J) :: L [ i~ (j r rl 
l~(~O(.Jj.E\.~.()) ~u 11.1 110 
L 1 :: P 1 l) i'i ( ,j ) 
L2 :: Ll + ~U(J) .. 
nu lOr) Ll :: Ll, L2 
:·1 = UN(Ll) 
If(lGL(M) .. IJ.Ll.ULeJ») OL(J) :: 0L(~) - 1 
] 0 0 C U \~ I I ~, :J f.. 
1 1 0 I< = K. - 1 
rf(".NE..()) lit] Tu 9u 
CAL ~ lJ L ~ T I:. Ti;l:: iJ u 1 P l) J L I:. v F.: L A I'; U THE. T erA L F L r) ~ T 
I) LJ 1 c (J J :: 1, !,) I~ 
ilL ( .j) = L ~~ i~ (i r H .. U L ( J ) 
120 T f (J) :: L [ ;\1 G I ri - U L ( J) .. I L ( .J) - 1 
R I:. r d H ~~ 
r r,,:; 
- - ~ . - - - - - - - - . ~ - - - - ~ - - - - . 
SU·~;-((J'-'TI;~E SUrdfk(Ml- "'!2, I'lj. '~l~' T;'IT, '~T' prIN, I!'J, Nn. pTON. 
If.iL, IL" rF) 
ALL [J F r t I ~ A ~U~ I~ Y S H K [ I , I t-1 t>. S I LJ N t n 1 N T Ii F CAL LIN (; P R n G Ii .t\ t~ 
J I'; T c:.. (j E. ii !;oJ 1, ~~ r ( 1 )' p r 1 h ( 1 )" 1 i'i ( 1 ), t-.. D ( 1 )" pro N ( 1 )" 
l lJ ~.J ( 1 ), u L ( 1 ), T L ( 1 ). 1 ~ C 1 ) 
nETc:..Rr,;i',Jt. THt uK.uEH UF ~OkTINu 
r, LJ r C! (1 L:. 2 0) M 1 
S U K r I I~ (1 d Y FLU AT' I rll ~~ n Y LEv t. l 
SU~r T~E INGREOI~~T5 
10 CAL L S.j ~ I (N i\j , r :·41. ''4 I, P T 1 i-J , ! ~.~, T F, :1 L • ."12. N 3 ) 
S U ~I THE 0 E P E ;'oJ i) l N T S 
CAL L S LJ R J ( i1 . ~ • I ~.J 1, .'J D , p T iJ i ~ , U I'~ , T F • I L , M 2. M 3 ) 
Rl TJH~i 
s u ~ r I t~ G ~ Y LEv E L , I i'i F.>'.J H Y ~ L; H~ I 
S {j R T T dEl ;.~ ~ t~ E: DIE..:\j 1 S 
20 CAL!... S tJ n f ( i ~ r~ • T .'J 1, ~ I, P T I I'J , L;~ • U L , T F. 1-12, M 3 ) 








































































CAl. L S ij R I ( N!~ , T i~ l, :~ lJ , P T 0 r~ , UN, I L , T F, M 2, M 3 ) 
RE.TJHN 
END 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - . - - - -
S U H ,< 0 U T 11~ E SUR T ( N:,\ J TN I, i~ k, ~ I ~ N, f~ ~, 4, :3, M 2, M 3 ) 
ALL OF THE A~HAYS ~~~ ilLMENSluNlQ I~ T~F CALLING PRnGR~M 
INTlGE~ INI, TEMP, ~R(l), PTR~(l). RNC I ), A(1), R(l) 
S!:. T 1 H [ i"i lJ L r r P L 1 E:. R S FUR I~ !:. A ~.~ E ~ T A 1'1 0 F A H T H t S T M IJ D [S 0 r:- S!J R T r N G 
MULrl ;: 1 
"1 U L r 2 = 1 
I f ( 1 ~ • E ,.} • 2) M l.i L r 1 = .. 1 
I F ( ·'1:1 • E ,~ • 2) r-1 U L T ~ = - 1 
r. tl R 0 tJ~ I H l d R ~ :~ C 11 t SAT E A C H N (J u l: R '( A A N f) Y 
r CHECK FI.JH MUL I IpLE dRA:;jCHc..:::, 
c 
I F ( ~ R ( I ) • LT. 2) \J I.J I:J j I) 
\J = NkCI) - 1 
(l (J j () J J = l' :l~ 
~J = J J - 1 
() U j r) K ::: J J' N 
C SURI Fl~ST 13Y A 
I ~ ( :'lli L T 1 * ( A ( R I~ ( P 1 R N ( I ) + J » - A ll~ ~ ( P T R N ( 1 ) + K ) ) » ~~ u' ? 0, 1 U . 
c 








1 f) T ll"l P = K i"1j CPT K I~ ( L ) + ,) ) 
RN(~TRN(l)+J) = H~(pT~~(I)+K) 
R r-... ( p T Ii I~ ( j ) + K) = T E M P 
20 
30 
GU r C·;') 
s u ~ T A i~ Y T I I:. S H '( 8 
I F ( ·1U l r (, * ( r3 ( ~ !~ ( f T R N ( I ) ... J ) ) - b ( k N ( P T R tl/ ( I ) + 1/ ) ) » 3 0 " 0 , ! 0 
CU~'J I I (\tj[ 
R I:.. I u R ~J 
ENO 
. - - - - - - - - . - - . - - - - . - - - - - - . - - -
S IJ ~ ~ U uTI I~ [ S l A r1 C H ( r·~,~ , T i'i I , . t~ P , f~ ~ , P T ~ N, R ~J , LEv, K 0 UN r II 
N U tJ E, LAd E LilT S (J H T, t11 II ~12 II M 1 II T F, F n R M ) 
THE FULLU~ING ARHAVS AR~ olMENSION[O TN THE ~AIN PHOGRAM 
1 N 1 l G E ~ I N I, !'t P ( 1 ), N I~ ( 1 ), P T k r·.J ( 1 ), R N ( t ), LEv ( 1 )., 
1 l\iljUE.(l), T~(l) 
R l A L. LAd I:. I. ( 1 ) 
L lJ ;; 1 C p, LIS LJ R T, FUR r~ 
c 
c S I'\j :) U E. 5 f\j II TAp PEA R 1 N r HEM A Ji'i pRO r; k A M :\ ~ P r ~ u I M E. ~ sIr) :~ E n H E Ii E 
INT~GlR ~N(5Ju), Tti 
C 
r. C U N,~ E. L TAL L 'h E S r A i-~ T I :~ II .... U 0 E ~ T U THE ART I FIe I A L 
r. i'! U rJ l ,\~ A N [r M U U I F Y ~.i i~' J-I I R i\i, A i~ I) R ~ Ace L R n r N ;, L '( 
N = I~!\j ..po 1 
NK(:~) = II 
1-::0 
















































































JF(;tP(J).I·~£.(J) GU lu 10 
I = 1 ... 1 
SN(l) = J 





TI-.I ;;: TNI ... I 
P T R . 'J ( N) ;: r I~ r + 1 
t.) U d. 0 J = P T R i~ ( j~ ), T H 
I = J .. INI 
RN(J) = 5N(I) 
C H E. \~ I~ r iJ S ~_ ELF T H t. N 1:.1'1 Ii ~ A i~ C h t. 5 5 H (J l.; L U 8 r S iJ H T E r) 
IF(,NUT.rS(JRT) llU Id :'1) 
SURf IS u£.SIRt!), nt:.rt.H."1I·~£ THt:. UHi1t-R 
GU ro (3U,~O) r~l 
SUR r d '( ,. L Ll AT, r HE (.j B '( LEv £. L 
CAL L S LJ ;~ r ( 1, I' N R ( !~ ), P T R N ( N ), R N, T F ' I E V, M 2, M 3 ) 
l1U rU :'1) 
SUR r H '( LEv E L , THE r~ H y FLU a T 
4 () CAL L :, U R 1 ( 1, 1" N Ii ( :~ )" P T R I'll ( ;~ ), R .~, LEv. T F" f~ 2, M 3 ) 
F I ;\j ;) r d E G L iJ b ALI N <J ~ E D r 1:. N C f (LJ t:. pEN j) E ~ C E.) U F ~ a U E l'oj 
5 () N {h'l = ·IJ 
C.4 L L i.l L. U d A L ( N" i~' I . ."j' '~ f( III /-' r K 11j, Ii I'll" LEV. '), I~ a U NT, ~ n 0 £, LAB E L ' 
1 F~RM) 
CUR~ECT NR' prH~' A~O ~N TU THtJR ORIGI~AL vALUES 
r'H~ (~ LJ M) = U 
[) u 0 0 J ;: P T t< i~ ( l\l U H ), T ~ 
6') R~(J) = (; 
p r r~ '4 ( N U t1) = 0 
Rl TjRI"4 
ENG 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . .' - - - -
S U i-l r< 0 uTI N E. G L U rl f'l, L ( i~, : 'l !\l • r ~Ij I, N k , P T R N , q N , LEV • KEy. r< ;J U NT, 
1 I~ JOE. L A r~ £ L' FOR M ) 
THF~E 4f,n-<AyS ARE ~)11['IjSll1l~E.lJ LN THE ~Al·\j PRn:jRAM 
I N T l G E. f~ I N I, .!" i) L) t:. ( 1 ). '\) ~< ( 1 )' t' I k N ( 1 ). H >..J C 1 ), L £ V ( 1 ) 
Rt:.lIL.. LA:jI:.L( 1) 
LUG 1 CAL t qR~ 
G L 0,,, rl I I A I~ U S T A C K A R [ v A Ii 1 A d L c. S ~ H r r. H n!J N.J TAp pEA R 
J I'J r HE f'y\ A I N P ,.( lJ (, HAl'" A·\j I) A 1-( t. Jj 1 Ml N S I I) ~ E u 1-1 F R E 
T~TlGER bLOb(lOOU)' ~ITCSJU). SlACK(20'2, 
Nk Ar"u F I R,~ A i-iE Ul.11 'i U~. S T~UYf u J ~ T,..,E HrJI)T I ,~( 
S U J-\ fJ U P L I GAT c: J F I, "< I '3 P K U U IJ L I:. U H t.R E 
I N T i:.. G £. R i'i N R ( '5 :) <.) ) 
1)0 lU I ;;: 1, hi~~ 
1 0 !~ N R ( I) = N K ( I ) 
I N I r I A L I L £. G L u d, h 1 r, A 1'1 f) S T A ~ t<-
au 2C I = 1, 10UU 
20 GLf.l:s( J) = [) 
o U j 0 r = 1" ''4 !~ 
3D HITtI) = 0 
flU ~o I = 1, ~o 

































































C 8~GIN PRUC£SSlN~ lH£ 8RA NC HES u~ THE N[TwOR~ IN p~EaRDEH 
r.., = 1 
L = 0 
fH.:" It-..O d 
KUI.l:~T = U 
c 
C I~SiRT THE ~JuT NUU~ INTO TH~ UuTPUT L15T' 
C UNLlSS II IS IMAGINERY 
c 
If(~EY.l~.l) CALL LIsr(N' L, ~IAC~, LEV, ~~R(N). NOUFr~)' 
1 LA~tL(N). FURM) 
rF(1\£.Y.[(~.l) Kl)uNT = t 
:; () G L n ~o( I",) = loJ 
I F ( Nt{ ( o~ ) • t. :~ • Ij ) i; U T fJ I) 0 
L = L + 1 
S T A C K ( L , 1) = I~ 
60 I'Jk(.'~) =: NR("') - 1 
S I A C K ( 1_ • ~) = . ~ R ( f'~ ) 
M = M +- 1 
J = H N ( P I i~ I'J ( N ) ) 
P I ~ ~ ( :~) = P T t<:~ ( I~) + 1 
Ir( I4IT(~).I"4E.iJ ) (' . .1 T'I 7'J 
HITlJ) = 1 
~~ ::: J 
CAL L LIS I ( i\j, L, S TAG K, 0 oL E ", o'~ i~ H l N ), N (1 U E ( f\) ). L A f:3 F L ( I~ ), r: 0 R t~ ) 
K LJ I.! ~ T = K 0 lJ:\j T + 1 
Lt LJ r 0 ::l I) 
1 () (; L IJ :j ( "1) = .. J 
CALI... L 1 S I ( G L lJ :~ ( r., J. L' <; T A C K, LtV, N N R ( J ). i~ n d E ( J l' L A a E L C J )', FOR (-1 ) 
KUU d = KUUNT + 1 
~ 0 I ~ ( l.. • E Q • v) G lJ T u 1 U 'j 
J ~ ( S T A C K ( L , "2. ) • F.: \,j • IJ J (j iJ I U '-I 0 
N = SlACKCL.l) 
Gli ra 60 
9() L = L • 1 
GO TO lojO 
c r.U~r'\ECl IHE.: VALijt.S :JF r~r< A:"~LJ "'I:~N 
100 PfRo~(l) = 1 
;.,; R ( 1) = iH.j K ( 1 ) 
D U 1 1 I) I = 2, 0 \j i\l 
~ H ( i) = (\j r·j tH r j 
1 lOP T ~ ~ ( I) = P T R i~ (I - !) + I\j 1'1 Ii (I .. 1) 
END FILE 2 
tHo r oj R N 
(ND 
c 
r - .. - - • ~ .... - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - • - .0,. - - - -
C SU.,:-<OUTI~r.: L1ST(N, L, r.;rACr;, Lt.v, NNI1, :-Jnl)F.:. LAi1fL, F"GH 1",) 
r, 
r. S T A ~ K A 0 ~ U LEV A K I:. U I M E :'J 5 I LJ !~ E fJ 1!'J THE CAL l I ~ G P H 0 r, !~ oA. M 
INTlG~~ STACK(2U,2), L~V(l) 
c 
eLL N r: I 5 r rl E. v ~ RIA H L ~ ~ HIe H C f J I~ r A I ;~ SAL It,! E U F U U T PUT 
RlAL LI~t(234), MINjS, LA~EL 
D p. T ~ H LAN K, C I~ L UN, 0) 0 r. ~ I I~ Ij S' A S T E ~(I 1 H • 1 11 : ' 1 H • , 1 H - • 1 H * I 
LUGICi~L FURM 
C 
C I N I r I L ILl THE LIN E T IJ fl L L Ii L A f'i K S 
































































10 LINlCI) = dL~NK 
IF(~.EQ.U) GU TU 2~ 
-81-
r. P lJ T C U LiJ N S n E LOw A L 1.. ft FAT HER ~" U F T H F. N :J n E 
r. 
flU ~O I = 1 II L. 
J = LEV(STAGKtI,l) 
If(jT~CK(I'2).E~·U .A~D. I.NE.l) GO Tn ?n 
LIN£(10*J + q) = CJLON 
~ 0 C l) N r I "~ .J E 
r. PUT ou IS FRUM THe. LA.Sf COLUN I U THE NODE 
r. 
25 L~ ;;: LEVlIAb5(~l) 
11 ~ l:J*J + :, 
1(:: ;;:. lU*L\l + 3 
I~(L~,EJ.OJ GJ TU 3j 
flU jO I = II, 12 
3 0 L 1 f'l c:: ( I) = u 0 T 
r. H K ( .1.\ K T H I:., ExT l f~ i~ A L " U !'1 Ii E R U F I H i:. i~ 0 DEI "4 T n !.1 I G ITS ANn ~ "~ T E H 
C THE d J h 1 HE. A r P H U P k I ATE SPA C l::' I NTH F L I ~l F. 
r. 
3 C; ~'i 1 0 J = I A H S ( I~ U J [ ) I 1 ;) () 
~1~ = lA~S(N~JEJ/IU • lU*Nl0n 
N 1 :: l.4 ~ ~ ( N U j) t.) - l;J * N 1 u - lou '* i~ 1 l) () 
I F ( ~ 1 • r. ' . .J • I)) I'J 1 = 1 () 
I~ ( ... 10u.NE.:.U) GU ru 40 
IF (.jlU ... ~l:..U) uLl Ttl :JO '. (,u 1'0 6:) 
40 CAL~ NG~~ER(LI ~~(I~-1)'N10U) 
I ~ ( If 1 0 • E iJl • ll) i ~ 1 I.J :;: 1 () 
SOC A L ~ l~ I"; J1!;j f.>< ( L 1 :'H:: ( I t. j , i'd (J ) 
6 0 CAL L r~ ;j ;-1 d E r1 ( L 1 .\j ( ( I ~ + 1 ) , N 1 ) 
r. E N T t.: R ~ 11/ r: :, A r .L v l S 1 ,j N T F T rl t:. N U u t. HAS ij E F N p., I ,~ TEO A E FUr( E 
I F ( ~. LT. u • A ,14 I). N 1 U J • N F~ • u • A i~ U· N 1 0 • 1\ E , n) L I ,~E ( 1 ? - 2) = I~ I NUS 
I ~ ( ~. LT. U • A j~ 1J • N 1 U .J • t' i~ ,0 • A 1'1/ LJ· N 1 0 • ~ E • 0) L r .~ E ( I '2 - 1) = '-1 I ~ U S 
I f { ~. LT. U • A I~ tJ. N 1 U d • E (J • a • A i ~ U. N 1 (j • E ~ • 0) L I .\J E ( r c) = 1'>'1 I 'i~ U 5 
I F ( 'J. L r • U • A i~ u' N N H • ~ £ • 0) L I i\J t. ( 1 ~ + 2) = A. c; T E R 
r. 
CPU T 1 r1 E L A H c:: L ;J K T J. T LEU F 1 HEN U !) E I t\ T ~ F L r ~ E 
J r ( • ~ iJ T. F (J R M) CAL L W (; L.? U ( L A tjf~ L' L r N E. I ~ ) 
1 F ( F 0 H,~) CAL L .'1 U H D 1 ( L I ~I E , I 2, A b S ( N ) ) 
r. 
r, 1'/ Ii r rET ...j t. l I ~ t. L1 N 1 rl E I J I S ~ 
... 'ilrE(~,(IJ) LINE 
7 0 ~'u ~~ '1 A T ( 1 Ii , 2 3 Lf .1. 1 ) 




• _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ • _ _ w - - _ _ - _ _ • _ _ - _ • _ -
r. 
c 
r: TNT j .< .J LJ I I f'l E 1 sus t. d T i' E N 1 E. R I Ii E PRO P t. R n r G I TIN T H F 
C P"G~E~ ~~ACE IN lHt LI~E 
R l:. A ~ l l '\j t. I , (~ J. :'J E 
:) A T ~ 'J ~ t: , T .'/ LJ ~ r H ~ t. E , f U U . J, F I V t:. , ~ 1 x' S EvE ~~ , E T (, H T ' N I N E , \J 0 I J G H T J 
1 " 1 " , "t!. " , n J " , ." l4 " , "5 " • "6 " • " , " , ." 0 ." , ." 9 " , " 0 " / 
GU rUC 1,~,3"i,5,6,r,tj, 1'10) NLJMtj 
1 L 1 ~~ E I = U 1\1 E 
RE. T ,JI-H~ 
2 LIN t.. I = I ~'¥ U 
































































3 Ll~~t::I = IHREE 
R!:.. I lJRN 
4 LINi:.I = FUUK 
Rt.TtJRN 
5 LINt:I = f I V E 
k t r!J H;~ 
6 1.IhJr;:I :: SIX 
RlTu RN 
7 LINEI :: SE VL~ 
R l:. T ;J R!~ 
8 LI~tr ;: t. I ;.1 H r 
R t. T LJ R r~ 
9 L 1:\1 t I 
-
NINE 
H I:. f;J.FH~ 



















S lJ H i~ U UTI !~ E ','i 1.1 t~ I) ( L A H l L ~ L I I-J t:. J 1 ~ ) 
ALL A H R :\ Y S A R £ IJ I n t.~ S I IJ N E. 0 I :'.J I rl E C A '- LIN r, P ~ IJ G HAM 
RlAL LQ~!:..L' LIN(Cl) 
S l:. T T H 1:: C U L I J ~'r'lj S I [~ .'Y HIe H T H t. L A tJ E. LIS T n H E P R r N T E fJ 
I'" :: I~ -+ ~ 
I"i :;; 12 + . .J 
C lP~ V E ~ T r ~i t. L A rH_ L f H n M A ~ r J 11 [J I ij S 1)( r. H A R .~ C T E R S 
wl-(!rEC(?,lnO) LAt;:d:.L 
8ACr\SP4Ct. ;,:, 
R t:.. /J. :) ( ~ /I 1 1 ;}) (L I :~ t. ( 1 J ' I = I 4 , 1 Y ) 
H.AC"SPACt:.. ~ 
1 0 0 F U 1-1,1 A 1 ( A 6 ) 
110 FU r{'1AT(6Al) 
RET Ij R.'oj 
E l'Ii! 
- - - . . - ~ - - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - . . 
S U H Ii 0 uTI NEw U K I,) 1 ( L 1 ,~E J I 2 J N) 
,;~ L L A Ii t~ iJ. Y S ARt I) MEN S I i J "" l:. [) 1 NIH £ CAL L I I~ r; P R r) Ij RAM 
k l A L TIT L E ( 1 J , S \J 0 ), L I ~·1 E C 1 ) 
C U ~~ I·j CF~ TIl L E. 
S t T T H F.: C (j L U M I, S 1 N'/ h l r: h T ~ Ell T L E IS 1 n rj E P R I I\j TEl) 
I~ ::; 12 + 4 
lX :; It? + 03 
(' LJ i'~ 1/ t R T r RUM ~~J k IJ S T (J C; h A ~ ACT t. t~ S 
\~ H 1 r E ( ~ , 1 () I) (T I 1 L t. ( I /I f'li ) /I I = 1 , 1 li ) 
~ACr\SPACI:. ~ 
R E. A oJ ( 2 , 1 1 U) (L I i~ !:.. ( 1 J , I :: 1 4 /I 1. x ) 
BACKS~ACt- 2 
1 0 0 F U ~ -I A T ( 1 u A 6 ) 
1 1 tJ F U ~ ;1 A r ( 6 () AI) 


































































c - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - • • - - - - -
C 
c 
S U fL < OUT r I~ E a u J pur ( M ~ k K ' K IJ U T J N , I< (l U NT' T S 0 R T, ALP HAl. ALP H A 2 J 
1 ALP H A 3, ALP Ii A 4' L t. N (j T h , FUR M J 
REAL Ll~E(3~). ALPHAl. ALPHA2' ALPHA3. 4LPHA~ 
LUG1CAL ISORT, FURM 
C SI:..T THE LIMIIS FUR iHE. i'lIOIH U~ !JuTpur 
r. 
T 1 :; 0 
12 = LE:~(2TH .. 1 
J,; = 1 
NL = 12 
'~I'~ 22 
1 f ( K 0 LJ T • E i:J. 6) N L = 7 
IF(~OUT .E~. 6) NW = 13 
14 = !',j'~ 
IX :: 1j 
1 F ( r (J H i~) I x = 6 1 
\~ ~ 1 + (JJ*l[2) + IX)/C6*N~) 
Tf( ~p • E\:,)· 1) Gu TU 5 
C Ii l S r: T J ,., l '.'t I J r rl LIM 1 T S F [l ~ A J-I ART ION E f) iJ " T P p;j T 
T ~ == i'J L 
J = () 
211:: It + ..J*~L 
12 :; 12 + J*NL 
I j = 1 .~1 + J * ,~ ~, 
I q :; 1 'I +- J * N ;~ 
C ~l:.I)IN i.,l fJUII:JtJr 
5 ~!:.'·ill\i) 2 
c 
C >"I h 1 r F.. T ~ t. P H J f- E K PAll E ~ I:.. A I) I I,J r, 
10 If-CrSUriT) GU iO 12 
1';1"<1 rE.(t\ouT, ~d(J) (,u r U J 6 
12 I',H 1 iF. (i\I)UT, -j\j(l) ALr'Ht\ 1, ALf-'I-1Ac, ALpHA j, ALPHA'! 
lA r,Lj rrJ (~u" jO, 40. :10) MARK 
2 () I~ H I j E ( ", 'J U T , 1 J V (]) r~ 
(,U I U 6 J 
"31") i'lKfrfCr<nUT,l;).LO) hJ 
C, (J r 0 I, 
l.j 0 " H r r E ( K u U T' 1 IJ ~ q ) 
GJ r C ")u 
=)0 ... H!rE(~..jUT.l()JG) 
(, lJ I 0 / ') 
C 
r. 1'1 r( IrE. T ~!:. SEc U N LJ A! v u T ~~ i R D L I i'l t:. S 0 F T H l:. P AGE H E A f) 1 ~ G 
6(J ~HlIE(~Lll)T,lv'iO) 
IjU 10 60 
7 0 I'V Ii ! r E ( I( iJ U T , 1 ij::;' I) ) 
"3 ') \'1 f< L r E ( K d u T ,Iv U J) (1, 1 = I 1 .. I ;2 ) 
r, 
c P l A J 1. ~ A L I I~ t. 1.iF U d T P! I T F r< u t1 "( H t. j) 1St< AN!) ? ~ I loJ r I T nuT 
9 0 R l A I) ( 2 • 1 u 7 0) (L 1 N E.. ( I ) , r = 1 • I a ) 
~,; H IrE ( r\ ;J U T , 1 I) '"i () ) 
~RlrE(K8UT'lOdO, (LINlCl),I=!j,I4) 
c 
c 0 E t: !"( E M L ;~ 1 r H E T iJ 1 ~ L I\J Ij ~1 d E R 0 F LIN [S A ~ J r. H E C K 
K U t J .~ T :: K LJ U f~ T .. 1 










11 LJ 00 
11500 
11600 



















































c c HE C K F 0 11 n U REP A (it:. :3 














10 2 0 
1 n 30 
1 n4 0 
IOSo 
1 0 6 () 
107 f) 
1 n8 0 
1090 
NP :: NP -
r t ( ,~p) 1 u 0 , ~ '.J ~) , 2 
FUR ,1 A T ( 1 H 1 " U ;'t S I j H T l:.. i) " ) 
r U R ,1 A r ( 1 ~1 1 " S i.J R T l i) F r R S T Ij Y " , 2 A 6. 11 tI NOT H E ~ t:; '( '1, 2 A 6 ) 
F d R ;.; A T ( 1 H 0 ,. " G L.. 0 HAL 1 N ~1 "? E 0 I t. l\j C t:. U F N 0 ~ E " t T 3 ) 
F [j R ,1 A T ( 1 H f) , " G L LJ tj A L rJ E P F: r~ D t. j~ C E U F .N 0 0 F. " , I ~ ) 
FU H 1AT(lHO'''GLfJdAL ING':'IEIJI[NCt:. OF COMPLETE ;'JET~OPK") 
F IU ~ ,~ A T ( 1 H () , " G L U Ii A '- ;J E P E f'I 0 t. I-J C E U F C [J M P L t. T F ;~ E r ~ U R k''' ) 
F0~1AT(lHO'"ExrKt:.·~t:. LEVEL FRDM UUTPUT") 
F U ~ :'1 A T ( 1 H:) , n ~ I. r K I:.. M t:. LEv t: L F R i) M I ~ PUT" ) 
FUR ,1 A T ( 1 H 0 , I ~. 1 0 ( 'j X , T 2 ) / ) 
FIJ~1Ar(3':1Ao) 
F (J K ,1 A T ( 1 H + , 3 "9 A 6 ) 
FU ti ·1AT('5rl J 
f. N ,] 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a _ _ _ _ - _ • • • _ _ ~ _ _ • _ • _ _ 
S lJ B ~ 0 U T ! l'i E 0 ~ f LJ U I ( i'~ :~, T I\i I, N 0 U t:. , I NT' L A ~ r L J N I , 
1 t.i T· I r~, I \j,. "J U' P T f) N' Ll N J I L" Li L J T F ) 
~ L L rJ F THE A 11 ~ A 'r' S A r< E. n 1M£. j ~ S I U I ~ [n I i~ THE t-1 A I 'I P R n GAM E X C E P r ~ ~A S H 
I N T c:: G E R T j'J I J I~ IJ U t. ( 1 ),. r l'l T ( 1 ), N 1 ( 1 ), p 1 r N ( 1 )' I N ( 1 ), ~ I) ( 1 ) , 
1 ~ T U ''l ( t ) t f) I~ ( 1 ). I L ( 1 ), U L ( 1 ), 1 I=" ( 1 ) 
iitAL L~tH:.L(l). TITLE.(1f),50v), IJASH(2?) 
C U "'1 ",ON TIT L £ 
0AT~ JASH(1)/6H------1 
I) U 1 0 J = 2,. ~ 2 
1 a fl ~ S i'1 ( J) = i) A S 11 ( 1 j 
C t'; k l r t::. T rl t:. P AGE H t.. A lJ I [\J G 
1=0 
2 r) \~ k IrE ( 1 ,It) 0 0) I) ASH 
c 
C I ~ C ~ Edt. ,J I T H £ N ij U E A N j) 1"1 R 1 T E. U u r A LIN I:. n r [J ~ T t.I 
30 I = I ~ 1 
I F ( 1 • (; T • N N) H t. T u k !'I 
r'J = I il T ( 1 ) 
~klrE(l.lOlO) I. LAdEL(~}' (rl ILt(J.~)'J=l'lJ)' 
1 1 L ( t~ ), U L ( r~ )" T r ( '" ) 
C 
C r 1 ; ~ J T rl E ;'1 U i1 d t.. R (J F I r~ G ~ E f) I t. j\j T tl AND 0 F.: p I:. N n f i'~ r S 
K :: N I ( .~ ) 
L:: ~U(!'~) 
r: 
r. f) E. T t. R 1·1 L ~~ t:. T H t f~ U ~1 d I:. r< CJ r L I ~'l E. S r< E (~ U J Ii E 0 
c 
KL :: (1\+3)/4 
LL :: CL+3)/4 
IF((KL.GI.11.UH.(LL.GT.1)) ~u fU 50 
C !l I'~ L r LJ ~ ELI N E H E l.J I:J 1 Ii t. U 
IF(~.EQ.U) GO TU 3~ 
K 1 :: P 1 I r~ ( ,., ) 
K,2 :: ~1 + K .. 1 
wkITE(1.102Q) (~Ual( IN(J)J.J=Kl,K2) 
3 5 I f ( L • E ~ • U) i.i U T 1.1 3 U 












































































L2 : Ll + L -
wrilfE(1,lU30) (NUOt<ON(J))'J=Ll,L2) 
GU fO 3(; 
t<1 U R t. T ~i 4 N Q N £ LIN ERE (.J 1,1 IRE j) , ~ K u C E S SON ELI N t: A TAT I M E 
t..~ :: 0 
Kl = PTI~(~) • q*M 
II-C"L-l) lOl), 81)' (d 
K~ ;;: ;<1 + :; 
GU TO 90 
K~: PTIN(:-i) + t\" 1 
w k IrE T rl t:. I N G :-< E u I E Ni S 
wKIrE(1,102u) (~UU~(IN~J»)'J=Kl'K2) 
L 1 ;, P T U r~ ( N) + I,~ * 1-1 
IfCLL-l) 1;~()' l~O, llil 
L~ :: Ll + 3 
su fa 13u 
L2 :: PTDN(~) + L - 1 
~'V K 1 rET rl t:.. 0 E P £: i\J U t. 1": f S 
vvRITE(1.103!)) (NUUt,(DN(J),J::Ll,L2) 
C CHECK IG SEE IF M0kl LT~Es A~t REQUIREn 
140 IFClKL.Ll.l).ANu-(LL-LE-l)) GU TO 30 
r. 








KL = t\L .. 
LL : LL -
~ K 1 T E ( 1 ,. 1 .) 4 0 ) 
,:1U ro 6') 
1 0 0 0 F U i~ ,I A T ( 1 H 1 • " 0 ~ T A Ii A T A ". TIl '), "I N PuT U U T PUT TOT A L " • / 
1 "'" "J U • LAd E L ~. 1 '-1 X, " U A T A [) ESC R T P T I ,J N" , 
2 TtB. "1~~HEUIEN1S", 9X, "nEPE~n[NTS"_ 7X, 
3 "LEVlL LtvlL FLUAT"'/ ~2A6) 
101n FOR1,A.T(1H -13. 3x- <.\1). 3x, 10AO, 41,:(. t!(T2, 4X), I2) 
1 0 '2 0 FUR :1 A T ( 1 H + - ~ J X, 4 1 '~ ) 
1030 ~U~MAT(lH+' '~~X, ql~) 
1 () 4 0 FUR ,1 A T ( 1 H ) 
[~n 
- - - - . - - ... 
c; U r~ ;( Q lJ TIN E E R K IJ r< ( N ) 







- . - - - - . - - - ~ - - - - - - - . . 
t 0 1 FUR i1 A T ( 1 H ," P ri U (J RAM S T I J P P E u" .. - 1 ,-J C 11 R R E C T T N P Ij T t, ) 
1 0 2 FUR ,1 A T ( 1 H ," P t-( [) () H A,., S T fJ P P £ IJ" - - I~ 0 S TAR TIN r, NO:) E INN E T ~ a ~ t\" J 
1 0 3 F U ~ ~1 A i ( 1 H ," p ~ fJ II ~ A M S T II P P E u - .. - il/ t T \~ f] R I< C 'J N T A ! ,~s A L 0 0 P" ) 
R t. T :j R r~ 
Ei'l1') 
3. 1 A 1 gori thm 
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. Chapter Three 
OUTLINE PROGRAM 
The purpose of the algorithm is to map the inf~rmation network 
onto the network of arguments. The argument network represents the outline 
or table of contents of the sp~cification and its hierarchial structure is 
basically unrelated to that of the information network. Only a portion of 
the nodes in the information network are used in the algorithm and they are· 
known as provisions. They are generally at or near the output level of the 
information network. The outlining algorithm does not account for any 
logical relations between the provisions. The user specifies the provisions, 
a set of arguments associated with. each provision, and the hierarchical 
structure of the arguments. 
There are two principal concepts governing the algorithm. First, 
the user specifies the order in which the argument trees will be expressed 
in the outline. Second, the algorithm is provision directed. That is, 
when there are provisions related to an argument and not yet outlined 
because they are also related to other arguments, additional argument 
trees are appended to the network of arguments to allow entry of these 
provisions. Broadly, the flow of the algorithm can be represented in the 
following steps: 
1. Obtain the next heading from the argument tree. 
2. Detennine if any provisions are related to the argument. If so, 
determine if they may be entered into the outline. (They may 
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if all of the other arguments associated with them have alr', dy 
appeared in the current portion of the argument network). 
3. If there are provisions that may not yet be entered, and if the 
tree containing the argument associated first with the provision 
is the primary tree, then append other trees of arguments so that 
those arguments that are required will become available. Go to 1. 
4. If there are no provisions associated with the argument determine 
if the tree to which the argument being considered belongs is 
the primary tree. If not, suppress the heading. Go to 1. 
More detail about the algorithm is shown in the logic diagrams for 
subroutines OUTLN and ADVANC in the next section. 
3.2 Logic Diagrams 
The following diagrams describe the structure of the program and 
the major subroutines. 
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Determine ,the output unit (MAIN) 
Obtain the data file name (MAIN) 
Read new data from 
terminal (INPUT) 
from disk 
Complete the argument and provision 
data by building the arrays ROOT, SON, 
BROTH, PAP, NAA, LAA, and NAP (APPROV) 












Print the outline => a.. 
~ 
------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------~ 
Request an operating command I 










1. PARSE contains several function and subroutines, including 
PARSE, WDINIT, SCAN, SETOUT, RDLINE, END, MATCH, STRING, and 
FIXED. 
2. INPUT and MAIN include the file PARCOM, used for the common 
declarations needed for PARSE. 
Fi gure 3.2 Subrouti ne Linkage, (OUTLINE) 
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flnitialize the variablesJ 
I 
1 
Advance on the tree. Execute 
the decision table in figure 3.3 




IDetermine if there are provisions to 
be entered with the current argument 
no ~ yes 
t 
Is the argument on Outline the provlslons that are 
its primary tree associated with this argument only 
no? yes 
Outline the prOV1Slons with 
multiple arguments if all those 
Detenni ne if arguments have been outlined 
the outline array in the current tree 
be advanced 
no? 
. yes Check to see if any provisions 
remain that require more arguments 
Enter another before they can be outlined 
line in the ~ outline no yes 
I ~ 
append a new treel 
of arguments I 
Figure 3.3 Subroutine OUTLN (OUTLINE) 
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DECISION TABLE FOR OUTLINING ALGORITHM 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 All provisions outlined * T F F F F F F F F F F 
2 Initial root, LO = 0 * 
· 
T F F F F F F F F F 
3 Initial = * · · T T T T F F F F F 
4 Argument has son * 
· · 
T F F F 
· · · 
. . 
5 Argument has brother * 
· · · 
1 T F T F F F F 
6 Suppressed = ~ 
· · · 
F T 
· · · · 
. . 
7 Argument is tree root * 
· · · · · · · 
F T T T 
8 Argument at bottom stack * 
· · · · · · · · 
F T T 
9 Additional argument tree * 
· · · · · · · · · 
T F 
*************************************** ** ~** '*** **of. **~ **of. **of. **'* **of. **'* ** 
1 Exit from outlininq * X 
2 Put son ins tack * X 
3 Put brother in stack * X X X 
4 Clear stack to oarent * X X 
5 Remove araument from stack * X 
6 Clear stack, qet next tree root * X 
7 Initial = * y y y y N Y N Y Y 
8 Advance = * y 1 J y y N Y 
9 LI = LO * X X X X X X X 
10 L 0 = L 0+ 1 (I ncr. indent. ) * X X X 
11 LO = LO-l (Dec. indent. ) * X X 
12 Exit from table * X X X X X X X 
13 Re-enter table * X X 
14 Outlining fails provision wlo * X 
Arg. 
DERIVED DECISION NETWORK 
C1 + + + Rl 
- - - - C2 + + + R2 
- - - - C3 + + + C4 + + + R3 
- - - -
C5 + + + C6 + + + R5 
- - - - R4 
R6 
- - - - C5 + + + R7 
- - - -
C7 + + + C8 + + + C9 + + + R10 
- - - - Rl1 
R9 
- - - - R8 
Figure 3.4 Subroutine ADVANC (OUTLINE) 
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3.3 Data Structure 
The figures on the following pages show the principal items of 
data used in the program. A complete list of all the data names is in the 















LAP 1 2 













TLAA is the total number of associated arguments 
NAP 
For all of the lists that are TNS is length, the row number is the 
argument number. The contents of the lists are: 
100T - the argument at the root of the argument tree 







the first son of the argument 
- the next brother of the argument 
the number of associated provisions 
the row number in LAP where the first 
associated provision is located 
the list of associated provisions 
the alphameric description of the argument 






PROV NAA PAA LAA PPOUT 
2 5 1 
2 2 2 2 
TNP TNP TNP 
TLAA 
TNP is the total number of provisons 
TLAA is the total number of associated arguments 
For all of the lsits that are TNP in length, the row number is the~ 
provision number. The contents of the lists are: 
PROV - the alphameric description of the provision 
NAA - the number of associated arguments 
PAA - the row number in LAA where the first 
associated argument is located 
LAA - the list of associated arguments 
PPOUT - the line number of the outline where 
the provision is located 




















TLN is the total number of lines (headings) 
in the outline. 
For all of the lists 'except LPE, the row number is the 
line number. The contents are: 
INDENT - the level of indentation 
HEAD - the number of the argument used as a 
headi ng 
NPE - the number of provisions entered at this 
heading 
PPE - the row number in LPE where the first 
provision for this line is found 
LPE - the list of provisions entered in the outline 
Figure 3.7 Outline Data (OUTLINE) 
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Contents of the line Format 
TNP TNA 2I2 
PROV NUMA LA for provo 1 5A6, 6I3 
PROV NUMA LA for provo 2 
PROV NUMA LA for prov. TNP 
ARG EARENT for argo 1 5A6, 13 
ARG PARENT for argo 2 
ARG PARENT for argo TNA 
NOTES: 
1. NUMA is the number of associated arguments for 
each provision (same as NAA). 
2. LA is the list of arguments associated with 
the provision (five at most). 
Figure 3.8 Permanent Data File (OUTLINE) 
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n f, S A R Y / n f IT I T~! E (0 9 / 1 9 / 7 5 ) 







8nn ~.~ ~LQSSARY 
9('0 
lr.no 
1 1 (J 0 f-' I r:- A S F ~J n T f T HAT T ~ E NAt-'. E. SAc: S n cIA l' E U wIT h pAp ~ FAR E t-.; n 1 I II' T HIs ITs T ~ 
1 ? () () P F ~ f R T [) T H [ G L [lS S A R I E S FuR 1\1 E T ~. r; R K 0 R TAb I E F n R T H r. T R D F F T NIT I n ,.., S • 
1 3 or, 













I' 7 (l (' 
'R () (\ 
,. -) () 
:'\1('(' 
3 1 () () 
1?('O 
110() 
:i il () (\ 
~')nr. 








1.l4 (1 0 
lI~()O 















-~~------.----- .. --.-----------.. -.------------.-------~----.-----
t. P ,. 
,.. r \: A ~J r 
/:-·hrRnv 
f: F' r. 
PL 
PRrTH 





LIlGICAl VA~IAbL.r· THAT I~ FALSF IF THF ARGIf/·!t.tJT Is N"r 
Ei\JTERED IN lHf nUTL 1 rvf 
A S U Ii R (; U 1 1 ~: f 
A SUB R (I( IT r ~. E 
A R RAY C n ~I T A I N I t'i r, T f-i t.. U F. S C RIp 1 I VET TTL F fl F T h tAR r, lJ t/j r ~I T S 
v F C 1 nRc 1I N i A 1 N I ~'l~ THE tIp S T 8 R nTH r p [1 f EAr HAp G I It· F N T 
NI/M8ER nF THE [)~lA ~IIE 
Tf..lE DOT SYf-1f~f.ll 
L 11 (, I CAL V A k ] A 8 L. r U S f:. lJ F [j R r f 1 F r T T ~I r, T f-I r. E ,.., I! (: r P R () V T ~ T f1 N 
u A T·A n F A P (; U ~: E. ~I T nAT A I NTH r J ", P II T R n II T T N F 
vEe TOR CON T A I N 1 ~I G 1 h F. A f.. (j I.J "'I r r.i T N I J ~ R f R F n R E .. A C p h FAn T N r; 
IN THf OIJTLII'-iE 
v reT 0 R C U N TAl N I ~'G T H f:. I ~i li F N TAT I [i N (l F F A C H L I ~i r J NTH F' 
OUTLINE 
A SURRl:UTINE 
L f) G I CAL. V A R I jl H L. r T HAT I S F A L S f I F ~ 1I M R (l U T T N F /I I) V A ~! r T S 
UEING PROCESSF[: A St.C(,NP Tlt-IE. wITHnllT RFTlfRN 
A SUBRPUTINF. 
1 1 : 
nOOO 
f,100 I A 
6?O() 






~q()() [ T 
?()()() 
71no I T ~ T 
7'?0() 
73t1() 
71.J00 I. tv 
7C,()O 





R100 ~A T ~ S 
R?()() 
R1()(i 
A/J00 ~.1 n n I F Y 
R5()0 
i1~()() 
R7()() ~,I A fI 
RRn() 
R9()() 
qono ~.I t. p 
')(\ 
9,,()() 
q3()() ~I P 
9LJf'lO 
9t)()() ~! P F 
9f>OO 
970() 
qpO{l ~ • .,j P P 
q9()O 
1 (,)(HIC) r;RI' 
101()(i 
10,?()O "J ~ T 
]030" 
104(\0 ~ I III'. 
10C:;()(1 
1nf,on 
lO7()O ~IlH A 
lr.R()() 








1 ;1 () 
11P,()O nlITCOt1 
'1c)()O 
1?000 n lJ T L~' 
1?10() 
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DUMMY f-.jAHE FOR I.AA 
vEe T (J ReO N TAl N I ~I (; T h f lIs T r r A R G I J ~ F ~J T S ASS 0 eTA T F [) \.oj T T H 
THE PRPVISIONS 
VEe TOR C () N T A I N I ~f li ThE LIS T n F P R n V T S I f1 N S ~ S s n r I ATE n w J 1 H 
THE ARGUMENTS 
I Pll n f.. N TAT I (l N LJ r T H F h t fill I N G 
VEe TOR en N T A I f\ I ~I U ThE LIs T n F p R n v T S J n NSF L I G T R L f T f'I 
BE OUTLINED AT THIS HFADING 
LIN [ N l: M 8 E R U F THE U u T l. I ~,j r 
IND[NTATIO~! LfV~L nr THE. NEXT ~EAnTNc 
'Ii I: eTa Ii' c n N TAl N I ~f (j T H F LIs T fl f P R n v T SI0~! N II M f< t P s r N T ~ r 
TYE ORrER THtY flPPfAR IN THE'" nuTLTNE 
THE N U M R E R (1 F A. ~ I ASS II C I A T F.: /1 A R G 1I t-i r N T T ~ f, TIS t,: 0 T I~.1 T I ' F 
C 1..1 R R E N TAR G U (-I E f" T ~ F T rl (1 R 1\ 
LnG I CAL V A ~ I A r< L r:- T HAT 1ST R II f. ~ H F~! M n 0 I FIr A TIn N S T fI T ~ I E 
D A T A ArE R E J t~ G ~~ Ant 
vEe TOR CON TAl ~J! "I (1 T H [ N U r.i REp n F" t. R r, II M [ N T S A ~ S n t TAT F Ii 
~ITH EACH PRUVJ~IO~ 
VEe TOR C (J N T A I N I ~.1 u T H f ~~ I.l r-i R l R n r P R n V T S I (l N S T HAT F' A r. ~J 
ARGUMtf\; T Is ASSnC I ATEl! ~'l TH 
v [ C T (I Ii' CON TAl N I ~I G THE N U M R E. p n F P R n v J S I (nl ~ E ~ T E F ~ f) A T 
LINE (~EADING) nt Th[ OUTLINf 
N IJ M 8 F. R ( I ~ T h t. .S T E. pIN T H F r LOw D JAr, RAM F [1 R 5 U R. n I IT l N 
v F. C TOR CON T J\ I ~I I ~I G T H [ N LJ ~ R f R n F A S ~ 0 r rAT F. [) A R r, LJ ~1 F N T ~ 
FOR EACH PRrVISTO~ 
N U H HER 0 F Ii S S fJ eTA T F II I. R (, U t~ E N T S 
VECTOR C(1NTAI~;l~IG THE H(IUTS OF THF AR(;Ut-1t'NT T~FT5 T~! 
THE ORDER TH[Y ~F<F Til HE IJSE(J 



































1 "J - () () ~.I!PP 
llison 
1'5hon 
lli700 Tl /J A 
l'1f)()O 
1li900 










! 1700n 7 
A SllBRnUTlf'vf -99-
PRO V I S ION ~J LJ 1'1 B F P 
v ( C TOR CON TAl N I t-I (l T H £ R (1 ~ N 1.1 t-i R ERn r L A A ~j H t R E. T f.1 F F T R ~ T 
A R GUM E ~: T ASS U C I A 1 [' l' "fi I THE A C h PRO V T S r n N I S ~ T r R r n 
VEe TOR C (1 N T A I N I ~l G T I-; E R (I ~ Nt' t-<I R r P n F lAP ~ ~ [ R t T H F V T R S T 
PROVISION EACH ~RGUMf~T IS ASSOCIATEI) WITH Is SrnRE~ 
V F. eTa Reo N T A I N I ~I G THE. p ~ R E N T n F FAr H A R G U ~4 F N i 
PROV I S I ON NUfv~8t p 
p n I N T F t-< TOT HE p k 0 V I S I [] f\: 8 E I ~: r, f N T r R f. n I NTH [' 0 I J T L T ~l r 
v r c lOR C (l N T A I r'l I ~, G T ~l E. h n v¥ t-!l' ~ HER J ~j L P E ~. ~ f R F T H F F T R ~ T 
V F. C r (l R C U N T A I N I "'! (j T H F LIN F N lJ M R r R IN H t R F F. A C H p R (l v J S T n r, 
1ST 0 bEE ~i T E. R F. f" I ~J 1 ~!!:. ( JUT LIN F 
A R RAY (0 f T A I t\ I N r. THE pES C RIp T T VET TTL r n F T f-j r p P n v T S T [ ; ~i ~ 
V E C TOR C lHj T t. 1 t-J1 ~, lJ THE. k [, l.J T n F T H FAR G t , ~1 E NT T R r F· FOR 
EACH Af.iGUMENl 
V F C lOR CON T A I ~! I P-' u T r. [ S n N 0 F rAe H A r, I J MEN T 
V F. c: TOR CON T A IN I ~'G A 5 T A C K 0 F' A R G II M F '" T N U t-1 R f R S T HAT H A \, E 
PROvISJONS ylT TU bE Uu 1 LTNfn IN THE" ClIRRrr",T TRFF 
L q G I CAL V A P I A ~~ l. r: T HAT 1ST R U~. 1FT HE A R G l' MEN TIS N [l T 
E r~ T ERE PIN T H r !'1 u T L I ~j E 
T lJ TAL f\' U ~H~ [p II F S S f.l cIt 1 I LJ ~~ S b F T W r r tv p P 0 V I S ION ~. A N () 
A R GUM E ~. T S - .... 1 ~ E L r ~J(, T H (J ~ L fi A ANn I A P 
TOT A L t-.. u tH3 f R l1 FAR G LJ M E. N T S 
SIJBSCRIPT OF (JR"'lR 
-100-




























































S, RFSEI flit..£: 
r I LEe; = 1 ~ C lJ 1"1 , U !,.~ I T = ii E i'1 UTI:. , R leo R ;) :: 1 4 
F I L E 6 = n tJ T C [ I ;'1 ' U r~ I T = ~ [ ;1 0 T ~ , r< E. c.: (1 rt U :: 1 4 
F I lEI:: n J T P lJ T , UN IT:: P k I ~4 I t. R , ~ £. C II H D = ~ j 
F 1 L F. 3:: f1 u T F I L t.l , uN 1 T = U 1 S ~ P,t.\ r, r\ , to( E. C fli"Hl:: 1 4 , H L fJ C K T r\: i:i = .:3 0 , S A V E = , 
$ INCLUO~ 'PAH~t' 
1.. INC L U () E. '0 uTe u :1 ' 
c 
C T H r:~ F.i. L l iJ I 1'1 E. N S I (1 r~ sAL L THE A K RAy S L S l i) I ~ THE 
r. p k (] ,J R I~ ,.'<1 A l~ [) ASS I b I~ ~ T Ii J. M T U C U t'1 M (1 N 
r. ' 
r TNT~GE~ ~AA(3Ul'~AA(30J'LAA(4~)'ROOT(30).PARENT(3U), 
C *SUN(30)'dROTHl30)'~AP{j0)'PAPljO)'LAP(45)·URJER(lO), 
C *IN~~NT(3U)'H~~U(30)'N~E(30),pPt(3n)'LPE(10),ppnUT(30); 
r * 5 TAL. K ( 1 (j ) , lIS r ( 1 U ) , LA ( j iJ , 5 ) , A l j tJ ) , P ( 3 0 ) , ~ '.J A ( 'j 0 ) 
C 
C R l Po l.. P R ! ) V ( j () , 'j ) , A 1-( G ( 3 () , ~ ) 
C 
C L LJ (; i C ?. L l.\j L 1 :~ ,OK U , 1 ,~ IT, ::; I J P p , A L; V , f1 L f) AT, M n n I ~ y, U N PAC ~ 
C 
C C L.J t-A ,,1 0 N / I N T / l.1 F , P, ~ , T N e' r~.! A , 1 L A A , A:~ , X (-1 A X , L:-..j , :\j P R ' L I , L LJ, , 
r. * T L I\~ , N 1\ A , ~ A A , L f.i. A , K U U T , ~ }'l, R E ,~J • S U ~ , H ROT ~ , N " p , P A rl , 
C * LAp • 0 HUE K , I f~ U t. N 1 ,H t .~ IJ , "J I-' E , P P E , L Pt. P p r u 1 , c; T A C " , LIS T , 
C * "1 1 S S ' I i ~ C • !\j P , P u I I~ J , x • K , LA, A ' P , N U A , I. 
r. 
C CUM :1lH.i / R I:.. A, L / P K U V ' A k IJ ' Ij LAN K ' ti L ' U Ll T 
C CUM'1UN/LU(~/ENLrN'UHJ,INIT,SUP~'A~V'OLUAT,MJUrFY,n~PAC~ 
C 
C E I~ () IJ F U UTe (J M 
~ I ~4 C L u [) t. ,p A ~ C U t,l ' 
r 
r. 















LUG i CAL t. N i1 , ~ [ X t_ n, 1-1 ATe H , S T i-< 1 i~ G, i'l E .X T 
C U ~1 () N / 5 c.; A N E H / tNT 1 r Y l ? 0 ). i'1 nut., V ALL r:' ~I C HAM' N W [), N f. X r 
EC~UIVALENCE (IVALIJl,VALuE) 
t: N r) n F PAR C (J M 
o t.. LET E T ~i f. E C HOP R 1 I~ T f 1 F T H I:.. ~ C i\ hi 1\ E ~ 
nAT J.I. P R 1 / "i) F F ., / 
S t:.. T T H l L E 1'1 l; T H U f ALI r'J E ij f 11'4 PuT [J lJ A L T fJ ., ~ SpA C E 5 
fI. N f) THE N lJ M r3 t. K Ll f I~ LAN K S R t. ~ {) 1 H [IJ T.u S 1 (; ~,I I r'f THE [N n 
C1 F A ~ E CUR () E ~i U 1:\ L I:J l~) 
CAL L W U I [~ I T ( J. U , 1 ~ , p :~ I ) 
R t:. A:J THE U I) T PuT UN 1 i 1 ~,! 














































































CAL L P A K ~ E ( E N I I r Y • t1 d Ii E.. • IJ A L U E. • N C H A ~ ) 
IF{'1ATCHl"P"'1)) Z = 1 
CALL S~TUUT{t.) 
,~ l:. X r = • T K ~J £ • 
RlAU T~E DATA FILE ·~AM[ IN 
I = () 
10 ~~KJrE(6.1~JO) 
CALL SCANCENT1Ty'MUU E,VALU L,NLHARl 
I F ( i1 ArC r-ll " YES" , j')) C.A L L V>/ ;) I N I III 0 , 7 2 , " U N rf ) 
INljIAlILE Trlt AkRAiS 
30 CALL INIIIA. 
40 wk1rE.(b,loUU) 
CAL~ Hl)lli'~E 
E N TIT Y ( .'~ 1'4 D + 1 J ;: 6 1'"1 • 
C L IJ:, E. (3) 
C H A :'\ G E ( 3 • TIT L t. = E r~ T 1 r y ) 
QF=j 
C HE C K F '.1 K £ /.. 1 S T I j\j (i I) A T A F I L I:. 
I = 0 
I N (J d I H E ( 3 , RES lOt.. NT;; :.J f'oj P fI C K ) 
r F ( • NUT. U l'i PAC K) (1 u T U j {J 
l X 1sT I ;~ tj F I L t , u (J U Ii L t. C HE C f, T H t:.. N A 1'1 E 
wr<lrECf),lOlOJ 
CA l L ;! iJ L 1 i'~ E 
I~(I-1ATCH("Y[S?l.j) '.lU TtJ ~.'3 
(~lJ r 0 4 () 
R l:. A J N E ,.~ i) A T A I i~ F r< d 1'1 1 H E fER M 1 i J A L 
'3 0 CAL L I J'~ pUT 
GU ro 7!_' 
RtAJ THE DLU UAfA F~OM THE UAIAFILE 
63 CALl.. LJLlJATA 
CHE~K TU SEE IF MtlU!FICAT(JNS Tu THE j)ATA AqE [)EsI~En 
~. k I r [ ( 6' , 1 0 2 0 ) 
CAL L I~ 0 L 1 ;'~ r: 
IF(.NUT.MATCrlcrtylS"J~» GO Tn IUO 
~UOIFY=.IRUE. 
65 CALL l;\j?ur 
7n CALL ARPHOV 
CAL L Ij U T L ,.j 





110 I~(ENU(j.J) GO ru lU;j 
I F ( :1 A T r. H ( ,,:.~ EXT .. , 3 )) (, J r DIu 
I F ( .<J ATe H ( " STU p ft , j )) S T i"J P 
r F ( :-1 A T C rl ( ft a R I) I:: R " , 3 )) G r J T IJ 1 S u 
r'iRJ rE(f),llDO) 
I :: I + 1 
IFe 1.E~.lO) CALL ERHO~(l) 
G(J 10 loU 






































































Grl rlJ 65 
1 0 0 C) F U H ,'1 A T ( 1 H ," Co J'.j T E K r H t. nAT A F ILl:.. N A M t" ) 
1 005 FUR "1 A l ( 1 H , 'I £ ~ T [ R P F U H 0 1.1 T pur 0 t-.I T ~ E f) ~. S T T E P R I "J T E R ' " , 
1 /, " () T H t. R 1"1 ~ S [ T H I:. 0 U 'r P Ij T W 1 L L H E (J 1\ T ~ ~ R E ,~ fJ T E T E R M 1 j\J A L " ) 
1 () 1 0 F LJ ~ ,1 A T ( 1 H ," lJ Art.. F 1 L E. ~ 1 T H T H 1 S N A ~~ F E)( I ~ T S • ft , 
* "D ;J Y 11 U fj A 1'1 r T!J U S I:. IT? " , I ) 
1020 F U t11A T ( 1 H ," IJ U Y U U r't A!~ r TUM nul F Y THE (x T S T T ~ G I) A T A ?" ) 
1 0 3 0 F tJ R :·1 A T (, 1 H ," E i~ TEd A P ~ f J (j R A F1 CUM MAN n " ) 
1 1 0 0 FUR "I A T (" I (~ P LJ r l H R Ur(I-( t. .. E I'll t. R a l\j A t~ F" ~ L [ N E " ) 
l?on FURMA1(" 00 YO,U WANf THl PRINfUUT Of T~~ INPuT") 
lNf') 
.. - - .. - . - - - - . . - . - - - ~ - - - . - - - - - . - -
SU~10UTrNE I~ITIA 
~ I \J C L U D l f 0 UTe u r~ f 
f)U ~o 1=1,3u 




,~ H :,; ( 1 , J ) = H L A I'J ~ 
10 PH8v(J,J)=dL~~K 




5 u r'J ( I ) = ~.) 
t., H nTH ( I ) = 0 
"lAP, I ):;:'J 
PAP{I):::n 
r rH) iN T ( I ) : \l 
H t. A I) ( [ J = U 
~'I t-i F.: ~ I ) = q 
P f-' F~ ( I ) :;: I,} 
Lf-'F(J):0 
4() ppn.)T(I)=O 




1-: N L I t>j = • ~ A L S E. , 
;~ U I~ 1 F Y:: • r A L S E • 
Tr~A;O 
T r-. P :t) 
R t. T .J R '>I 
r::: r. ; I 
• _ _ _ ~ _ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ - _ • _ _ • _ 4 _ _ _ _ 











T HIS S \) H ~ U IJ 1 I ;~ E Ii F: A U S T HI:.. P Ii LJ v I S 1 u N S wIT H T I-l ElM ASS n C I ATE 
D A~Gu~ENTS' THE LIST 0R A~GUMENrS wITH THETR pARE~TS AN0 
rllJ I L U S THE v t: C T LJ K S L A A , N A A, A I~ I) NAP 
$ t "J C L I,J [1 E • U U T (,; U M ' 
$ INCLUUE IPAHCOM· 
Ir (O~O) GO Tn 11U 
lrC.NUT.MCJOI.y) 11r) ro tJ 
































































Df) '1 K=lJTNA 
~ A(K:)=K 
9 w~lTE(6.1000) 
;~ :: () 
-103-
~ REGIN ~CANNING F~~ INPUT 
c 
CAL~ PA~SE(ENIITy.MJOE'VAL~E,NCHAR) 
1 0 I F ( ·1 A. T C H l " PH U V I 5 n , j ) c; U T U ? u 
1~ IF(~ATCHl"E~D",3)) 30 TO IbU 
r F ( .'1 Arc rl ( tt A R GUM t: " , j ) r, 0 T f] 6 U 
r F ( .·1 ATe H { n (J R [j £ R rt , :1 )) (i I J T 0 1 1 u 
elM P R (J p t: Ii l!~ puT J A T .~ 
c 
Vik!rE(6.11!JO) 
CALL. R I.) l ll~ [ 
K::::I<. ... l 
IFCK.EQ.IQl CALL EK~OH(l) 
GLJ rn 10 
c 
C HERE wl ~Avl THE LIST JF ~HOvISIUNS ANU ASsnC1ATEO ARG·, 
c 
20 wkI rE(6 .• 1C]61)) 
c PN= CUUNIEH nF PR0VISIU~~ 
K-" \) 
CAL L ~ 0 l 1 I~ £ 
2 6 I ~ ( • N fJ T • fIX E lJ ( X » (j ~j T 1] 2 H 
Pi'J=fJN+l 
I t ( ,-i a D I F Y) tJ r~;; I v A L U E 
p ( p ;~ ) :. I v A L U E 
TNP;MAXO(TNP,~(P~)) 
I t ( :;:, T K I i-J LJ ( X )} GOT U 3;:J 
27 IF(~IXEDtX» GO 10 ~u 
?~ If-CENO(XJ) GU TU 50 
IF(ENLIN) GUro 29 
C IMPRUP~R lN~UT OATA 
(<J H ! r E ( 6 , 1 1 0 0 ) 
CALL. Ri)LINE 
K=K+l 
If-C~.EJ.l0) CALL EkHOR(1) 
GU TO 20 
29 CUNTINUE 
C N E ~ L I .~ E. 
GU ro 15 
C 
C READ TiTLE UF PRUVISIU~ 
C 
C II: CDUNfEK Ufo ASSOCIATEu ARGUMENTC; l1F PROvJSTON 
c 
30 r 1=(,) 
NwOl=(NCHAR+5)/6 
NW01=MINU(NWU1,5) 
If"(.NUT.MOlJI~Y) GQ rn 32 
UU 31 J=l,5 
31 PkOv(P(PN),JJ:HlANK 
32 DU 35 J=l,NwOl 
3 5 P R n IJ ( P ( P N ) J J ~ :: E !~ T I i Y ( J ) 























22 7 00 
22fiOO 























































N U A { P ( P I~ ) ) = I I 
ENLIN=,FALSE. 
GU TO 27 
50 ENLlt\J=.TRUE. 
GU TO 26 
. -104-
AN: CDUNIER Of ARGUMENTS 




65 IFC.NOT.fIXF.u(X) ().j TIJ 11{) 
A i~ = I~ N + 1 
A(A~)=IvALUt. 
I~(.10UIFY) AN:::I'~ALUt: 
I F ( • N fJ T • S T R I . ~ J ( X ) il 0 TO" 0 
N iii 0 i :::: ( t~ C i1 A R + 5 ) / 6 
N W D 1 = M I .~ \] ( :; , N ill 0 1 ) 
I F ( • :"J U T • ;-1 U 0 I r f) (; 0 r (] £, b 
DlJ 0 1 J=1,5 
67 AkG(A(~N).J)=dLANK 
6R DU /0 J=l,~~Ol 
70 A Ii (; ( A ( A :~ ) , J ) = EN TIT Y ( J J 
HO IF(.Nur.FIXEO(x)J (jiJ Tfl 9,) 
PAR[NTCA(AN»)=IvALU( 
E N L 1 ~~ = • F A L 5 E : 
90 P(t:ND(X» (iJ ru 9~ 
E ~ L 1 ~\j • - WHEN Trl~ lNTITy IS Nur STRI~G'TNTlGER' nH ENU 
OF LINE' l:\jLIN IS ustu TO SPECI~Y TI1AT THIS 
IS A NE~ LINE IF ITS VALUE IS TqUE. ~I)T' TF 
ITS vALUE IS FAlSE, IHlR£ IS AN ERROR. 




IF(~.E~.10) CALL EIi~OR(l) 
GU rO 60 
N[ ... LI~E 
1 00 T r~ A =: A N 
GU ro ~/) 
95 F:NLIN=.rHUI::. 




120 IF(.NOT.fIXEQ(X» uL) TI} 130 
1= T + 1 
nHfJ(H(I)=IVALuE 
ENLIN=.FALSE.· .. 
GO TO l~O 





















































314 t () 
31600 
'lc"7 ,,}\ J.l. , \.1 \.J 










GU fa 12U 





IF(~.£~.10) CALL EH~OR(l) 
(,U fO IJ 
150 xMA,,=I 
llU TO 10 
160 IFC,I'lOT,UHD) .,j().li] 165 
Of'UJ=. F AL!;:)[. 
Rf:, I ~JRN 
165 Rl'.'qNj) OF 
~klr[(DF=1'10~O) TNP'l~A 
OIl 1'0 r=l'TNP 
Nl=~( I) 
I\~ U M A = i~ U A ( N I ) 
/.J f-J I :: N I + 1 
170 ~HlrE.(JF=NPI,lJ50)NI,{p~nV{NI,J),J=lJ~},NUMA,CLACNI.rr),rI=l,~UMA: 




ENO FILE OF 
Lflt,;K OF 
1 () 0 0 FUR ,1 A T (" l3 E (1 ~:\j I N pur I 1\1 S T RUe r l U;~ S , " , 
*" tNTER THE wQRU t~o ~~EN FIN1SHEO,") 
1 1 0 0 FUR.1 A T (.. I I'~ P I.J r E. K R U I~ - - - Ii E .. [ N 1 t RON A N r 'IV LIN E" ) 
1040 ~UR~AT(lH ,2I~) 
1050 FU R1AT(lH ,12,SA6,b(3) 
106 () FUR "j A T (1'f [N T E R THE LIS Tor P R u VIS I n t~ SAN f) AS:J 0 C I ATE f) A R I.l U MEN T S " , 
zl'" ONE LINE FOR EACH PHOvISIUN") 
10" n FUR 1·1 A T (" E'~ T t. i1 THE LIs T 0 F A F~ U U r~ EN T SAN nTH E I R pAR EN T S H , 
*1," ONE LINE FOk EACH A~GUMENr") 
1 n d 0 F LJ R -1 A T (" E ~ T t.'1 THE ~ 0 R f) E I'J (j ,... H I:. l'I F I r~ ISH E r)" ) 
rd:. T :J P i\j 
EN~ 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - . - - - -
r. 
S U H i~ cur I N E u L.. j 1 ~ T A 






()LJ 170 r=l,TNP 
~=I+l 
R l A ,) ( L) F = j\j , 1 0::> :J ) ( p R U ~ ( I II J ) • J = 1 ' ::, ) , N U M A • ( L A ( I, r I ) • r I = 1 • N U i'1 .4 ) 
1 7 0 f\i U .A ( I ) = !~ U M A . 
nu It;o I=l.T{~~ 
t-,jAI=!+.:ll 
1 8 0 R [ A J ( 0 F = N A [ , ~ :) '5 l) ) ( A R G ( I , J ) , J = 1 , :, ) , PAR E N T ( I ) 
Rt:.~lNI) DF 
nLf)~T;.TKUE. 
1 t) (~O F U ti ,'I A r ( 1 H ,2 I 2 ) 
1050 FUR~AT(lh ,2X,5A6,bI3} 
Rll:jRi'4 
END 
- - - - -- --- -- - .. - - - - - - - - .-
SUH~OUTINE AKPRUV 
































































e E RUG H LJ N 1 T LJ R ( 1) R 0 u T , S a I\i , 8 H f1 r H , pAp, LAp, P A A , r~ U M A , N 1\ A , LA. A , NAp 
C E RUG t1 U!'Ii I T U R ( 1) P ~ R E N T 
$ rNCLUUE ·UUTCOM' 
INTiGER HHUOT,P~AP 
c 
C THIS SuBHJU1INE CnMPLtrEs fHE AR~UMENT A~U pROvIsION 
r. f) .f:.. T A !j '( 13 U I L LJ I N G T H r. A ~ RAy S R U LJ r • SUN , B ROT H , 0 A p , ,~ A A , L A A , NAP 
1=0 
DU 'i K=1'TNP 
i'll U M ~ = .'J I.J A ( K ) 
NAA(K)=NUHA 




9 C U r~ r I \J : J E 
TLAA=I 
PtJAr>=~AP( 1 )+1 
nU n!) I=l'T'~A 
pARENT(I)=PAR~~l(I) 
IF{~ARENI(I}·lQ.U) ~a TO 20 
IF(l,EQ,TNA) ~O fn 10 
I F { pAR E i~ 1 ( I ) • E \~ , P A Ii t. N f ( 1 + 1 » (, U T IJ 1 () 
RlJUr{ I )=HRIJf]"f 
I ~ ( rJ A ii t. ,~ J ( I + 1 ) • r" I:.. • U J G I ) T a 3 D 
5 U i\j ( I ) = 0 
GU Ie 35 
G U r 11 3 tJ 
1n RUnTC I )=KROllT 
MHO rr1C I )=1+1 
(;U rO 4J 
t: 0 R k f) J T :: P A K E i~ T ( I + 1 ) 
RUnrCI)=l 
oHDrh(! ... l)=O 
30 SU~(I)=r+l 
35 HKnrH(I)::O 
4 r) If· ( ~ A P ( I ) , N E • Q) b ~J T U ') 0 
PAP ( I ) = i). 
r;u ra 0,'1 
5 0 PAP ( I ) ; f'J A P ( I ) + P PAp· 
PPAr'=P.AP l I) 
60 CU!J I INUE 
RHIJrH( 1;'-JA)=t) 
C 8jILD PA~ 
?AA~l)-:l 
IJIJ 1 0 I = (! , T ;~ P 
70 PAAl I )::pAA( 1-1 )+NAA( 1-1) 
C BUILD L.Af 
II=rNP 
DU }O M::l~TNP 
I=P>-\ACll) 
J=I+NAA( 1 I )-1 
OU ;10 K=i,J 
A f'~ = L A A ( K ) 
PAP(ANJ::tJ~P(~~)-l 
L:: PAP ( A'~ J 
80 LAP(L):!l 
11=11":1. 


































































r. ... - . - . - - . - - - - . . - - - . - - - . - - . - . - . . 
C 
SUriKOt) r I NE OU rL;~ 
C E RUG M tJ NIT LJ K ( 1) S T A C K ' AN, A i) \j , I NIT • ~ U P P • L I • L U • "I P , LIS T , N PRJ INC 
CERUG M~N1IUR(1) MISS,NPt'PJINT,PP['L~'NAPJrLN,ROOT'SON'8RnTH,PAP 
C [14 U G M LJ NIT (j R ( 1) LAP, P P 0 U r , t\ J X , I~ 1 , Nt.· I N r) EN T , HE An' L ? E , 0 R !) E R 
$ TNCLUl.lt 'Ui.JTCOi1 t 
r. 
r. 1. INI rAL[l~ JUILINl~~ V~RrA8LES 
c 
r. 
CAL L [i~ I U IJ T 
c 




r. W H liE ( 1 , .3 0 U) ., S I 
CAL L A l) V A j~ C 
I f ( .~ P R • E \~ • 0) HE T URN 
3 !) n F u q c"1 A T (" ". T ~ '.:i , " S T r.. p = " , 1 2 ) 
r. 
c 3. f)t. Tt.P.r1I:~1: IF THEf-<[ i4Ri:. PkfjvIS1U t'JS TU i3t. ~;~TE~Ei) I.JNL)~~~ 
r. T Ii F H E A J 1 r~ G t] F T M t: C U K f-? E f\J r A,.( u U r·l F N T 
r. 
J 0\1::' T = j 
r: -'I K IrE ( 1 , :3 0 'J) '\ S f 
r: 
I F ( .~ {J p ( I~ N ) • E ,~ • 1.1) <; U T 0 1 ') I) 
:\;1-'= ) 
~··i 1 = ~ A P ( A i~ ) 
:--12 =.~ 1 ... :~ j~ r' ( A ~~ ) .. 1 
rlU j1 .j=Nl,,\j2 
~r'Uul(LA~(J»)=PI-'UUI(LA~(J») 
: F ( ~ P (ll J T l LAP ( J ) ) • t~ I:. • 0) G (J r i J j 1 
,~ U 0 r ( L A AlP A A ( L :.\ j".J ( J ) ) ) ) = R U Ll T ( L A A ( P A A ( L A r' ( .1 ) ) ) ) 
i. F (R 1.IIJ r { L A A ( to' A A { L Po ,J ( J J ) ) ) • i'~ E • ;, T A C K ( 1 ) r.; f) T lJ 3 1 
I'j P = ~ p + 1 
L. I C; i ( ;~ p ) = LAP ( J ) 
3 1 r, IJ i4 r r l\j u € 
r, THE r'RJvISIU!~(S) IS(AHt:) €,'IjTERc.Jl WH[~ TI-"E APGUMt-:NT F'J~ST 
r. n~'J ITS LIST lJF A'-1(;J~'ENr5' IS rr~ THr.. HIERJ'RCHlcAlLY FIRST 
r: AqGlJMt...jT TRlE UFTI'11:. ~rACi{ 
c 
NfJ=.,.P 
IF ( r~ P • I:: \.JI • 0 ) \.]0 In 1\)0 
c 
r. 4 • A U V ~ ~J C E U U T L .L.~ E 
r. 
f'J S T =4 
C WHL rE(l,j(JO) I~ S r 
AUV:;AOV 
rFC.NdT.ADV) \J iJ TO '41 
LN=i..N+l 
I [',Dt-NT (LI\j) =LLl 
H l A U ( L j'J ) :; A N 
SUPP=.FALSE. 
Nf-lE(LN:=U 
P PEl L N ) :; t-' IJ r !~ r 

































































C 5. ENTiRING PROVISIUNS 
C CHECK IF PkUV1SIONS CAN bt ENTERED. IF THEy ARE 
C Ci '1 j-I LET E (A L L T H t:.. I R A K (j U '1 c.. N T 5 A P P t:.. A ~ I N T HE CUR R E N r 
C STACK OF ARGUMENTS) T~EY MAY HE [NTEREU 
C 
NST=5 
r. ~ H 1 r E ( 1 , j 0 (1) i'~ S r 
c 
50 DU :)9 J=l,.NP 
Nl=pAA(l.lST(J» 
N2=.~1-1+ NAA(LISf(J» 
r. 6. C U 1'1 P L £ T E "' 
c 
NST::6 
~ w R IrE ( 1 •. , 0 0) .~ S r 
c 
no jtj JJ=Nl,N2 
DlJ ':J7 KK=l,K 
STACK(KK)=STACK(KK) 
rf{~TACKtKK).£Q.LAA(JJ») (,r) TL1 5~ 
57 CUNTINUE 
MIS~=LAAC .. JJ) 
INC=Ii~C+l 
GU ro 59 
58 r.U~TI~UE 
r. ALL 1 r.") A q r, U 11 E. N .1. S A r.: E I i~ ThE CUR H I:. i'~ T S T A C K, THE ~ E FOR E 
C PRovlSiUN IS CO~PLEJE 
C 
C 7. EN1~R PRUVISIJN 
NST=7 
C ~'J H 1 T E ( 1 • :3 0 I J) . ~ S T 
NPELLN)=NP£(L~)+l 
c 





r. B. ANy r 1'4 C IJ M P LET t p H 0 VIS I q N • A NEw THE E f) FAR Ii U MEN T S T 5 




C wH!rE(1,3QO) iST 
IfCrNC.Ew.O) GO TO ~o 
c 
C 9. APPEND THEE 
NST:9 














































































r. lO.PKI",ARy ·TREE. NU PRUvIslU"J!:I Fr)~ porlNCIAl ENTRIES ARt: 
r. [NCjUNfEHEiJ ~T A t~tAUING 
c 
100 rF(~OUT(AN).E~.sTAC~(l») GU TU 105 
Nsr=l~) 














T t ( 1\, Ii .1' Ll (, II \ ' 1"1 r (~ i fI 
.L r ", •• \J , • r .. V Y' ., l; I 'J .:::.. v 
LN=LN+l 
I NOt: N T ( L i~ ) = L i.J 
HE..AJ(LI~ )=A;~ 
(~U T I] t:. r) 
EN/) 
- - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - . - - . . . - . - - - . .. 
S U;oJ R U U T ll\j E r o~ I I.lIJ r 
$!NCLUO[ 'OUfC UM ' 








STAcKCt< )=iJRDE.r« X) 
SUPrJ=.FALSE. 
N~R=TNP 
P U I ,~T = 1 
AN=~IACKlKJ 
PP({I}=l 
Rl T JRI~ 
E ,...n 
c - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - • - - • - - - - • - • • • • 
C 
SU~RUJTINE ALlVANC 
C E R U r, ..: U ''I ! T U r ~ ( 1) S T ~ C K , A j~ • A 0 v • I NIT, !:Iu p p , L I • L U • t\J P , LIS T , N P R , INC 
CE8 UG ~U~lTJ~(l) M1SS,Npl,PUI~T.PpE.LN,TLN.NAp,ROUT.SO~.8~nTH,PAP 
C E RUG M U .... L T ~ j '1 ( 1) LAP, P P rJ U T ' K ' X 
$ INCLuuE 'uUT~UM' 
C T HIS C; J B ~ I) . .J I I N E iJ iJ t:: S I rl E:. A D V A NeE u :~ THE T REF: (S E ETA B L £ 1 
r. 0 Eel S 1 . J r~ TAb L E f :j R Ai) V ~ N C F.. ) 
C 
C R IJ L t. 1 • N P R .: 0 "1 t. A N S: 0 LJ T L I !~ 1 i~ G F I /II r S H F" n 
NPR=NPH 
I F ( o~ P R .. iO~ E. • 0 )1 LJ 1 0 d 
;\jkU.:l 
C ~I kIT E ( 1 ' ~ () U) ''I R U 
2 0 0 FUR ,1 A T ( "LJ ", T 1 0 , " r.( U L E ", I 2 ) 
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51~00 TL N::L!~ 
51f>OO RE.fU HN 
51700 C R U L t: 2. LO:::) INITIAL pHIMAHy TRE..E 
SlAOO C 
51~10 2 I F ( L U • :~ E • (I ) GJ ru 3 
51820 t'J K [J:: 2 
51~30 C ~~ H 1 r E ( 1 , ~ U 0 ) :~ R LJ 
519()0 IFCLO.E\..J·O) GU TU 110 
520()O 3 I~(.t'lUT.INIT) GU ~ {J 7 
52100 I f ( ;j U t J ( A i~ ) • E Q • IJ ) GU TO J 
52200 C 
52300 C R U L t:. .3 • SON I S N[ ,~ A K (1 U ,-1 E. 1'4 T 
, 52400 C 
52 4 10 "lkU :,3 




52E'OO GtJ lli 11 u 
·529 () 0 5 IF(~ROT~lAN).£~.U) :lU fO 6 tj 
53000 K=K ... 1 
5311')0 STA~K(K)=BkUTH(~N) 
53200 A i\J = S T A C K ( K ) 
53210 \~HU;;::4 
53220 IF(.)UPP) r'JRU=S 
53230 C ~RIr[(t,20Q) i,;Ru 
533()O IFC5UPP) (ill IlJ 110 
5.34f)0 C 
53500 C R U L 
'-
4 • SUPtJ=.fALsE. 8 ~!J T HI:. H IS NEw A~GUMt:NT 
53£-00 r. R 11 L t. S • SUpt-'=.TRUt. RRllTHtk IS NE "i ~nG'·JMENT 
53700 c 
53800 (jU [0 LO!:> 
53900 C R U L t. 5 b .4 :"'8 d :< E t ;'J T E. K f'j I '/ H PAR E i~ T 
540f)O C 
54010 60 I\lkil=6 
';40/0 r. wkJ.rE(l.~OU) '~~ u 
54030 67 K=~ 
540/~O SrAc~(K)=STA~K(K) 
54050 PAR t::. N T ( AN) :: P A ~ E !~ T ( ~ :~ ) 
54100 I F ( ~ T 1\ C r\ ( K ) • E.i • t.J A R L !~ T ( A i~ ) ) I~U lO 69 
54200 K=K"l 
54300 GU ru or 
54400 69 I~I I=.FALSE. 
54500 LU=LO"l 
54600 A.N=:)lACK(K) 
54700 GLJ TO j 
548()O 7 IF (tlRUTrllAN)'l(,J.O) 'i U TU TU 
54900 r. R u L t l • dRorH£k 1 S NEri A, R (l U M I:. r~ T 
55000 C 
';5010 rn-<u=7 




1)5400 (11] TO iO:;' 
55410 I F ( tJ A R F.: ;~ I ( AN) • :\j E • 0 ) NR:J=8 
S54?O C :.-jk1rE(1.tOO) f\lRu 
55500 70 I F ( ;oJ ARE :~ 1 ( A~ .. ) • ~ E • 0 ) GO Tn 6 i~ 
55600 C 
'S57()O C R U L t: d. PAHENT •. '1 E • U REEi'~ I ER wITH PAl-<l:.l\jr 
55RoO r. 






















57 110 () 










































C R U L l 9. P~OCEEU TU APEND ANOIH[H TREE 
I\.jHIj:9 






'J LJ TO 1 21) 
100 X,='X 
xM,4X=XMAx 
I F ( A • LT. X 1-1 A X) (] n T U 1 0 ~ 
CALL £KRJR(2) 
C R U L ~ 10' NE~ pHIMARy TRE~ 
,02 ,x:=x+l 
f·If</ IJ :;; 1 () 













- ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - _. . - - - . . 
SU~r<OlJTINE. uurl 








:)(J )0 I::l,TLN 
50 1"1 kIT E ( 1 , ~ f) 0) I' I N D I:. .,~ T ( r J , HE. A i) l 1 )', N P E ( r ) • p P E ( 1 ) ,. L p E ( I ) 
1 0 () FUR " A T ( ,,1 ". T S ~ "S U H!:i C K I IJ T ", T 20' "L 0 p. A R G'" T 3'1, "~. E ~ T R I E S", 
*T~C)."P.PHUV". r5s,nPr-tUV.") 
? 0 () F U K-1 A T (" n. T 1 • 1 " , T ~ J' I ~ , 5 X I I 2' r 3 r • I 3 • T 4 7 , I 3, T 5 7 , r 3 ) 
Kt I jR 1'1/ 
END 
- - - . . - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - . -
s U ~ -< 0 uTI N E. t. R t1 U R ( !~ ) 
(, U r 0 (1' 2 ) , !~ 
\o.H1rE.«(),lO(l) 
... H1rE(1,lOO) 
s 1 [1,; 
/ I'IIk! rE(I),~OU) 
,oj k IrE ( 1 , t. {)~) ) 
STr],-I 
1 0 0 FUR 1 A T (" I N r. ~ ~~ R £: C T r N P i.J T - • .. P HUG R A r~ E X E. C 1 J T I 0 ;~ S TOP pEr) • ., I 
2 0 0 F Uk, -I A T (" P R Q ~; ~ A ~~ S I U P P f. U - - ~ S U '-1 l PRO V lsi n (-.J S H A V E NOT I 
*Ht.E'~ 'JuTLINED") 
R t. T ... J R i'~ 
[l'il) 























































$ TNCLUUE 'OUTt0~' 
:)ATA :3LAN~/6rl /,dL/4d / 
ENO 
c 








,~ ~ IrE ( l ~ 1 05 () ) 
~ ~ IrE (1 ~ 1 IJ ~ 0 ) 
'I R IrE ( Z ~ 1 V 6 0 J 
DU 60 I=l,TLN 
"'ldL;IJ'~';ENT( I J 
~ R 1 r E ( l , 't. 0 U 0 ) l ij L ~ t<. = 1', i~ ~ L ) 
GU fO (lU,2Q,30,QO,jO),N8l 
10 wklrE(Z.lOO) (ARG(H(AOCl)'J).J=l,S) 
GU ro S5 
20 w~lrE(l'~OJ) (ARG(HEAO{I)'J)'J=l,S) 
GU ra 'J::> 
30 wHlrEcz. 300 ) (Ak~(HEAD{1),J).J;1,5) 
bU TO ';5 
40 ~klrE(z,40~) (Akb(HtAU(I)'J)'J=1,5) 
t~U fO 55 
50 ~HlrE(L,~OO) CA~G(H~AQ(l),J),J=l,S) 
55 J=Pj-Jf:(I) 
IF(J.[~.u) GO TU bO 
K=J+NPI:.(l)"l 
DU ')6 L=J,K 
'.Jj;3 L i = N H L + 1 
wHlrE(L'~OOU) (dL,N=l'~dL)'(UUT,M=NBLl'ln) 
56 WH I rE (l. 4 ()OU) Lt-'t. (L), (~Hn" (LPt (. L?,...I), H= 1.5) 
60 C(Jr,j rINUE 
~HI rE(Z'''~i)O) 
1 f) 5 () F U r~ ·1 A T ( tt 1 " • T 6 • tt ddT L N E " ) 
1 0 0 0 F U f-( ;'1 A T ( "U " , T 6 J " H I:. A I) I ,'~ G", T I~ U , " P H n VIS I IJ N") 
1060 FUR1ATC" tt,16'13(lHe), r40~1/(lH-)'///) 
2000 FU~~AT(" ".30A~) 
Q 000 F U P "1 A T ( "+ tf , T ~ 0 ' 1 ~ J ~ X , :, A 6 ) 
4'100 FU tC1AT("1") 
100 FOR~AT("+"'T6 '~A6J 
~OO FU~~AT("+"'Tto .~A6) 
300 FURrlAT(tf+tf'Tlq,5A6) 
1I 0 0 F U t~ '1 A T ( " + 1t • T 1 d , 5 A b J 
5 0 0 F U t.( ~1 A T ( ,,+" , T 2 (. ,:> A b ) 
RE. r JRI'Il 
l i~ i) 
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